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C h r i s t and Spirit . A Study of Paul's Understanding of the Relat ionship between 
C h r i s t and Spirit In the Light o f O ld Testament and Intert;estamental Develop-
ments . 
A Thesis submittGd for the degree of M.Theol at the University of Durham, by Dieter 
Becht, 22 .6 .88 . 
In a f i rs t section this p'Apet t races the development of Wisdom and Spirit as two 
interrelated concepts in Job 28 , Prov 1-9, Ben Sira, Wis and Sim. A second section 
looks at 2Cor 3 i - 4 6 . Paul does not understand the cause for Moses veiling his face 
to be an e f fo r t on Moses' part to hide the fading of his glory. Rather, he sees the 
veil as a means for Moses to protect the Israelites f rom too great an exjxisure to 
God's glory. His aim is to contrast the former inat.)ility to stand tlie glory of Gcx;! 
w i th the Christ ian's f reedom, This freedom is due to the fact that Christ is exper i -
enced as the Spirit and not as let ters wr i t ten on stone. 
It was fur ther discovered that Paul draws \xAh on his experience at Damascus 
as also on tradit ions found in Philo, Pseudo-Philo and Pseudo-Jonathan. His affinity 
to Pseudo-Philo is particularly str ik ing. It is evident that Pseudo-Philo has an Adam 
typology based on the contrast between the f i rs t Adam and Moses, the new Adam, 
which is akin to tradit ions found in Philo and Pseudo-Jonathan. This disproves the 
old theories about Paul drawing on an 'Urmensch-Erloser Mythos' f rom another angle 
(as does the secion on Sir 24) and places Paul's thinking in this matter squarely into 
the Jewish tradit ions of his t ime. In a final sect ion, it is f i rs t postulated that Paul 
can identify Christ both wi th Wisdom (ICor 1 and 2) and wi th the Spirit (2Cor 3)7) 
because he is working w i th a concept similar to that found in Sim. 'For Paul, the 
Messiah is identified w i th Wisdom as well as wi th the Spir i t . The two are just two 
sides of the same coin: the Messiah is identified with the Spir i t , because he is ex-
perienced by the believer as the Spir i t . He is also identified wi th Wisdom, because 
the Spir i t is the Spirit of Wisdom. Thus for Paul the question of a figure of Wisdom 
finally becomes meaningless, as Wisdom is linked wi th Jesus Christ , and in the samie 
manner that Wisdom is linked wi th the Son of Man in the Book of the Similitudes, 
namely as the Spirit of Wisdom which Is poured onto the Son of Man and through 
him onto the elect' (p. 133). 
Secondly, Paul has enriched tl i is concept through his use of the Adam typology 
found In Palestinian tradit ions of his t ime, giving it new meaning by subsituting Christ 
for Moses as the new Adam. 
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Chris t and Spirit . A Study of Paul's Understanding of the 
Relat ionship between Chris t and Spirit in the Light of Old 
Testament and Intertestamental Developments 
1. A im and scope of this study 
This paper at tempts to deal wi th a dif f icul t area of New Testament exegesis, 
namely Paul's understanding of the relationship of Christ and Spir i t . Two poles will 
be used as or ientat ion and in order to s t ruc tu re the mater ia l . 
The f i r s t pole is found in 1 Cor I f f . In Cor 130 Paul identifies Jesus with Sophia 
(Wisdom). Job 28 , Proverbs 1-9, Ben SIra, Wisdom of Solomon and 1 Enoch (Book 
of the Simil i tudes) will be examined in order to ascertain the development of the 
so-cal led Wisdom tradi t ion, its possible relevance to Paul, and in that case, precisely 
what kind of relevance.' Closely connected to this Is the question concerning the 
relationship of Wisdom and Spir i t . 
2 Cor 3i7b will f o r m the second pole. In this section I shall at tempt to discover 
the meaning of Paul's assert ion that the kurlos is pneuma. Two interpretations will 
be kept in mind, namely the interpretat ion of I. Hermann'^ and the more recent one 
of J.D.G. Dunn.^ They will provide the s t ruc tu re of this part icular section. 
The study vvill revolve around these two poles and in a final section attempt a 
tentat ive reconst ruct ion of what concepts Paul could have in mind in both cases, and 
how they are related to each other in his mind. A study of these dimensions must 
of necessity be cursory and cannot touch on all aspects of Paul's understanding of 
the relationship Chr is t -Sp i r i t . 
2. Wisdom and Spirit In the time preceding Chris t 
The beginnings of the s t rand of Jewish theological development known today as 
Wisdom lie within the l imits of the Old Testament as defined by the Rabbis. We find 
Wisdom in the Psalms - notably Pss 1; 19,8-15; 37; 49 ; 73; 78; 90 ; 105; 106; 112; 
118; 119; 127; 128; 133.^ We also have a number of didactic narrat ives with sapiential 
colour Cweisheitliche Lehrerzahlung"*), especially Gen 37; 3 9 - 5 0 ; Job 1f; 42,7-17; 
Ruth, Esther , Tobit and Dan 1-6. Passages in Amos^ and Isaiah^ have sapiential 
mot i fs . 
M. Weinfeld discovered a proximity of Wisdom to the Deuteronomic school, 
concluding that the 'Sitz im Leben' of the latter was to be found in a class of scribes 
w i th Wisdom as their base at the court In Jerusalem since the t ime of Hezeklah^ 
As R.Smend has pointed out , this is not surpr is ing, considering that the statutes of 
the Law and Wisdom have a st rong aff inity and later in fact converge in the work 
of Ben Sira? Bearing all this in mind, w e will now turn to Job 28 . 
2.1 Job 281-27 
This tex t is a later addition to the book of Job and a completely Independent unlt.^ 
The message of Job 28 i -27 is simple in spite of the baroque elaborations: Even 
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though man can do incredible fea ts , as for example going Into the very roots of 
mountains, he etill cannot f ind the location of Wisdom. Only God, who has given 
everything its law to fo l low, knows that. In other words, man has only partial know-
ledge, whereas God, exist ing before everything and controll ing everything, has 
complete knowledge. 
S o far there ' ^no speculation on the nature of Wisdom, and no personif ication of 
Wisdom. Merely the relationship of man and God to Wisdom comes to light. 
Verse 26 is a later addition which stands close to the wor ld of Prov 1-9, leading 
us to the next stage. 
2.2 Proverbs 1-9 
Prov 1-9 is a dist inct part of the book of Proverbs. It is composed of a prescr ipt 
(1l-7), ten discourses (18-19; 2; 3l-i2,2l-35; 4l-9,l0-i3,20-27; 5; 620-35; 7)*° and 
three poems concerning personif ied wisdom (I20-23; 8; 9), Besides these there are 
various smaller additions. 
Prov 1-9 introduces mot i fs used in the res t of the corpus of Proverbs. Three 
themes dominate Prov 1-9: the wicked man, the strange woman, and the relationship 
between Yahweh and Wisdom, or between the Yahweh-religion and obedience to 
Wisdom. The f i rs t theme is found frequently in lOff , the second hardly at all. The 
th i rd is to be found in lOf f , but expressed differently and less thematically (cf Prov 
16). Wisdom is not personif ied in lOff , or at least not In such a thematically and 
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systematically developed way." W e can ascertain the di f ference by comparing Prov 
14,1 to Prov 1-9: Dame Wisdom and Dame Folly are mentioned here, but only in the 
proper f o rm of a proverb, namely shor t , precise and pregnant. It has its original 
Sitz im Leben in oral t radi t ion. Here we have a germ of the later development of 
the Dame Wisdom - Dame Folly moti f . 
Still most probable, there fore , is the hypothesis which sets the beginnings of 
Proverbs in the t ime of the monarchy, the earliest date being the Solomonic era, 
and which sees the context of the latest developments (Prov 1-9) as being the 
Jewish congregation of post-exi l ic t imes. The date of Prov 1-9 is most likely to lie 
wi th in a f e w generations prior to Ben Sira, at the latest by the middle of the third 
century BC.'^ The recently proposed date relating Prov 1-9 to tt ie t ime of the 
monarchy is highly improbable, as it does no just ice to the fact that Prov 1-9 is a 
later development, where a relatively small number of wisdom themes partly taken 
f r om Prov lOff have been systematically and theologically developed.'^ 
J.L. Crenshaw is r ight in pointing out that one cannot t race the development of 
sapiential thought f rom a 'non-rel igious' to a 'religious' stage, as 'religious' proverbs 
also belong to the oldest t imes. '^ However, his solution is hardly convincing. He finds 
three stages in the development of Proverbs: the f i rs t stage is the 'clan stage', 
whose goal is the master ing of life in a family sett ing wi th an emphasis on human 
behaviour. The second stage is the 'court stage', involving table manners, court 
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Instruct ions and a general secular tendency. The th i rd , theological' stage has as its 
aim the general public, regardless of vocation or s ta tus, and in the fo rm of dialogue/ 
admonit ion (Prov 1-9). Two aspects play a dominant role in the th i rd stage; the 'fear 
of the Lord' and the personif ication of Wisdom/Folly,'^ What makes Crenshaw's theory 
seem art i f icial is that it doesn't take into account that 'clan' and 'court ' were never 
c lear - cut in pre-exi l ic Israel. Clan existed alongside court before exile, and after 
exile both could be dispensed wi th in the increasing emphasis on the Jewish 
congregation as a religious body.'^ Besides this object ion, naming one type of Wisdom 
'theological' implies that the other two are not theological, which would be unfair, 
especially since Crenshaw himself Is at pains to show that one cannot distinguish 
'religious' f r o m 'non-religioue' proverbs as a means of t racing an evolution. Therefore 
the above-mentioned option of t reat ing Prov 1-9 as a systematic-theological develop-
ment seems more concise and co r rec t , as this doesn't deny the existence of 'religion' 
and 'theology' in the earl iest stages of Proverbs.'^ 
The proximity of Prov 1-9 t o Ben Si ra , especially regarding his Wisdom Imagery, 
but also mot i fs such as the identif ication of 'fear of the Lord" wi th Wisdom, and the 
fo rms of expressions used, make a date not too much earlier than Ben Sira extremely 
likely. Prov lOff definitely belong to an earlier stage, seeing that Prov 1-9 shows a 
penetrat ion of ideas and fo rms found in lOff , but not vice versa; the f low of ideas 
is not bi lateral , but only f rom Prov lOff to Prov 1-9?^ 
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Excursus: Hypostasis and Personification lEnd of Excursus) 
Hypostasis 
The use of hypostasis in LXX di f fers f rom New Testament usage'® as well as f rom 
the classical Greek usage.^*^ Fur thermore, the word has assumed another meaning In 
the t r in i tar ian battles leading up to Chalcedon, w+iich, 'rejecting "natural union" wi th 
its monophysite implications, ...singles out hypostasis, to express the oneness of 
the Person, thereby distinguishing it once for all f rom physis, which it reserved for 
the natures. '^ ' 
The use of the word hypostasis ln the present context is rather confusing, as it 
is used to denote diverse things. H. Ringgren quotes f rom W.Oesterley-G.H.Box, who 
define hypostasis as 'a quasi-personif icat ion of certain at t r ibutes proper to God. 
[occupying] an intermediate position between personalit ies and abstract beings." 
(O.-Box did not actually use the word hypostasis)?^ Ringgren also quotes f rom S. 
Mowinckel , who defined hypostasis as 'a divine being, a being which represents the 
personif icat ion of an a t t r ibu te , of an eff icacy, of a par t , e tc . of a higher deity.'^^ 
According to Ringgren, a hypostasis doesn't Imply a personif ication, and a personif ica-
t ion doesn't imply a hypostasis, as it can also be merely poetical, a metaphor or an 
allegory. A hypostasis deals mainly wi th beings having abstract names denoting 
qualities or functions of the deity.^^ The final product of a hypostasis Is a new god 
or goddess in the pantheon. By Israel this process was aborted before it could reach 
the final stage. For Ringgren, only in Prov 822-31 is Wisdom more than a personif ication; 
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here she Is 'a concrete being, se l f -ex is tent beside God.'^^ C.V.Camp argues that 
even in this tex t it cannot be a hypostasis, as the s t r ic t monolatry of Israel rendered 
this Impossible?^ However, she falls to see that this 'hypostatizatlon' is part of a 
general development which finds i ts fullest development in the angelology of Qumranic 
t ex t s . The key di f ference of Wisdom or the angels f rom foreign hypostases is the 
fact that the fo rmer are subordinated to , created by and clearly distinct f rom 
Yaiiweh. It is always important to keep this distinction in mind when talking about 
hypostases in Israel. 
G.v. Rad declines to use the w o r d hypostasis altogether, deeming it to be unsuit-
able for Wisdom l i terature?^ M. Kuchler^^ has suggested using the neutral te rm of 
' ref lect ive Wisdom" coined by E.S. Rorenza?^ No at tempt will be made in this paper 
to solve the question of whether Wisdom was a hypostasis In Judaism or not, the 
emphasis lying on the way in which the New Testament has developed the sapiential 
mater ia l . For this end, a more f ru i t fu l approach is to determine in what way Wisdom 
was personif ied. 
PersonHicaiion 
Pfeifer argues that one should not speak of the personif ication of Wisdom, as the 
Hebrew had no conception of a person as a self-contained entlty.^° This concept is 
however changing, especially in the social sciences, where advances have been made 
by defining persons through their relationships to each other and their environment?' 
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Philosophers today concede that "in the end we may come to realize that the concept 
of a person is incoherent and obsolete.'^^ Our f i rs t task therefore is to define 'per-
son' in an adequate manner. 
The Hebrew concept of person finds its clearest expression in Gen 1 and 2: what 
distinguishes man f rom the rest of creation is the fact that God puts his own stamp 
on Adam; he fo rms him in his own image and breathes into him his own breath. This 
similarity enables Adam to re late to God, jus t as It allows him (on another plane) to 
relate to Eve and to other human beings as a person'. What then can 'person' mean 
in the Hebraic context? I would like to postulate that the Hebrew's understanding 
of human personhood res ts mainly on the dual relationship to God and to other 
persons. It is only thus that w e can understand the Lamentations within the Psalms, 
where the disintegration of the psalmist 's relationship to others is felt as the 
dest ruct ion of l ife i tself, and where the psalmist clings on desperately to the last 
relationship that upholds his personhood, namely his relationship to God. 
Having formulated the s t ruc tu re or core of what 'person' could mean to ttie ancient 
Hebrew, a final question must be ra ised, namely: what character is t ics would this 
personhood have? More concretely, how can it be determined whether Wisdom is 
here envisaged as a person or not? To merely list the character is t ics of Wisdom is 
unsat is factory, as it has been seen above that a 'person' does not merely consist 
of a set of character is t ics . Rather, Wisdom's 'personhood' is determined much more 
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adequately in t e rms of a person- to-person relationship, le her relationship f i rst ly to 
God and secondly to other created persons. The question then ar ises: how does a 
person- to -person relationship become manifest? It becomes manifest primarily in 
t e rms of verbal communication^^ and has at its core the words 'you' and T ; to talk 
to someone as 'you' is implicitly to accept h is /her personhood, just as to refer to 
oneself as T is to imply one's own personhood?^ Thus it is not necessary to define 
Wisdom as a certain type of enti ty, but rather we can ascertain her 'personhood' as 
an interrelated being. 
The point of contact wi th the Christ ian identif ication of Christ and Wisdom lies in 
the personhood of Wisdom rather than in Its 'hypostatic' funct ion. As the following 
tex ts wil l show, it is the way in which the personhood of V^sdom is defined, namely 
through her int imate relationship to Yahweh on the one hand and her intricate re lat ion-
ship to the wisdom-seeker on the other hand, which made the f igure of Wisdom 
popular in the early church, as it at tempted to grasp the role of Christ . 
(End of Excursus) 
2.2.1 Prov 11-19 
17 gives a kind of summary of the relationship of Yahweh and Wisdom which 
permeates the whole sect ion. 9l0 has a similar formulat ion: 
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2.2.2 Prov 120-33 
Prov 120-33 is the first personification of Wisdom In Proverbs. Wisdom calls on 
the streets, inviting everyone to come to her ( Werbung": 1 2 0 - 2 3 a n d threatening 
those who don't CDrohrede': 124-27),^'' pointing out the consequences for the disobedi-
ent (128-32) and the obedient (133). 
The close parallels of Wisdom s speech in 120-33 to prophetic speech has been 
known for some time.^^ Typical of the prophetic announcement of judgment (Gerichts-
ankiindigung) are IV** (Isa 8,3; 30,12), or ""D Dnn in introducing the reason for 
something, " ' IK'DJ (Judges 23) or 1 (Isa 3729) in introducing an announcement and 
TK in denoting the hour of Judgement. In contrast to this, Wisdom literature generally 
uses the form 'he who (does such-and-such) will encounter (such-and-such a prob-
lem), le a 'Tat-Fo!ge-Aufw«is.'^^ The form in Prov 120-33, however, stays within 
Wisdom thinking in that the announcement of judgement is not absolute; it allows 
for a turning away of the hearer from evil.*° 
Many motifs in Prov 120-33 are related to prophetic utterances. HW in 123 is 
reminiscent of Jeremiah and its Deuteronomistic redaction. The motif of Yahweh not 
answering (128) is related to Mic 34 / Isa I is/Jer l l l l / Hos 56/ Amos 8i2, etc. 
Another motif found in prophetic literature is that of God laughing at and mocking 
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the wicked man. 
The closeness of Yahweh and Wisdom become apparent in this text, even though 
Yahweh is not mentioned except in the phrase 'fear of Yahweh' (129). 
'Denn die Weisheit, die in der Einladung mit ihren Wort en ihren Geist 
sprudein lassen will und nach Art der Propheten in atzender Scharfe auf 
Abiehnung reagiert, hat den Mantel des Propheten angelegt, um die unmit-
telbare Verbindung mit Jahwe hervorzuheben. Ihre Drohrede kommt Uber-
ein mit den Jahweworten in den prophetischen Veriautbarungen.'^' 
Of special interest is the only direct mention of spirit in Proverbs: 
DDHK ••-131 ny^niK / n n DD*? HV^^K nin 
Turn to me in order that I instruct you; 
then I will make my spirit bubble for you 
and will let you know my words. 
Prov 123 
The prophetic context (DICJ; cf Jer 3; 4) moves us to interpret nT) as meaning 
'gift of Wisdom' parallel to the prophetic understanding of the Spirit as "gift of Yah-
weh". 'I will make my spirit bubble for you' and 'I will let you know my word' stand 
parallel to each other, so that they suggest an identity: receiving Wisdom is the same 
as receiving her spirit. Wisdom's activity contains a charismatic element.^^ This very 
close relationship of Wisdom and Yahweh, where Wisdom has really usurped Yah-
weh's role, points forward towards the future development of Wisdom and Spirit in 
Ben Sira and Wisdom of Solomon. 
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2.2.3 Prov 2i-i i 
Seeking Wisdom results in 'fear of Yahweh' and "knowledge of God' (•''n'7K D V l ) ; 
seeking Wisdom leads to Yahweh. Yahweh is himself the giver of Wsdom; knowledge 
and understanding issue forth from his mouth and come into the heart (D*?) and soul 
(2JDi) of the upright man. It (or she?) guards the wise man (2ii) as Yahweh does 
(27,8); in other words, Wisdom seems to be the instrument of Yahweh through 
which he acts in the world, here specifically confined to the action of God in the 
spiritual sphere of man. Later in 3iff Wisdom also brings material gain. 
1.2.4 Prov 313-20 
The 'Heilruf'*^ of 3i3-20 is a passage in which Wisdom is on its way to becoming 
personified, but is curiously ambivalent. 319-20 reads like a summary of the activity 
of personified Wisdom at creation In Prov of Wisdom's cosmic activity. Although 
we will see that Wisdom in 822ff does not seem to have an instrumental function in 
the creation of the world, this passage would seem to indicate Wisdom's active role 
as Yahweh"s Instrument In creating the earth.^^ 
In 326 Yahweh, and not Wisdom, is the one who takes care of the wise man, 
thus demonstrating the interchangeability in function of Wisdom and Yahweh. 
2.2.5 Prov 4 
Prov 4,1-9 once again shows the interchangeability of Yahweh and Wisdom. The 
question arises whether the personality of Wsdom doesn't lastly derive from her 
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closeness to Yahweh. Thus she gains personal attributes. In the above-mentioned 
text, we find Wisdom taking care of the wise man ("IDE?) and protecting him (12ii), 
elevating him (Dl"lpu.), giving him honour (l!D!3pu.) and placing a in ~ IT'l'? and a 
splendid crown ( D I K D n rnDi?) on his head. As we have already seen, "IDiZ? and "liil 
are already used in 28, but for Yahweh. Thus v^ e can infer that once again these 
are attributes of Yahweh. 
What makes this passage curious, however, is the exhortation of the sage; the 
wise man is to love Wisdom (DHK) and not leave her (DTV ; V.6), he is to embrace 
her ( p D n ; V.8). Whereas the first two terms could be neutral, the latter could 
contain an erotic component. There is however no indication in the context of an 
erotic relationship. What the passage does show is that the Hebrew could have a 
very intimate relationship with Yahweh through the figure of Wsdom, which he could 
embrace, etc. It is only with Wisdom that this new spiritual dimension can be attained, 
as Wisdom allows a deep relationship with Yahweh without obliterating the 
distinction between creator and created. The concept of Wsdom makes a relationsKp 
with Yahweh more tangible whilst at the same time retaining the distinctiveness and 
sovereignty of Yahweh as compared to man. 
C.V. Camp compares Song of Solomon to Proverbs and finds a row of parallels, 
not all of which are convincing. It is possible that CJpD and KiiD have a trace of 
erotic love at times in Proverbs;^^ however, these words are used concerning seek-
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ing and finding the Lord without the erotic overtones in Deut 429; IChr 289,2; 2Chr 
152,4; Isa 556; 65i ; Jer 2913,14. Among the more convincing texts indicating an 
erotic love relationship are Prov 46-9; 74 (as opposed to 7S; but PIK and Vl lD can be 
translated literally as meaning 'sister' and 'relative"*^); 8.17; 9.Iff. In each of these 
instances, the erotic components are ambiguous and definitely not comparable with 
Song of Solomon. 
C.V. Camp finds two motifs in Proverbs harking back to earliest times: 
(a) the wife as manager of the household, and (b) the wife as counselor 
of the husband. 
The question which automatically arises: is the imagery in Proverbs 
not often a bit different? For example, Camp sees marriage imagery in 
Prov 45-9. However, here Wisdom is not the subordinate wife, but rather, 
as we have already seen, a being of a higher order. This perhaps shows 
the foreign influence on Proverbs (ie Wisdom as a 'goddess' , to whom 
an erotic relationship was possible). One cannot therefore simply reduce 
Wisdom's role to that of a wife, just as Prov l20ff should not be seen 
as the image of the 'counselling' wife'^^ but rather as that of the 
prophet.'*^ Prov 31/141 /243-4 may well be points of departure for Prov 
1-9, but they don't explain the cosmologlcal and ruling (In a patriarchal 
society 'manly') character of Wisdom. 
2.2.6 The alien woman (Prov 2i6-i9; 5; 620-3&; 7iff) 
Three verses in the earlier collections concerning an alien woman deserve our at-
tention: Prov 2224; 2327; 293 (in the latter verse she is contrasted with Wisdom). 
However, they do not shed any light on the texts. 
The alien woman is at times a prostitute, at times an adulteress. 2 i6 - i9 is ambi-
valent, as 'covenant of her god' can denote an alien religion or the Israelite religion^" 
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Prov 5 seems to allude to a foreign, unmarried woman. The woman In 620-35 Is 
definitely a (native?) married lady. In Prov 7 the alien woman is married as well, 
although everything seems to point to the fact that she is of foreign origin. 'Alien' is 
thus curiously ambiguous, it not mattering if the lady is foreign, native, married or 
unmarried. 
A characteristic of the 'alien woman' is her smooth tongue, her seductive words. 
A further characteristic is the shameful end result, which is caused through the 
initiative of the seduced one himself. Thus, the woman with whom one has a shame-
ful, abnormal and foreign relationship is characterized as alien.^^ What makes her 
alien is lastly the fact that she does not stay within the order defined and sanctioned 
through Yahweh , outside of which inevitably lies the 
sphere of death, according to ancient antique thought. Thus she can also draw others 
into this sphere by seducing them. 
It is very likely that the image of the alien woman contains features of the Babylon-
ian goddess Ishtar or the Sumerian goddess Inanna?^ As M. Hengel has pointed out, 
the name 'alien woman" alludes to the influence of alien goddesses in Israel, a primary 
aim of Proverbs being to warn against the latter.^^ This does not exclude the literal 
interpjretation; the mother-goddess cults were at any rate linked with cult prostitution. 
The connection between Wisdom and the alien woman has long been noted. Wis-
dom is always contrasted to the alien woman (cf 2 i f f to 26-19). In 5t,2 the contrast 
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to Ssff is only faint. Moreover, here the actual contrast Is the literal one of the 
alien woman to the married woman. The same is true of 620-23 to 624-35 and 7 i -5 
to 7bff. It is not merely chance that Prov 7 stands next to Prov 8: here, as well as 
in 9 i - i 2 and 9i3-i8 the contrast between the alien woman and personified Wisdom 
seems to be the most deliberate. Thus we can conclude that personified Wisdom has 
in part gained its attributes from the contrast to the alien woman {ie its feminine 
components),^'* 
The tantalizing hypothesis that Prov 1-9 is also the reaction to a foreign concept 
of Wisdom^^ has still to be conclusively proven. It is however evident from the LXX 
translation and elsewhere that the alien woman was increasingly interpreted as a 
foreign Wisdom, specifically as the Hellenistic world of thought.^^ 
2.2.7 Prov 8 
With Prov 8 we reach the climax of Prov 1-9, in which Wisdom appears In the 
most developed form of personification. At this point we will turn to the question of 
hypostatization in Proverbs. 
Prov 8 has often been compared to I20-33, with Wisdom calling in the open places, 
commencing with an invitation. Here the similarities in form end, as one cannot as-
certain any sort of threat In Prov 8.^ ^ If there is any trace of the prophet imagery, 
it can only be seen in the opening verses, which are however also influenced through 
the contrast to chapter 7: Dame Wisdom calls out and invites openly, in contrast to 
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the alien woman, who does everything In secret and in the dark.^^ In a burst of 
self-eulogy. Wisdom calls to the "uneducated" to gain her {84-11). Again, Wisdom and 
Goodness, Folly and Wickedness are paired together. 
812-21 introduce a number of motifs. Fear of Yahweh is again identified with Wis-
dom (813). 814 has justly been compared with Isa 1l2: 
Prov 814: n^EJim njii)-^'? 
Isa 112: n r D i n o D n n n m n - n n r ' ? y n n n 
m n - n K T ' i n y i n n n-nD:ii n i f y n n 
One may also note that mn ' ' n k T ' occurs in the preceding verse, Prov 8l3, as well 
as the occurrence of pl)t and n V l found in Isa 11.1-9 within Prov 8, and a number 
of parallel words with the same root (eg V"), etc.). Without going into detail 
on this, we can conclude that Prov 8, although not showing a direct dependence on 
Isa II2, is nevertheless related to the latter. This relationship of course is not to be 
thought of in such a manner that Wisdom in Prov 8 depicts a cosmological substitute 
for the Davidic prince.^^ What is important for our present purposes is that Wisdom 
here holds the position of the Spirit of God elsewhere. Instead of the gift/charisma 
of the Spirit, the rulers of the earth (815-16) and especially her lovers (817-21) re-
ceive the gift of Wisdom. The general reference to rulers indicates that there can 
be no thought of a messiah. These rulers are upheld by Wisdom in a manner similar 
to Yahweh upholding Cyrus, a pagan ruler, even though the latter doesn"t 'know' hlm?° 
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Thus these rulers are clearly distinguished from those who have an intimate relation-
ship with Wisdom, her lovers (Bi7). Again there is the love relationship between 
Wisdom and her followers. 
With the section 822-31 we arrive at a passage which has received considerable 
scholarly attention. We cannot hope to deal with the passage in the depth necessary, 
so we will reserve our attention to a few observations. 
The parallels to Egyptian ideas such as the goddess Ma'at have been demonstrated 
in depth by C.Kayatz. As Ploger rightly points out, the point of departure from Egypt-
ian ideas is evident, where Wisdom in 822-31 is identified with the Wisdom in 8iff, 
which invites and threatens (esp. l2off) in a manner reserved only for Yahweh?' 
With the use of foreign categories, the unique character of Wsdom is accentuated. 
The three verbs used describing how Yahweh acts towards Wisdom are Hip Clip), 
"|01 CriDDl) and '7'7n CD'^ '^ Tn (twice)). Wisdom was created/brought forth, in-
stalled and born. As Ploger correctly states: 
FUr alle diese z.T. recht verschledenartlge Wendungen dient als umfassen-
des Band die Vorstellung, die Herlettung der Welsheit von Jahv^ im Sinne 
einer Subordination zu verstehen... Die Weisheit ist nicht sch6pfungsim-
manent, sie kann aber In ihrer Herleitung von Jahwe ein "kreatUrliches" 
Element nicht vollig abstreifen. Man konnte den Eindruck haben, daB diese 
Verse sich darum bemuhen, mit anderen Schopfungsvorstellungen Israels 
zu konvergieren, wie sie etwa in Gen 1 zu greifen sind; sie konnen jedoch 
diese Konvergenz nicht durchhalten, da sie ein Novum zur Sprache brin-
gen wollen, das in dieser Form anderen Sch5pfungstraditionen nicht ge-
ISufig war, eben die Welsheit in der angedeuteten Zwischenstellung zwi-
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schen Jahwe und seinem Schopfungswerk zu berLicksichtigen. Denn sie 
ist von der Schopfung her gesehen naher an Jahwe zu riicken, von Jahwe 
her gesehen verbleibt ihr eine starkere Affinitat zur Schopfung.'^^ 
830-31 portray Wisdom as a being playing in front of Yahweh and causing him 
delight whilst at the same time receiving knowledge about the creation of the cosmos. 
Thus her part in creation cannot be safely said to be that of a demiurge. She does 
partake in creation, but is not necessarily instrumental (the LXX, with its translation 
of Ap^toCouoa possibly represents a later theological development).^^ 
Wisdom in her inviting and threatening manner gains characteristics of Yahweh 
because of her affinity to him.^'* 
2.2.8 Prov 9 
We will briefly touch the last section of Prov 1-9. We see in Prov 9 how Wisdom 
invites the inexperienced into her house to a banquet. The way to fellowship with 
Wisdom is the way from ignorance to knowledge, from death to life. Conversely, the 
foolish woman in 9i3-i8 leads the fool to death, as has already been stated elsewhere. 
2.2.9 ConclnsJons: Wisdom and Spirit in Prov 1-9 
It has been found that the figure of Wisdom and Spirit are interrelated in 2 pas-
sages, Prov 120-33 and Prov 8. In both it is personified Wisdom which gives the 
receiver of Wisdom its Spirit. This is of interest because it witnesses to the 
attempt of sapiential circles to link the two concepts, thus giving the acquiring of 
Wisdom a dynamic quality. Furthermore it has been demonstrated that Wisdom In 
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Prov 8 has acquired traits of the messiah announced in Isa 11: messianic traditions 
have deliberately been bent into the Wisdom tradition. Similarly, prophetic traditions 
have been diverted into the Wisdom tradition in Prov 120-33. The significance of this 
is that gaining Wisdom is seen as the fulfilment of Old Testament prophecies. The 
prophecy of Joel 3 concerning a universal outpouring of the Spirit implicitly finds its 
fulfilment as a universal outpouring of the spirit of wisdom. It is of course only later 
in Ben Sira, that this connection is explicitly formulated. Wisdom is not limited to a 
few, but rather it can be acquired by anyone who seeks it. 
The new quality of Wisdom is emphasized in the intimate love-relationship between 
the Wisdom-seeker and the figure of Wisdom. Wisdom's relationship to Yahweh is 
less clear-cut. At times she (it?) appears to have been instrumental at creation 
(Prov 313-20), at times not necessarily so (Prov 8) . Through its position half-way 
between Yahweh and his creatures, it at times seems closer to Yahweh, at other 
times closer to creation. 'Denn sie ist von der Schopfung her gesehen naher an 
Jahwe zu rucken, von Jahwe her gesehen verbleibt ihr eine starkere Affinitat zur 
Sch6pfung.' When one takes all of this Into account, the conclusion Is Inevitable 
that the figure of Wisdom is a unique development in Judaism and one which stands 
only partly parallel to the development of an angeiology in Judaism. 
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2.3 Ben Sira 
Because of the difficult text-critical questions involved in the exegesis of Ben Sira, 
extensive use of O. Rickenbacher's study, Weisheitsperikopen bei Ben Sira will be 
made.' The texts which will be examined are: l i -27; 4ii- i9; 6i8-37; 1420-15i0; 1523; 
241-34; 3B34C -3911. Ben Sira is unanimously held to have been written between 190 
and 175 BC by Jesus ben Eleazar ben Sira.^ 
2.3.1 Sir 11-27 
1i-27 has traditionally been regarded as a thematic development of Wisdom, with 
Wisdom as the subject. Rickenbacher has however given conclusive evidence to the 
contrary. He firxJs the actual subject of the passage to be the 'fear of the Lord', 
whereas Wisdom is the predicate. "Die hintergriindige Frage lautet doch: "Was ist 
Welsheit?" Und die Antwort wIrd gegeben: "Die Furcht des Herrn, das Ist Welshelt,"^ 
Ben Sira doesn't ask about the fear of the Lord; this is taken for granted. Rather 
he wants to lead people to wisdom and thus defines Wisdom in the light of the fear 
of the Lord.^ 
Wisdom is very much in the limelight. The book opens with a description of Wisdom. 
Wisdom was by God from eternity (£3*71^ 11; cf 422l) and was created (xtti^a)) by 
God from eternity (• '7iy cf 14; 248-9); thus Wisdom is again very close to God. the 
•'71!>J (3622), who determines the transitory or eternal character of everything 
(cf 12.9; 29; 1627; 1628; 17l2; 18l; 3920; 42l8; 4223 ; 436; 44l8; 457.13.15.24; 47l1; 4825; 
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4912; 5023; 5l8).^ We again see the need of the sages to define Wisdom's relation 
to God in terms of a subordination. 
Wisdom has a certain role in creation: she is given to all creatures. It would 
seem that Wisdom is given to all flesh,' but especially to those who fear God. 
No one has seen and measured the totality and the root of Wisdom except for 
its creator, God. If the root is interpreted as the hidden part of the plant, it cor-
relates well with the hidden things of l6b: Man can see the results of Wisdom, 
certain manifestations of it, but the root, the hidden side of it, is known only to 
Wisdom itself and Yahweh.^ 
2.3.2 Sir 4n- i9 
When one discards the old scholastic categories in the manner outlined in the 
Excurs on Hypostasis and Personification (see p. 6), it becomes evident that Wisdom 
is definitely a person: she teaches (pn) and admonishes ("liy (hi.); H: IIV - Ricl<en-
bacher suggests emendation to "TlV (hi.)),^ clearly a teacher - student relationship 
(4-11), which in the Orient was a much deeper relationship than it is today, in many 
ways resembling a father-son relationship; it Is really an extension of the father-
child relationship. Her "own" love her (3ni{) and seek her (Kiin) (4-12,14b), suggesting 
a family' relationship; probably a parent - child relationship is alluded to here, as any 
explicitly erotic terms evincing a husband-wife relationship are missing. The 
wisdom - lovers are also described as being servants (DTllEJO), hence denoting a 
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master - servant relationship. 
The seekers of Wisdom will be loved by God; in other words, a love - relationship 
with Wisdom results in a love - relationship with God. 
A few general terms present in every type of personal relationship also appear: 
hearing Wisdom (yOlS?), taking heed of Wisdom (pTKD), trusting in Wisdom ( inD) . 
The teacher - student relationship resurfaces in 17ff: the teacher tests her pupil in 
order ultimately to strengthen hirn and reveal to him yet more of her secrets (4i7,i8). 
If her pupil 'disowns' her, she will disown him (4i9). 
2.3.3 Sir 618-37 
This passage does not contribute a great deal to our questions concerning Ben 
Sirs. It suffices to note two aspects: no personal relationship to Wisdom surfaces. 
The pictures of the sower/reaper (6t9) and of slavery (?; 623-25) are depicted. 626ff 
emphatically urges the listener to seek Wisdom, as does the whole thrust of the pas-
sage, but Wisdom would seem to be more of a possession. 
2.3.4 Sir 1420-lSio 
Ben Sira seems to be using old patterns in this passage; perhaps he is carrying 
out a midrash on Ps 1 or a related text.^ It is equally possible that he has other 
texts in mind as well.^ It is therefore not necessary to postulate a pre-Siracide 
core.'" 
The passage uses a number of metaphors. The motif which holds everything to-
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gether Is the seeker of Wisdom, who In turn gives to the seeker fulfilment of his 
desires. The relationship to wisdom seems an amalgam of relationships. Although 
Wisdom is called a mother (152a; 152b: 'woman of his youth' probably has the same 
meaning. Interpreting this to mean 'wife' or 'bride' is not strictly logical, as a wife 
tends to be around after one's youth as well). Experience teaches 
us that people don't usually seek their mothers in the described manner. It is hard 
to find any picture that fits 1421-23. Ben Sira is obviously intending to convey the 
wisdom- seeker's anxiety to gain Wisdom through spy imagery: the spy endeavours 
to extract valuable hidden information from a person by listening in secret everywhere, 
especially in the vicinity of the person's most private life, in his home. 1424-25 ex-
presses the need of the sage to live next to Wisdom. In 1426-27 (Wisdom as a tree) 
the wise man seeks protection under the auspices of Wisdom. It can in conclusion 
be said that no personal relationship is evident In 1424-27. 
152 evokes the parent - son, specifically the mother - son relationship again. She 
nourishes the sage (153), gives him authority over his neighbors (155) and happiness 
culminating in the acquiring of an 'eternal name' (156). 
155 causes one to pause: Wisdom opens the mouth of the sage in the 'iTip. In the 
OT and Qumran only Yahweh opens the mouth of people (and asses) (cf Num 2228; 
Ezek 3322; 327; Ps 51i7; 1QH 107; 1233).'^  Here it is Wisdom w\-]o is of.)ening the mouth 
of the sage. We remember that one of the aims of Wisdom in Prov 1-9 is the impart-
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ing of the ability to speak 'words of understanding' (Prov I2). The parallels in the OT 
would suggest a kind of prophetic speech, a speech deriving from Yahweh through 
Wisdom. This once again leads to the conjecture that Wisdom has assumed the role 
of Yahweh's spirit. The 'water of understanding' mentioned in 153 would seern to be 
an equivalent of Prov 123, where Wisdom lets her spirit bubble forth in the wisdom-
seeker.'^ 
15i identifies the fear of the Lord with holding the law (nUD) and obtaining Wis-
dom. "For Ben Sira the three are inseparable."'" It is not the only passage relating 
these three elements, as the analysis of Sira 24i-34 below demonstrates. 
2.3.S Sir 241-34 
Most scholars hold this passage to contain the culmination of the book. Ricken-
bacher's observations on the structure of Sira 24- will be used as the base for the 
following discussion.'^ Rickenbacher adheres to the view of L. Alonso-Schoekel'^ that 
Sir 24- can be divided into 6 strophes: I (24t-6): the origin of Wisdom and its functio 
cosmica; II (247-11): Wisdom's search on earth until it finds Jerusalem/Israel; III 
(2412-15): Wisdom's growth and fragrance; IV (24i6-22): Wisdom's invitation to men; 
V (2423-29): the sage talks about the Torah; VI (2430-34) the sage talks about him-
self. 
The source of Ben Sira's picture of Wisdom descending onto Mount Zion has been 
vigorously debated. Although the earlier supposition linking the descending-Wisdom 
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concept with a gnostic myth (Bultmann, U. Wilckens , G. Fohrer et al.) has generally 
been abandoned, the opinions of scholars pertaining to the origins of this concept 
tend to differ quite widely; the only agreement which has been reached is the fact 
that Ben Sira is working with a combination of sources deriving from the the Old 
Testament. However, the Leitlinie - the overall concept - has not yet been adequately 
determined. The main contributing factor to Ben Sira's descending-Wisdom concept, 
which I haven't come across yet in any interpretations of Sir 24, would seem to 
rather obvious. The framework of Sir 24 would have sprung into the mind of the 
temple-centralized Jew at once: Sira is carrying out a midrash on IKIngs 8; he is 
interpreting the 'enthronement' of Yahweh in the temple, which had already gone 
through several stages of interpretation in IKgs 8, in the light of his Wisdom-theology. 
This will become sufficiently clear in the following exegesis: 
2.3.S.1 1 Kings 5'^  
There is general consensus on the fact that IKgs contains old material in 8 l - i 3 , 
especially In 8i2-i3,^ ® which has subsequently seen several additions through later 
wri ters. The passage has been developed in Buff through the Deuteronomistic redac-
tion. 
Jhe Deuteronomistic circles considered the old narrative of the transferal of the 
ark of the covenant and of the dwelling of Yahweh over the ark as worthy of elabora-
tion and correction. For in the old narrative contained in 8 i - l3 , Yahweh is actually 
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located at the temple, with the ark of the covenant most probably functioning as his 
footstool!^ 810-11 has been taken from Exod 4034-35 CP') nearly word for word, with 
the apparent function of showing that Yahweh had accepted this dwelling in the same 
way that he had accepted the tabernacle as his dwelling-place.^° Yahweh himself 
dwells in the cloud ({IV) in the same way that he was in the pillar of cloud/fire in 
Exodus. In the same way that he rested on the tabernacle in the cloud after the 
covenant at Sinai, he now rests on the temple, his I D D causing not Moses, 
but rather his representatives the priests, to retreat from the temple. 
We can also note that "^DlV (812)^' is used in Exodus (and Deut) specifically for 
the appearance of Yahweh on Sinai (esp Exod 202i; Deut 4ii-522 ). Thus we have 
yet another allusion to the Sinai covenant at Mount Sinai. When we look at 81-13 with 
this Sinai-perspective in mind, it doesn't come as a surprise to observe that it is ex-
pressly mentioned that the two stone tablets from Horeb were In the ark of the 
covenant (89). 
8l4ff endeavours to supplement the preceding narrative in several important aspects. 
Yahweh himself doesn't dwell In the temple; only his "Name" does (816,17,19,20,29), for 
Yahweh now lives in heaven (832,36,39,43,45,49). 829 gives us the meaning of Yahweh's 
'Name' dwelling in the temple: it means that he directs his eyes towards the temple 
at all times and answers the requests of his servant which the latter offers there or 
in the direction of the temple (=qibla).^^ To refer to the name as a "hypostasis' (Pfei-
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fer) is dubious at best, even though it demonstrates the later tendency to "transcen-
dental ize' Yahweh .^ ^ 
Chronicles carries the development of Sinai-motifs even further in its version of 
the building of the temple. Thus the temple structure differs from that portrayed in 
1 Kgs, here assuming characteristics of the tabernacle as described in Exod 25ff.^'' 
The parallel account to 1 Kgs 8 found in 2Chr 5-7 demonstrates this tendency as 
well: the passage has even closer allusions to Exod 40.^^ 
One other text which deals with the same theme is Ezekiel 43, where the prophet 
beholds Yahweh filling the (new) temple with his presence once more. The interest-
ing thing about Ezek 43 is the filling of the future temple with Yahweh's presence: 
just as Yahweh filled the Solomonic temple (and the tabernacle) with his presence, 
so he will fill the future temple with his presence.^^ 
Also striking is Ezek 437 because of its description of the temple as the place on 
which the soles of Yahweh's feet rest.^' Again, Yahweh is imagined to reside in 'heav-
enly heights' above the actual temple.^® This incidentally gives another clue as to how 
the 'Name'-theology of the Deuteronomistic circles should be treated. Just as the 
'soles' of Yahweh's feet cannot be treated as a hypostasis but rather as an integral 
part of Yahweh, so also the name of Yahweh cannot be treated as a hypostasis.^^ 
It has become sufficiently evident that the inauguration of the temple in Jerusalem 
was a source of much thought and interpretation. The later texts all demonstrate 
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that the grafting of Sinai traditions onto the temple in Jerusalem was entirely.success-
ful. 
2.3.5.2 Sir 24 
Having noted that IKgs 8 had received considerable attention already, it should 
not come as a surprise to find that Ben Sira has given this passage a new Inter-
pretation in the light of his own research. After all, all that is needed is to combine 
the two passages 8l-1l and 8l4ff, the motif of Yahweh filling the temple in a cloud 
and Yahweh in heaven. How can these two apparently contradictory views be com-
bined? Ben Sira says: it's simple—of course Yahweh is transcendent, but he sends 
Wisdom to 'represent' him in the cloud in the Exodus and the temple. Thus was born 
the so-^called 'gnostic myth'. And just as in 1 Kgs 8 the covenant at Sinai forms 
the base of the narrative (see above), so it also forms the base in Ben Sira as he 
draws together the two concepts of Wisdom and Torah. This has to be discussed 
in detail. 
2.3.S.2.1 Sir 241-6 
The discourse in 24 "is reminiscent of Prv 8." The preface echoes the opening 
lines of Prv 8. The influence of some form of Isis-Aretology seems to be visible in 
the passage. '^ We find Wisdom praising herself everywhere on earth and in heaven. 
Rickenbacher rightly points out that the description of wisdom's emanation out of 
Yahweh's mouth can only be understood as its creation, not as the 'word of God' 
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{131) (cf 248).^^ Admittedly the meaning of the sentence is not entirely clear, but 
the intention is certainly to affirm Wisdom's divine origins.^^ Sir 24<Jb provides-us 
with a link to IKgs 8. The Hebrew Vorlage behind otiixXi) has conclusively been prov-
en to be It is worth taking a closer look at the use of '7D"iy In the OT: 
Excurs: '7D"iy in the Old Testament '^IK 
Exod 2021 
Moses approaches the "^Diy where God is situated (Sinai). 
Deut 411; 522 
•^DliJ Is the location of Yahweh (Horeb). 
2Sam 22i0; Ps 18io 
Yahweh has an '7D"iy under his feet when he comes to answer the petitioner in 
the Psalm. This manifestation is of a different kind, it is the just God rooting out evil 
and saving the righteous one. In the context of the psalm, the Sinai theophany is 
combined with the cult: the psaJm is a 're-presentation' of the theophany, an actu-
alisation of Sinai the setting of the Temple-cult.^^ 
Isa 602 
The peoples are still in the dark cloud, although the light is about to come. The 
coming of the light upon Zion leaves the rest of the world in darkness (v.2).'^^ Yah-
weh's presence for the Israelites is light, v^ereas for the other peoples it is dark-
ness, the numinous aspect of Yahweh. 
Jer 1316 
Judah is exp)ecting Yahweh's light to come; instead, 'he turned the light into dark-
ness (mQ'7ii); he made it to gloom C7D'Ti)):^^ 
Ezek 3412 
Yahweh says he will gather together those who have been scattered on the day 
of | iy and ^JDiy, a reference to the day of God's wrath wfien he sent Judah into 
exile. 
Joel 22 
The day of darkness (llZJn) and gloom (n'7DK), the day of cloud (JIV) and dark 
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cloud ('?D")y) is coming, which is synonymous with the day of Yahweh (Joel l is; 2i; 
2ii). Here again the destructive, numiinous side of Yahweh becomes visible, in which 
he comes in an army of locusts (and subsequently as saviour (2i8ff). 
Zeph 7/5 
Again it is in the context of the 'day of Yahweh that *7D1}J is mentioned: God's 
wrath is drawing near in the form of an.invasion: 
npi}im m i i o r Kmn m a y nr 
n'^DKi "|iSn DP ^KWD^ nne? o r 
•^Diyi iiy o r 
Ps 97? 
This psalm is written in the form of a hymn.^^ This psalm recalls the Sinai theo-
phany.^^ JIV and "^ DHy surround (330) Yahweh. 973,4 show that here again the 
numinous aspects of Yahweh are being highlighted (fire (v.3), devouring his enemies 
(v.4), lightning (v.5), the melting mountains (v.5)). For the wicked, Yahweh's terrible 
manifestation spells annihilation, whereas the righteous rejoice at his coming. 
Job 2213 
Eliphaz puts the argument of the godless into Job's mouth: God is so far away -
he is shrouded in the ^JDISJ, veiled ("IHO) in the C D V (cf Exod 199); therefore how 
can he possibly know our actions and direct our lives? This argument is based on 
the fact that God manifests himself on earth in the 'JD'iy and 0*'3y, that theophanies 
occur in this manner.**^ 
Job 389 
God describes his might at creation, here specifically the way in which He con-
trolled the sea and set Its boundaries. Here flV is used by God as a garment for 
the sea and "^Diy as its swaddling band. is then in some way related to Yah-
weh's work at creation.*' 
2 Ch 6i = 1Kgs 612 
Sira 45s 
Moses goes into the dark cloud at Sinai. 
All of the above references conclusively demonstrate that the use of ^Dl^) is re-
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stricted to manifestations of God, either In his wrath or his grace. It Is always used 
to illustrate the might and the numinous aspect of God's presence. In one case (Job 
389) it is used in the context of God's work at creation (End of Excurs). ' 'A 
As we have seen, ^D1^ is the location of God when he manifests himself, be it 
at creation (Job 389) or before man. G.T Sheppard tries to explain the occurrence of 
'PD'iy as a combination of Gen 12 and 26 by Ben Sira. In order to do this, he has to 
combine the interpretations of the Targum of Onkelos and the Palestinian Targum 
(which understand the IK in Gen 26 as an |iy descending from 'the throne of glory ), 
with the 'darkness' ("lEfn) mentioned In Gen 12.^ ^ Now this does not seem to be the 
most illuminating way to explain the term, as one ends up with too many variables. 
It is not necessary to assume such a complicated chain of thought. 
As has been observed above. "^Diy appears in Job 389 as present at creation. 
It is in itself a certain parallel to Gen 12, with God's "^Siy standing in the stead of 
dTl '^K n n . Now why should not Ben Sira use this word in the context of cre-
ation as well? Job 389 uses the metaphor of swaddling the sea, as one would a baby, 
whereas Ben Sira uses the word 'covering' (xaTaxaXuTrTu); thus we can conclude 
that whilst the imagery used is not the same, clearly Ben Sira's intent is the same: 
the portrayal of 'PDiy as being present at creation. It is quite possible that the Im-
agery of Gn 12 and Gn 26 influenced Ben Sira secondarily. 
One final point must be made. As noted above, 'JD'iy is otherwise used in the 
context of God's manifestation to man. The word derives its meaning primarily from 
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the Sinai theophany (Exod 2021; Deut 4 i i ; 522; 2 Sam 22i0; IKgs 8i2; 2Chr 5i ; Ps 
18l0; (eschatologically:) Isa 602; Ps 172; (weakly:) Job 22l3). Ben Sira himself uses 
it thus in 4 55. This allows the postulation that the other references w^ich don't refer 
to the Sinai iheophany (ie God's manifestation as wrath (Jer 13t6; Ezek 34i2; Joel 
22; Zeph lis) and as creator (Job 389)) derive from the Sinai theophany as well, 
which after all is also portrayed as the place of the golden calf. Job 3S9 could be 
seen as a projection of the Sinai theophany into creation, whilst the eschatological 
references are the projection of the Sinai theophany into the future. In the light of 
the numinous presence of Yahweh as experienced at Sinai, it was natural to conclude 
that his might extended to the past and the future; one way of expressing this 
might was with the word '?D"iy. which apparently conveyed the experience of the 
awesome forces made manifest through the presence of Yahweh. 
It may therefore safely be concluded that Ben Sira has projected the SInal theo-
phany into creation itself. This is no coincidence. Rickenbacher has already shown, 
especially on the basis of 178-14, that the Torah has been projected into the time of 
creation.''^ "Wir halten...das HInelnstellen der Torah In die Sch5pfungsordnung als 
deren Ziel und mindestens zum Tell auch als deren Anfang."*'* 
In 244a Wisdom encamps in the high places. Two options for the underlying verb 
of the sentence are probable: (a) VDi (or ^PD) CS] or Hin (G); (b) / 
]t? / DE?"'.'*^ (a) Is most probable,'*^ as not only 243b and 24'ib, but also the whole 
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passage Is alluding to the tabernacle and the wilderness experience (cf esp. 248)'*'^  
- both '^flK yDl / ypn or m n would fit into this setting."^ The fact that Wisdom 
dwelt 'in the high places' is significant, as the high places' is the location of the f ir-
mament and God by Ben Sira (cf Sira 13; 16i7; 1732; 244; 26i6; 40ii; 43i)'*^ as well 
as often in the prophets and Psalms (Ps 1134-5; I32l4; Isa 335,16; 57l5).^° The dif-
ference of Wisdom to God lies in the fact that Wisdom only tempjorarily has her 
abode there, before moving on until she reaches Zion.^' 
In 244b Wisdom has her throne in a pillar of cloud.^^ A throne is the seat of a 
human ruler or of God. In the context of a pillar of cloud, which clearly alludes to 
Exodus, it can only be the setting of God icf Exod 337-ii, etc.). Wisdom has here 
usurped a function originally belonging to God; in Exodus it is God himself who moves 
in the pillar of cloud.^^ This is comparable with the Deuteronomistic attempt to inter-
pret any reference to Yahweh on earth as a manifestation of his Name.^* 
Verses 5 and 6, although probably showing traces of an Isis Aretalogy^^ 'are 
thematically related statements about God that are interpreted anthologically in Sirach 
for Wisdom." Sheppard very nicely shows that Sira is drawing mainly on Job 98 
(God treads the "HQ^ of the sea). Job 22i4 (God walks ["l^^nn"] on the circle of 
heaven) and Job 3Bi4 (God enters the springs of the sea and walks in the recesses 
of the deep), vvtiich all have God as their subject.*'' These verses are the only refer-
ences in Job where God is said to be ambulating in this manner, and together they 
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form the four cosmic points of reference over which only God has authorlty.^^ Once 
again Wisdom has assumed God's role. 
2.3.5.2.2 Sir 247-i i 
247 introduces the second strophe with the theme of Wisdom's search on earth 
for a resting-place. Through the expression tiETOc T O U T U V TIOCVTCOV, Ben Sira links Wis-
dom's search on earth to its cosmic wanderings.^^ Sheppard points out that the 
words used in the whole strophe all point to the Exodus tradition. The seeking for 
rest has three close parallels: Judges 18l describes how the Danites 'sought for them-
selves an inheritance to settle upon.' Most importantly, Num 1033 mentions the Isra-
elites' three-day journey from Horeb, where the ark of the covenant is leading them 
'to seek out a resting place' (nmiD DH '? Hn'? = LXX KaxaoxEtJiaoS^aL auToTg a v a -
Tiauoiv) , with the cloud of Yahweh over them. In Deut 133 Yahweh himself is said to 
have led Israel in the fire/cloud in order to search a place for them to pitch their 
tents (DlpQ DD'? 1^TtP DDDin'?, rendered by Sheppard Into the Greek as 
xataox^vai).^" Sheppard concludes that this term is thus used exclusively for the 
Israelites seeking their Inheritance.^' However, as we have seen, It Is Yahweh wtio 
searches for the inheritance for the children of Israel in the two closest parallels 
(Num 1033; Deut 133). Inheritance (^Tll; H*?!!!) is a very common word used to de-
scribe the land Israel received fron-i Yahweh (cf eg Exod 23 30 ; 32i3; Nurn 2655; 
3218-19; Deut 19t4; Josh 16i4). This suffices to show that wisdom is still acting 
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in the role of Yahweh In the wilderness. In 248 Yahweh assigns Wisdom to Zion 
and gives her Jacob as her inheritance.^^ This is an allusion to the tabernacle being 
localized in Jerusalem; as we have seen, a part of the message of IKgs 8 is to show 
the localization of the tabernacle in the form of the temple and to show that Yahweh 
(8i-i3). or his Name (8i4) resides in the temple.^^ 
24y is a break in the flow of thought - the thought reverts back to the creation 
of Wisdom then rebounds forward into eternity. Although not strictly logical, this in-
sertion is however a typical characteristic of Ben Sira's love for the creation-motif 
and his tendency to relate everything to creation.^* This has the effect firstly of ac-
centuating the status of Wisdom and secondly of planting Wisdom's inheritance in 
Israel expressis verbis from Exodus/Zion squarely into creation itself,'^ thus indirect-
ly of planting the Torah itself into creation.^^ The Torah is elsewhere seen to 
exist at creation, notably in Sira 178-14.^ ^ Lastly. 249 places Wisdom Into the row 
of created beings, as does 248, just as Prv 822 (probably) has. Here Wisdom clearly 
stands apart from God as the created being to its creator. 
2410 briefly recapitulates the movement of the tabernacle from Sinai to Zion. We 
observe that v.10 alludes to the priestly function of Wisdom in the Taiiernacle. This 
is a clear reference to the pillar of cloud which filled the tabernacle and later the 
temple: Wisdom, wliose throne is on the pillar of cloud here acts as an intermediary 
between God and man. Indeed, if we glance back to IKgs 8, we can surmise that 
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this Is an interpretation of IKgs 810-11. wtiere the priests cannot minister in the 
temple because of the cloud in the temple. The following line of thought is a distinct 
possibility: (a) Wisdom, not God is in the cloud for Ben Sira; (b) the priests could 
not serve in the temple as the cloud was in it (IKgs 810-11); therefore (c) Wisdom 
was serving in place of the priests in the temple. After all, what human being can 
really serve the awesome living God Yahweh? There must be some kind of mediator. 
This is in any case another step beyond the Deuteronomistic circles in trying to de-
fine God's transcendence and yet hold on to his care for and relationship to Israel. 
2411 recapitulates 248, Wisdom finding her rest and the sphere of her rule in Jeru-
salem. For Ben Sira, all might and authority to rule belongs to Yahweh (cf 74;10i,4f; 
1627; 416);^° therefore it is natural for Wisdom to have this rule allocated to her. 
Also, Jerusalem is the place from vWiich the king rules over all Israel.^^ In Sir 36i2-i3 
it is again Yahweh wtio dwells In Jerusalem and fills the temple with his glory (once 
again the influence of 1 Kgs 8 is noticeable). Thus again the interchangeability of Yah-
weh and Wisdom is demonstrated. 
247-11 points to another factor in Ben Sira's theology: his need to explain universal 
Wisdom as well as a special Wisdom allocated to Israel. He manages to do this by 
mentioning Wisdom's might over the whole cosmos in 243-6 but showing the 'particu-
laristic,' special aspects of Israel's Wisdom through the combination of 243-6 with 
the specifically Sinai/Zion motifs of 247ff. More accurately, Ben Sira projects the 
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Wisdom of Israel onto the cosmos, defining the Wisdom of the cosmos in the light 
of the Wisdom of Israel. Thus he balances a universal cosmic order and a special 
order reserved for Israel, which however determines the cosmic order. 
2.3.5.2.3 Sir 24.iz-i5 
24i?-i5 develop the as[:>ect ol Wisdom's growth and fragrance in Israel/Zion. Shep-
pard translates 2412 as I took root among an honoured people and in the portion of 
the Lord was my inheritance;'^*-' however, in i?b it seems better to adhere to S, not 
G, as Rickenbacher does, thus resulting in a different sense: 'Ich fasstfe - author's 
note] Wurzel (oder: ich wuchs empor) in einem geehrten Voike, im Anteil des Herrn, 
in seinem Erbbesitz;'"'' For Ben Sira"s use of inheritance see tiie discussion of 247-8. 
2413-14,16-17 Illustrate the growth of Wisdom - it thrives like the garden of Eden (cf 
Gen 2; Ez 3l2b-9; Isa 4117-20 et.al.). For the present purposes it suffices to note 
the allusions to Eden, which suggests the specially lavish growth as in the beginning 
and In the future, when Israel's state will be comparable to Eden.^^ This also directs 
one's attention to the beginning. These allusions are also present in v. 23ff (see 
below). 
24i5 clearly alludes to the tent/temple ministry; here, Ben Sira has apparently 
fused Exod 3023 and 303^1^ The elements mentioned are all used to indicate the 
presence of the Divine. Thus again we can see Wisdom performing the ministering 
functions in the temple. 
4-3 
2.3.5.2.4 Sir 24i6-22 
2A-\t-2^ represents the fourth strophe (Wisdom s invitation to men), whereby admit-
tedly V. 16-17 continue the train of thought started in v. \? (see atove). Verse 17 is 
interesting, as the vine-metaphor has an imf.>ortant parallel in John 15, where not 
Wisdom, but Jesus is identified with the vine (cf 3025-27; 51l6ab).'''' V.2t then reminds 
one of other passages in John (cf Sir 2A2\b with John 4i4; Sir 242ia with John 6s); 
and Sir 24?ia,b to John 635 with the intended difference by John that Jesus gives 
satisfaction into all eternity). The impjortant point is that Wisdom invites the wisdom-
seekers to think' of her ODD, to eat and drink of her, to hear her voice and obey 
her. 24 l?-2? is really a version of Prov l2iff and Prov 8, however without the hortatory 
character of Prov l2lff . When compared to Prov 8, it is rather pale in comparison, 
even though the elements of self-praise and invitation are there. 
2.3.5.2.5 Sir 2423-29 
2423 introduces another element into the arena: the Torah. Text-criticaliy it would 
appear that the PiPXoQ Sia'STixT)? Oeou UI}.>IOTOU is secondary.^^ Rickenbacher offers 
the translation: 'Dies aJles ist das Gesetz, das uns(?) Moses gebot, als Erbteil fur 
die Qemeinde Jakobs.'^^ Sheppard looks in the right direction for the source of Ben 
Sira's Wisdom, namely Deuteronomy.^^ However, a great deal of his argumentation 
depends on his regarding 'book of the covenant' as primary. If we approach the verse 
from the persfsective of 1 Kgs 8, everything falls into place. As shown above,''^ IKgs 
8 emphatically demonstrates the fact that the pillar of cloud and the ark of the 
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covenant find their ultimate resting-place In the temple, thus sanctioning the temple 
in Jerusalem as the official sanctuary of worship of Yahweh and as the official guard-
ian/trustee of the Torah (not as a book, of course). Now these are the two f;>ervad-
ing elements of Sir 24: the pillar of cloud and the Torah. Already in IKgs 8 the pillar 
of cloud and the ark of the covenant encasing the stone tablets are somehow linked, 
as the ark of the covenant forms the footstool of the throne of Yahweh/the pillar of 
cloud. Thus Ben Sira is not really saying anything new at all by identifying the Torah 
with Wisdom. It is his identification of the piiiar of cloud and Wisdom that is new, 
and which leads to his identification of Wisdom and the Torah. Again, this does not 
necessarily exclude Sheppard's interpretation - it is possible that other texts from 
Deuteronomy influenced Ben Sira's thinking. The important point is that IKgs 8 forms 
the backbone of Sir 24. 
2425-9 again alludes to paradisiacal conditions, with the rivers mentioned clearly 
being derived from Gen This 'Eden' is of course not universal: it is limited to Wis-
dom as she is anchored in the temple in Jerusalem; moreover, only the true wis-
dom-seekers can experience this. In the light of 2423, these wisdom-seekers are 
then defined through their observance of the Torah. 
2.3.S.2.6 Sir 2430-34 
Ben Sira then turns the s[:)Ot-li9ht on himself, portraying himself as having acquired 
the 'water' of Wisdom and acting as a channel through which Wisdom flows. This re-
minds one of Prov 123: the 'water' imagery has been strongly developed by Ben SiraP 
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The parallels between Sir 2430-31 and Ezek 47i-9 are quite striking?' Although 
there are other parallels (cf eg Isa 58tt), Ezek 47t-9 is the closest, as here an 
increase in the quantity of water also takes place. '^^  Wisdom gushes through the 
channel in Ben Sira, growing ever larger until it becomes a sea. It appears in the 
form of noLihtia. and Ttpotpi^TEta. Rickenbacher translates TtpoiprjTEia as als 
Prophetenwort', arguing that wq is the translation of D, following the Syriac text.^-^ 
'Man kornmt dort an einem H K D l nicht vorbei. Wenn dazu noch das 1 aus S dern 
des G vorgeht, dann wird die Frage laut, ob Ben Sira sich nicht nur als Weisheits-
lehrer, sondern auch als Prophet betrachtet habe.... es [ware] bei seiner ausgepragt 
theologischen Auffassung der HQDn durchaus noch moglich, dass er sich selber als 
eigentlichen Nachfoiger der Profeten in einer veranderten Zeitlage betrachtet hatte.'®'* 
When the strophe is s e e n in the light of v. 33, o n e is entitled to search f o r other 
indications of God's Spirit. Now the connection of the Spirit and water imagery is 
not very old. It appears in the prophets mainly in connection with the eschaton, when 
Israel will finally reach a state of perfection, when the Spirit will be poured out on 
everyone; in that aeon, everyone will prophesy. 
Excurs: The Spirit and water Imagery In the OT 
Isa 29)0 speaks of a spirit of lethargy' (nm~)n nn) which Yahweh has 
poured ( "|D1 I (qal.)) on the inhabitants of Ariel' ie Jerusalem. This is a refer-
ence to the false prophets and seers w+io are claiming to be touched by Yah-
weh's Spirit in their utterances. Thus Yahweh also works negatively through 
his Spirit (cf isa 19l4; IKgs 2220ff; 2Kgs 197ff)?5 
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The other main references aJI relate to the eschaton. Isa 32)5-20 combines 
the pouring ( m y (ni)) of the Spirit on the Jews with an abundance of water, 
which signifies life. Thp universal aspects of this ouifcurhiQ are still rathpr 
vague, but the whole land will benefit frorn i1 at any rate. "Die lerminologie 
ist also nicht verfestigt, GeistausgieBung noch nicht einfach die erste Phase 
im Ablauf der eschatologischen Ereignisse."^*' The f.veople aren't thought to 
necessarily be affected by the Spirit, tfie situation of the land itself will merely 
be changed.®'' 
Isa 4 4 3 - 4 emphatically underlines the connection of water and Spirit noted 
in Isa 3 ? t 5 - 2 0 : the concepts are interlocked. Here the outpouring (pii"') of the 
Spirit causes a renewal and subsequent growth of the people and the land.^ *^  
Ezek 3 9 2 5 - 9 also propliesies a final outpouring of God's Spirit on all of Israel 
("^y "IDCJ) after he has brought them all back out of exile. The time will be 
characterized as a time when Yahweh will not hide his face from Israel. In 
the light of earlier references within the book of Ezekiel, we can conclude 
that this outpouring will contain two major aspects: the inner renewal of the 
heart (3527) and the revivication of the person as such (37M).^^ 
Joel 3iff probably utilizes Ezek 3929 and develops on it?^ The radical mes-
sage of Joel is: the revived nation shall become a nation of Prophets; this ap-
plies to everybody without social barriers, including women. This 'outpouring' 
("IDG?) of the Spirit will express itself in dreams and visions. 'Wohl knupft vioel 
damit an die alte Tradition der ekstatischen Prophetie an, doch wird diese 
grundlegend geandert: "Prophet sein" wird zu einem stetigen Zustand, der ein 
besonders nahes Verhaltnis zwischen Gott und seinem Volk bezeichnet (vgl. 
Num 11,29) und atle soziale Unterschiede aufhebt (v. 2)'^' 
In Zechariah 1?io the outpouring (IDE)) of the Spr irit causes people to 
change and to bewail the mysterious one whom they have themselves pierced. 
(End of Exciirs) 
It would seem that Ben Sira is utilizing this tradition of an 'outpouring' of the Spirit 
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in an adaptation inclining towards his Wisdom feelings (as has already Prv 123 t>efore 
him^^). We note that Wisdom, if poured into a person, will both change his in-
nermost nature and also cause his subsequent material "revivification," which includes 
material gain; the wise man is also the one who will live long and gain materially and 
in terms of honour. The sage becomes a prophet through wisdom imparted to him 
and thus can himself be used as a canal to 'pour out' Wisdom onto others. Of course, 
the 'outf-iouring' is universal only in the sense that everyone who accepts it will also 
become wise; only the sage however is understood to be in the proper sense as a 
propihet'. Thus Solomon is described in terms very similar to 243C)ff (47i4). 
2.3.6 Sir 3834C-39u 
After listing different occupations (3824-34b), Ben Sira goes on to extol the sage, 
whose reflections are not just tied to one profession and to the earning of bread. 
Of particular Interest to us is 396. Rickenbacher translates his reconstruction from 
G and S thus: 
'Wenn es dem h5chsten Gott gefallt, 
wird er mit dem Geiste der Einsicht erfijilt; 
er selbst sprudelt zwiefaltig von weisen Spruchen, 
und gibt dem Herrn Bekenntnis im Gebet.'^^ 
The "bubbling" activity of the Spirit is reminiscent of Prov 123. Indeed, the Hebrew 
text, if existent, could contain the same word (VDi hi.; cf Sir 10i3; 1625.^ ^ Here the 
emphasis hov^evcr lies on the human being that bubbles over, not on the ligure ol 
Wisdom causing the human being to bubble over; for Ben Sira it is not Wisdom who 
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. is the prophet as in Prov 1, but rather the sage himself). The proud man will 'bubble 
forth' filth (Sir 10l3), whereas the wise man will 'bubble forth' his spirit, producing 
knowledge and understanding. 
This imagery fits in very well with the water imagery used elsewhere by Ben Sira 
(cf esp. 155; 2 4 3 0 - 3 3 ; see above). Thus, here as in Prov 123 the bubbling signifies a 
charismatic, prophetic activity related to the outpouring of the Spiril'-motif which 
has been demonstrated atx^ve.'^ ^ 
396b is reminiscent of Isa 11?:^^ TivEUtia o u v E O E u g is an attribute of the Messiah 
in Isa 112, whereas here it is used of the sage. Thus once again the sage has appro-
priated attributes from another source. Again, it is perhaps significant that a similar 
adaptation of Isa 1l2 is found in Prov Bnf'^ with the difference once more lying in 
the fact that there it is Wisdom, not the sage who has the attributes of the Messiah. 
2.3.7 Conclusions: Wisdom and Spirit in Ben Sira 
In Ben Sira we have noted how the two concepts of the figure of Wisdom and 
Spirit have been linked in a manner similar to Prov 1-9. Central are the passages 
Sir 155 , 2430-33 and Sir 3834c-39ii. The use of Old Testament material became 
apparent; Isa II2 and Joel 3 are alluded to. It is the Wlsdom-seeker in whom the 
Spirit of Wisdom operates and the sage who in being filled with the Spirit of Wisdom 
receives the charisma of prophecy. 
As in Prov 1-9, the figure of Wisdom stands between God and man and is linked 
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to the Torah, especially in Sir 24. It is a created t>eing, is Identified with tfie pillar 
of cloud of the Exodus which fills the temple in IKgs 8 and ministers before God. 
One cannot help feeling that here we see again an attempt to have a mediator with 
God wtiich at the sanne tinne stands in an intimate relationship to him. A curious 
inconsequence lies in the fact that Wisdom is a created being on the one hand but 
on the other hand stands in an intimate and unique relationship to God differing from 
that of the angels. 
This unique relationship also expresses itself in the appropriation by the figure of 
Wisdom of characteristics of the Spirit of God. And it is precisely this v>/hich allows 
for the intimate relationship of the figure of Wisdom with man and for its dynamic 
activity within man. Into the equation of God and Spirit a third factor has been 
inserted, namely the figure of Wisdom. The reasons for this insertion are not entirely 
clear. It Is the factor of the Spirit which also makes the figure of Wisdom so difficult 
to put into any one category. The consequent question would i^ e to ask how the 
Spirit relates to Wisdom: is it created along with Wisdom, or does it work through 
the figure of Wisdom, which only acts as a kind of vehicle? Ben Sira does not 
attempt an answer. All that can with certainty be said is that (a) the Spirit of 
Wisdom is identified with the Spirit of God, (b) the Spirit of Wisdom has acquired 
the ch.^rac1erislics of Wisdom (eg the link with the Torah, etc.) and (c) the.se 
characteristics are transmitted to the wisdom-seeker and activated in his life.^^ 
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2.4 Wisdom or Solomon 
2.4.1 Authorship, date and location 
The authorship, d a t e and location of Wisdom of Solomon have yet to be estab-
lished with any a m o u n t of certainty. The authorship has been found to be s ingle ' 
and composite,^ the date to lie between 220 BC and 50 ADr* and the location 
in Alexandria'' or Syria.^ The root of the problem is that there are no references 
or allusions in the writing which could precisely locate it in one place at one time, 
it suffices for us to establish that the composition was written after the t i m e of Ben 
Sira (its apocalyptic passages already fxDint to a later date) and at the latest during 
the time of Caligula. 
Although certainly influenced by Greek thought (having l^ een written entirely in Greek), 
It is hard to place Wisdom of Solomon into any one Greek philosophical system.^ It 
would seem safer to tal<e D.Georgl's view, who has pointed out that the writing seems 
to be drawing on many sources. 'Sap will aber, trotz ihrer Vertrautheit mit dem philo-
sophischen Wissen der Zeit, keine loglsch gegliederte philosophische oder theologische 
Information geben.'^ 
2.4.2 Wisdom and Spirit In Wisdom of Solomon 
Wis 1 opens with an invitation to seek God (xupto?). Seeking God results in Wis-
d o m (ootpia ) entering i n to the s e e k e r (14); Wisdom is here equated w i t h the Holy 
Spirit in 15 (ayiov TtvEuiia naiSeia?) and If-a (tpiXav&pwTiov yap 7ivEU(ia ooipia). I6r. 
abruptly changes over to God as subject again; l6a.b expresses Wisdom's function 
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as Judge; then tfie flow of thought jumps to God's omniscience in l 6c . d . Just as 
abruptly the 'Spirit of the Lord' (T tVEui ia x u p i o u ) becomes the subject in 17; he who 
fills the OLKOU[iEvi] and holds all things together (ouvE^ov) has knowledge of all articu-
lations. 17 is really elaLx)rating on IGCIJ , on the aspect of God's omniscience. 
This puzzling interchange o f subjects happens once more in 1 9 , where once again 
it is the xupLOQ before whom the words of the wicked man will come. How is this 
interplay of concepts to be understcxxJ? What frame of reference lies behind the 
text'? The answer would seem to lie primarily in the fact that Wisdom, who is the 
Spirit, is identical with God, is the part' of God which is present and active on earth. 
'Spirit of God' has In this sense been derived fromi the OT. The 'Holy. Spirit' of God 
is a relatively late expression first occurring in Trito-lsaiah.^ The Wisdom of Solomon 
has developed this term. It has already been seen that Proverbs indirectly and rather 
discreetly Indicates the charismatic qualities of personified Wisdom.^ Similarly, Ben 
Sira understands the Sage to have in some measure replaced the prophet and per-
sonifiedd) Wisdom to be poured into the hearts of the wisdom seeker. The identification 
of Wisdom and Spirit Is Implicitly present}'^ In Wisdom of Solomon, thanks to Its 
(one is tempted t o say pseudo-)P/a<on;c categories, this identification has become 
explicit. The importance lies not so much in the identification of Wisdom and Spirit 
as such, which are already linked in the Old Testament, eg Isa lie. Rather, it lies in 
the identification of personified Wisdom and the Spirit of God. And whereas in Pro-
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verbs and Ben Sira personified Wisdom stands alongside the primary (unpersonified) 
concept of Wisdom, Wisdom of Solomon lets the second kind of Wis-
dom recede into the background;" Wisdom is completely person, even though she 
perhaps also remains less vivid and more abstract than personified Wisdom in Pro-
verbs (e.'g in Wis 722(f). 
612-20 praises Wisdom, who here appears in somewhat the same guise as F'rv 8: she is 
easily found by her lover/seekers. He who seeks her early in the day will find 
her sitting in front of the door, ie already present (v. 14). She is here also aggres-
sive, going around on the streets looking for those who are worthy of her (v. 15). 
The type of relationship between seeker and Wisdom cannot be precisely defined 
here; it would seem to be the relationship of a charismatic leader to his follower 
(In the same sense as Jesus' relationship to his followers). 
In 7iff the (lightly disguised) figure of Solomon appears. Through his speech the role 
of Wisdom is supposed to become evident in his exemplary life. The theme of Solo-
mon's prayer for Wisdom (IKi 36-15) is developed: Solomon called to God, and the 
Spirit of Wisdom came (77). A little removed from this line of thought, Solomon chooses 
the Spirit of Wisdom instead of material goods but subsequently also receives mate-
rial goods (78ff); Wisdom is the YEVCTIV (V.12) of all other material things. God is 
the guide (oSjiyo?) of Wisdom. He fias given Solomon gnosis of all things (7i7lf) -
Wisdom, the architect (TEXVTTK ; ; 722; cf 85; 142) of all things has taught him.'^' 722-23 
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lists 7x 3 attributes of Wisdom.'^ 723 defines Wisdom as: 
xat 8ta TravTdiv xt-'pouv TTVEUIIOCTOJV 
vofpuv xa-y-apwv XETTTOIOCTUV. 
This indicates that spirituality is still thought of in terms ol quantity and materialis-
tically,''' Wi^.dom is fXT^xig and aTioppoia (725), ie she is the emanation of God's might 
and glory. Again, this emanation is not thought of as being merely of a moral nature; 
rather, it consists of a substance, allbeit a substance of the finest consistency.'^ 
Thus Wisdom can pass through everything else (724); but nothing, including anything 
tainted can pass through her (725). 720, in using the sun-symbolism of Wisdom as 
light from God the source of that light, demonstrates that the concept of the 
one God (as the active divine principle) besides a second godly principle (as the con-
cretion of the godly in its manifestation) is self-evident.'^ Striking is the fact that Wis-
dcm of Solomon has completely abandoned the concept of Wisdom's sutardination to 
God as a created beirtg as we have found to be the case in Sir 24 and Prv 622ff. 
This dramatic departure f rom traditional thought underlines the fundamental new 
developments in this wTlting. It is only the consequence brought about by the full 
identification of Wisdom and the Spirit of God, as the Spirit of God is nowhere In 
the OT said to be created}^ Of course, it is also agreeable to the Hellenistic con-
cepts ol the writer(s) of Wisdom of Solomon. Wisdom also enters into holy souls' 
(transmigration, litTaPcxtvw in the sense of the Pythagorean teachings; cf 10i6).'^  
8i9-20 and 15ll-l4 show that the 'soul' (ijiuxil) is thought of in distinctly Platonic cate-
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gories?^ Wisdom is revealed to be the godly dynamics which hold the world together 
and renew It (727.30; cf 12t). Besides these general dynamics in everything, she has 
an intimate (sexual) relationship with the wise man which brings about a relationship) 
between the wise man and God (728; cf 8<?ff). 
In 82-18 Solomon seeks to make Wisdom his bride and describes his love to her in 
distinctly erotic terms. In this also Wisdom has gone much further than Proverbs or 
Ben Sira, where no distinctly erotic components can tx? found. What makes this pas-
sage so startling is on the one hand the (sexually) intimate relationship of Solomon 
to Wisdom (82.9.16-18) and on the other hand Wisdom's (sexually) intimate relationship 
to God (d3)P 
In this passage we also find Wisdom's role in creation formulated more clearly: she 
creates (not: is created!) everything ( l a Trocvta ipyatio^Liv^q; 8 5 ) , is architect of all that 
Is (TCV 6VTO)V,.. xexvtTu;; By, cf 722; 142), She Is thus actively involved in creation, 
again differing from Proverbs and Ben Sira, where there is a vagueness about the 
exact role of Wisdom at creation. Wisdom is then also initiate (^vaxiq) in the knowledge 
of God and chooser (aipETt?) of his vv^rks (84) . Because of all that she 
is, she can give birth to virtues in the life of the seeker for justice (87) and give 
knowledge to the seeker of (encyclopedic) knowledge (88). She will thus helfi the wis-
dom seeker to obtain tionor amiongst the people, wealth and power (Sio-irO. 
Wis 9 contains a prayer of the love-stricken Solomon to God, in which IKi 86-9 is 
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developed. In 9t-2 \6yoq and ootpia are used synonomously?' 92.9 shows the Integral 
part of Xo-foq/ootpia in the godhead, as here it is once more God who created all 
creatures. God has 'framed' (xataoxEuaCo)) man to rule over the creatures, to adminis-
ter the world righteously and to judge justly. Wisdom is God s throne-companion (94; 
cf 9 i0 ; Prov 830; Sir 244). 
Striking is the interpretation of IKi 8 in Wis 98ff; there is here no development of 
Wisdom in the manner of Sir 24: no Wisdom descending onto Jerusalem, no •localiza-
tion' of Wisdom tliere, and a different concept of tlie relationship of Wisdom and God's 
commandments {ivtoXaq). Wis takes care not to localize Wisdom in Jerusalem, as 
Wisdom is here not restricted In terms of cult to Jerusalem; rather, Solomon, or 
the wisdom-seeker can ask for and recer/e Wisdom everywhere: Wisdom 'comes 
down' from God's throne for each ind'ividual (9 l0f f ) . Secondly, God's commandments 
are not identified with the Torah, ie God's commandments to Israel. True, in 99 Wis-
dom knows what is right according to God's commandments iivxo\a.q), but nowhere 
is she identified with the commandments; furthermore, nowhere are corhmandments 
identified as the Torah (cf the use of v6iio? in 2ii-i2; 64,18; 95 ; 14i6; 166; 184.9). 
Thus, the concept of Wisdom has acquired a universal aspect, ie a denationalized 
aspect (cf 166). This conforms with the manner in which none of the Jewish 'righteous 
ones' are mentioned by name. By doing this, the writing could be read by Hellenistic 
readers in their non-Jewish context in one way and by the Jew in the light of the Torah, 
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ie In a specifically Jewish frame of reference. 
Wis 10ff generally concern the activity of Wisdom, more specifically her leading and 
guarding qualities in the lives of the 'righteous.' 184 mentions the pillar of fire, but 
there is no explicit Identification with Wisdom. 
Finally, one must note the elements of eschatology which have appeared in Wisdom 
of Solomon, in this also differing from the earlier wisdom writings (cf 3i-10; 5). 'The 
author's eschatological descriptions form a sort of chiaroscuro, lacking any clear 
definition.^^ 'Aber jetzt ist entgegen der Apokalyptik die eindeutige Tendenz, die Gren-
zen zwischen Himmlischem und Irdischem, zwischen Zukuinftigem und Gegenwartigem 
zu verwischen.'^^ Besides this, Wis does not display any traces of a resurrection; 
rather it displays a belief in immortality.^^ 
2.4.3 Conclnslons: 'Wisdom and Pneuma in 'Wis 
It has already been noted that Prov 1-9 and Ben Sira are not very consistent in 
their linking of Wisdom and Spirit (see above, 2.3.7). This could be seen in the am-
biguousness with which Wisdom's role at creation and the relationship between the 
figure of WIsdonn, Spirit and Yahweh were treated. Furthermore, the figure of Wis-
dom stood alongside other uses of wisdom. 
Wis has freed itself of these inconsequences by using a new instrument which its fore-
runners did not have at their disposal when grappling with their difficulties: It has used 
Platonic categories, which has allowed it to identify Wisdom and Spirit more consistently. 
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Wisdom is the light, whereas God is the source. She stands in an erotic relationship 
to God and man. Being the divine dynamics which hold the world together and renew 
it, she is actively involved in creation. Finally, any particularistic tendencies such as 
are found in Sir 24 are repressed. 
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2.S The Book of the Similitudes (Ethiopian Enoch) 
2.5.1 Date, authorship and location 
The Similitudes are increasingly being viewed as a Jewish work. Thus Milik's hypo-
thesis, which states that it was written under Christian influence at the time of 
Trajan has been strongly criticized by the SNTS Pseudepigrapha Seminar in TiJbingen 
(1977) and Paris (1978); the latter arrived at the consensus that the Similitudes were 
written in Jewish circles by the end of the 1st century AD. E. Isaacs' also adheres 
to this view, as does S. Llhlig.^ 
It lies iseyond the limits enforced upon the present study to ascertain whether the 
Book of the Similitudes originated out of Jewish circles or not. It is also not neces-
sary, as the aim of the present study is to examine Sim for the underlying concepts 
and how these could relate to Christian traditions, not to prove a direct dependence 
of Christian traditions on the writing itself. 
2.5.2 Wisdom, Spirit and the Son of Man In Sim 
God is referred to as the 'Lord of the spirits' in the Similitudes. This can only be 
understood on the background of apocalyptic developments in Judaism, in which a 
new 'mythologization' took place: earlier on, Israel's thinking had subordinated all 
other gods in the area to Yahweh, at first making them mere messengers of Yah-
weh, then denying their existence altogether (thus Deutero-Isaiah). In the apocalyptic 
development, the need for mediators between God and man, and the desire to de-
scribe everything in terms of Its regulation through God with the help of mediators 
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led to a new perspiective. A quasi-pantheon of angels in a strict hierarchy, with God 
at the top, developed. The phrase 'Lord of the spirits' derives from this background 
(cf 6112: 'every spirit of light (shall bless him)'). 
Another use of the word 'spirit,' which has to be distinguished from the above use 
is found in 493: the Elected One has the Spirit of Wisdom and insight, the Spirit of 
knowledge and strength and the Spirit of the righteous who are dead. Similarly 6221, 
which can only be interpreted as mieaning that tfie Lord of the spirits has seated the 
^^^^^ One in glory and poured the Spirit of righteousness on him.^ This derives from 
Isa 1l2, part of a description of the Messiah. What makes the Book of the Similitudes' 
(= Simi.) concept so interesting is the way in which the Spirit of God is associated 
with both the elect and the Son of Man. The Spirit dwelling in the Elect One is 
identical with that of the righteous. This is the Spirit of Wisdom (493), which is 
poured out like water (49i; cf Sir 24). This Spirit Is also the Spirit of the 'Lord of 
the Spirits' (when seen in the light of Isa 1l2: the Spirit of Yahweh rests upon the 
Messiah). Thus the link between Isa 112 (the Spirit of Wisdom and of God resting 
upon the Messiah) and Joel 3 (the Spirit of God that will be universally poured out 
on all) is provided. 
It is because of this notion that the righteous drink of the fountain at the place 
where the 'Antecedent of Timie' sits (4Bt). Through this Spirit of Wisdom they become 
holy, righteous and elect (48l). 
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'And him, the First Word, they shall bless, extol and glorify with wisdom. 
They shall be wise in utterance in the Spirit of life and in the Lord of the 
Spirits' (617). 
'On that day, they shall lift up in one voice, blessing, glorifying, and extoling 
in the Spirit of faith, in the Spirit of wisdom and patience, in the Spirit of 
mercy, in the Spirit of generosity' (61it).'* 
Light plays a large role in the Similitudes; similar to F's.-Ph., light originates from 
God, so that the righteous are associated with light; but the wicked are doomed to 
destruction (466). Similarly to F's.-F'h. the light ol the Lord of the Spirits shines upon 
the faces of the righteous (381 .4) , so that in their reflecting this light, the wicked 
will not be able to look at them (384) ; the wicked will perish tecause they cannot 
even exist in the presence of the glory of God as radiated from the faces of the 
righteous (385-6), That the Messiah will be the 'light of the gentiles' (48) receives new 
overtones in this context. For the Similitudes, the righteous shall receive this at death 
and at the end of time, when the Messiah will come. Hence the wording of 493; the 
Messiah's Spirit of Wisdom is identical with the Spirit of the righteous dead, who are 
Interceding before God (394-8). It is because the Spirit of God dwells in them that 
the righteous are selected and saved on the day of the Messiah (510. Conversely, 
it is because of the absence of this that the unrighteous lastly have no "substance;' 
they inevitably perish before the glory of God and cease to exist. The bodies of those 
wfio deny the Spirit oi the Lord will t>e burned and their bpirits transmuted tor ever 
(67to). Enoch also cannot bear God's glory whilst he is alive ( 3 9 1 4 ; 603-4), but at his 
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translation to heaven, his Spirit is transformed and tio stands amonqst the riqhteou?. 
glorifying God (71n-i2). 
There is an interesting parallel to the reflection of God's light from the faces of 
the righteous: In 415-7, the sun and mrx>n gaze directly into the glory of God (417), 
obey him in keeping to their allocated orbits (415-7) and reflect his glory in giving 
thanks and praise. In 418-9 the connection to man is made: sun and moon have a 
blessing and a curse. Wiiy? Because their light derives from God and is thus a bless-
ing for the righteous, who can bear the light and reflect it; but a curse for sinners, 
who can't bear it and perish. For the righteous it is light but for the sinners dark-
ness and judgement.^ 
Believers can also be likened to stars who revolve according to God's pre-destina-
tion, and their reflected glory to lightning (43). There are also fallen stars, who don't 
keep to their paths but arise (apparently an indication of hybris) and are therefore 
doomed (44). 
Revelation in the Similitudes is a sign of the elect; the secrets of the earth will be 
revealed to them in order to strengthen them (515.13); they are revealed on earth 
before the coming of the Messiah in order to give tfie righteous ho[:* and strength 
till the day of the Elect One (6l5) . This is of course the p)urpose of the Similitudes 
themselves and of all its revealing of cosmic secrets: to strengthen the believer by 
shov^ing him how tlie world is l>einr] held 1-iy God's hmd, and showing him the rrXoc; 
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of his existence on earth. Revealing tlie secret things to the condemned is however 
a deadly sin (64ii). 
Finally, the question remains how 42 fits into its present setting. Even if it was 
first circulated independently, what function does it have in its present context? The 
answer to this question lies in Enoch's understanding of the role of the Messiah: the 
thrust of 42 is that personified Wisdom came onto the earth but could not find a 
dwelling-place; hence she returned to heaven. This could well be the author's critical 
response to Sir 24: wherever Wisdom went, even to Jerusalem, it found only death 
and corruption. In this the writer is both more pessimistic and more realistic than 
Ben Sira. He recognizes that the present world is corrupted wherever one looks, 
even in Jersusalem. He doesn't leave it at that, however. He has an answer to this 
problem, which is linked with the coming of the Messiah: the Elect One will come 
with the Spirit of Wisdom, thereby enabling the elect to come before the throne of 
God. This Spirit, which has been poured on him, is poured onto the elect and they 
are transformed, as Enoch (71ii), into people who can gaze at God and reflect his 
glory. Wisdom has a dynamic quality. 
On the day of tiie coming of the Messiah, there will be a 'new' covenant for the 
righteous but judgement for the sinners. 
Linked with this concept of Wisdom is that of the concealment/revelation of liie 
Son of Man. 'The Son of Man was concealed from the beginning, and the Most High 
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One preserved himr In the presence of his power; then he revealed him to the elect 
ones. The congregation of the holy ones shall be planted, and all the elect ones shall 
stand beiore him ' (627-R). But the rulers of the earth will nol be able to bear his presence 
and will perish (629-ii). 
This passage is illustrated in 46: the Son of Man has been given a name by God 
before creation (482) and has been concealed prior to creation (486), He was chosen 
in order to become a staff for the righteous, a light to the gentiles and the hope o1 
the sick of heart (484), Therefore all wtio dwell upon the earth shall worship him 
(485). He will be revealed to the elect in the last days (627; 6927.29) and will in turn 
reveal the Wisdom of God to them (487; cf 5l3), the Wisdonri which could not find a 
dwelling-place on earth itself (42), but which now comes as the 'Spirit of Wisdom' 
(493) poured out onto the Messiah (622i) and through him onto the elect (48i; 71ii), 
This pneumatology of Enoch leads us into the proximity of the NT. It is at first 
sight strange how the gospels can relate the account of the Holy Spirit resting on 
Jesus at his baptism, and then seemingly without any connection write of the first 
Christians receiving the Holy Spirit. On the background of the Similitudes it becomes 
understandable: evidently the church linked the Spirit of the Messiah and the Spirit 
which they received in a sense similar to the Similitudes, namely through linking Isa 
112 and Joel 3. 
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2.5,3 Conclusions: Wisdom, Spirit and the Son of Man in Sim 
Sim has developed the relationship of Wisdom and Spirit differently through its 
introduction of another factor, namely the factor of the Son of Man, the Messiah. 
It makes the otfier two factors dependent on the Son of Man; the figure of Wisdom 
is not an independent being, but rather Wisdom works ttirough its Spirit, which is 
poured out upon the Son of Man and through him upon the elect. Sim has thus in 
its own way solved [he inconsequences and contradictions found in Prov 1-9 and Ben 
Sira. 
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3. 2Cor 3i - 4e 
3.1 The Stractare and Composition of 2 Cor 3i-46 
3.1.1 Observations on the Stractare of 2Cor 3i-46 
Several considerations justify regarding 2Cor 2i4-46, and not 2Cor 3t-46 as a 
composite wlx)le. There is one mofive underlying the whole passage: Paul is seeking 
to reinforce the message which he has brought to the Corinthians. This message is 
inextricably linked to his person as an apostle. This thread of course runs through 
the whole epistle in Paul's effort to undermine the position of the "super-apostles' 
In Corinth) The Interesting thing In the present passage Is that he draws a parallel 
between his own message and God's revelation at Sinai and between the office of 
Moses and his own office. This is what birxis the whole passage together and which 
must be kept In mind when interpreting the passage. 
Thus Paul deliberately uses sacrificial language in 2u-i7 (ooiii^ ; eucoSia; cf 6a[iti 
EuwSiac T S xupuj): mn*''? mn''l~n"'">, Gen 821; Exod 29l8; Lev 19.13.17; 2313.18, etc.). 
His use of the concept of Christ as a soothing odour before God has acquired a new 
direction parallel to the OT-usage. The soothing odour is Christ, who is being re-
vealed everywhere through Paul in such a way that Paul can identify himself with the 
odour. As he later says, he carries this Incense In a earthen vessel so that Jesus 
is revealed through him (47-15). At the same time, the odour of Christ is the revela-
tion of God itself. That is what gives Paul's message its authority: his message is 
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Jesus Christ himself, the one who has been crucified as the atonement for many. 
3l -6 alludes to the new covenant written on tablets of "fleshy" hearts and not on 
tablets of stone (cf Jer 3133; Ezek 11l9), thus again drawirwj from the Sinai-account. 
37-46 has as Its central thenne the contrast between Moses and Paul. 
47-15 is also linked to the preceding passage, but not as dosely, as Paul here con-
centrates on the carrier of God"s revelation (namely earthen vessels), wtiereas 214-46 
deals with God"s revelation Itself. The present discussion will concentrate chiefly on 
3 i -46 , as this is the relevant setting to a proper understanding of 2Ccr 3i7. 
Certain words hold 3l-46 together. We find SiaKovia and related words throughout 
the text (see table 1). It Is in line with what was menttoned earlier concerning Paul's 
intent to reinforce his message. Paul is the Siebtovo^/SoOXoc of God through whose 
service the Corinthians exist, v^^ has proclaimed the new covenant and reflects the 
glory of Christ. 
TtveOiia appears In 3i -6 and in 3i7-i8. The question of why it suddenly appears 
again within 37-46 and what relationship it has to 3l-6 v^ rill have to be answered. 
31-6 Itself can be subdivided Into 3i-3 (the Corinthians are Paul's letter) and 34-6 
(the new covenant). What hdds them together is the fact that the new covenant is 
of Spirit and can therefore be written not on taHelB of stone but rather onto the 
living hearts of men. 37-46 Is held together through several threads. 56^ a and related 
words dominate the passage. 37.13 and 44 have related sentence structures (37: UOTE 
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lii) + Inf.; 3i3: 7tp6s TO iii) + Inf.; 44: el? Td ni) + Inf.) and stand parallel In content 
as well (see table 1 and the exegesis). Other key words are xdtXumia (and related 
words)/7tp6ow7iov/xaTapYEOii(xi (see table 1). Important to note is also the use of 
eixwv In 3i8 and 44. 3i3 (x«i ov xa^Ttep MWOOT}?) IS contrasted with 3i8 (xa^dtrtep 
(XTto xupiou TtvEuiwxTos; see taWe 1). 
In 41.2 Paul repeats what has already been said in 2l7 and 3 i , namely that his 
message Is a ministry given from God and that he Is not working out of self-Interest. 
One expects Paul to stop at this point, but he proceeds to develop the theme of 
37-t8 again in 43-6. It is however very important to keep these last verses in mind 
when Interpreting 37-18, as they throw light on the rest of the passage. 
3.1J2 The article 
Paul's free usage of the article has earned him well-deserved acdalm.^ At a first 
glance 2 Cor 3i-46 would seem to confirm this. Listed below are anarthrous words 
found in the passage, followed by how one would expect them to appear: 
33 ^KWToXri xpioTOV: ^IOTOXT) TOU X(>WTOO 
36 xatvTjg StadijxTjQ: TT)? xoavT)q Suxdijxij? 
dXXdc TtveuitaToc: aXXdt TOC TtveuviaToc 
3l4 iv XPWTC: kv T S Xf*OT$ 
316 TtpOQ XVpiOV: 7tp6? TO XUpiOV 
317 TO TTveCiia xuptou: TO nvEuiia TOU xupiou 
317 eXeu^piot i) eXeudepioc (?) 
318 Tiqv So^av xuptou: TT\V So^av TOU xupiou 
xaS^ dcTtEp otTto xuptou itvEUnaTOQ: xaddmEp ano TOU xupiou TOU TtvEUiiaTog 
44 elxwv TOU 6 'EOU: 6 Eixwv TOU deou 
45 'looijv xpwTov xupiov: 'loouv TOV xpwTov TOV xuptov: 
46 TtpOg «pG)TtOlIOV: TtpOQ T6V cpWTlOllOV 
eV 7tpOOW7l({) C*&)OOU] XPWTOU 
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waives SictdilKi)? (36) omits the article, although Its counterpart In 3i4 (tfis 
waXaiS^ SLK^I'IKTIQ) is arthrous. It is in the present context best understood as being 
deliberately indefinite: The dd covenant is established, the new covenant is being intro-
duced. It may be paraphrased thus: "...who has enabled us to be ministers of a new 
covenant." The same applies to Ttpog «pti)TU3ii6v (46): w+iereas <pu>'cva\x6q needs an 
article in 44, the sense is indefinite in 46: "...who has shone [light] in our hearts 
with the purpose of Illumination.' 
EtKOJv ToO •^ou (44) is a definite predicate noun in 44; therefore the omission of 
an article is correct^ (cf 3l8, where E IKUV is used with the article). 
TtpoowTcov (46) Is used with the article in all the other occurrences of the word 
in this passage (3? twice; 3i3). 3l8 is an exceptton, where the sense is indefinite 
and plural in typical Semitic idiom.'* This leads to two possible interpretations of the 
phrase In question. 
The first option takes its inspiration from LXX-usage, the second from the con-
text. 
3.1^.1 TTpOOdJIOV OT LXX and ^ & 2 Cor 
We find anarthrous 7tp6oti)sov in Proverbs: 
Prv 830 nEJ"?: EV upoaumu amov 
Prv 43 ''QJi ''ID'?: EV npoouTuu nirtpog 
Prv 257 a** ! ! ''ID'?: EV Ttpoounu Suvaotou.^ 
In the references above, the phrase npoomt^ + anarthrous genitive derives 
from the Hebrew "ID^ + the word it governs. It means "before." At first sight, ^v 
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•npoo&nt^ ["Ii^ ooO] xpio'^ oO (2Cor 46) Is analogous to " J S ^ +the proper name, (cf 
Gen 171; 1822; 277, etc.). One would otherwise expect the article before xpio^oc.* 
In 2Cor 5i2 the usage is without a following genitive and meant differently: it is 
contrasted with i\ wapSia; the sense is dearly "in appearance" (= D*'i"'y^). Cf IKgs-
167: 
HbtT' inTioj^a uibip nm m ^ a "71^ Dan "^ts. 
auTov • OTt oux i^L^Xi^xai av&ptiinoz, ojj'ETou. 6 •^EO^, OTI av&puitoQ O4'ETO£I e.iq 
TipoouTtov, 6 SE •frEog otJ«Toa Eig KapSiav. 
824 (EI? ?ip6ow7iov t3v IxxXriotSv) clearly means 'in front of, before;" el? npoo-
umov can be understood as a translation of ''19'? as well (cf LXX Ezek 320; [Codex 
Alexandrinus:] IKgs 620; 2Kgs 5l5; 19l5). Certainly it is not classical Greek.^ 
aaxa npbotimov (2Cor IO1.7) without the dependent case Is however attested In 
classical Greek, meaning 'personally present,' 'eye to eye.' ® 
In the case of 111, it should seriously be considered if Paul does not have the con-
cept of 2Cor 3 in mind already (cf 2Cor 3i8: dvaxexaXXuiilvc^ •fipooCm(f). This would 
account for his singular use of the word in this passage. This becomes more prob-
able if one postulates that the Corinthians have already discussed the veil-topic 
before.^ 
2Cor II20 (E[? TTpoowTtov v[L&q SEPETV) can only mean 'to strike in the face.' The 
loss of the article Is again best understood as a Semitlsm such as DD''iDa)° This 
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phrase gains significance In the light of 2 Cor 3-46, as the face Is the place wf)ere 
the doxa of Christ shines forth. 
In ICor 1312 and 1425 Paul is consistent with LXX-usage." 
The same phrase as In 2Cor 46 Is found In 2io. As shown above, the LXX-usage 
would Indicate this phrase to mean "in front of Christ." Now the difficulty with this 
meaning is that it fits approximately in 2l0 but does not make much sense in 46. 
This was obviously felt by W. Bauer In his dictionary, where he notes that iv ?tpoow7t(j> 
XPiOTOu means 'on the face of Christ." in 46. Now as we have seen, the problem 
lies in the missing article ard in the fact that we have no analogous use by Paul. 
Thus the most likely of opttons Is one which In my knowledge has not been considered 
yet£) 
It has been noted above that "Paul often has the singuleu" to denote something 
shared by a group of people, as In the Semitic Idlom"'^  (of KopSiot In 2Cor 3i5). Fur-
thermore, TtpoouTtov Is used in the singular in 2Cor 3i8. Given the whole message 
of 2Cor 3-46 based on the motif of the face of the Christian ajnd especially of Paul 
reflecting the glory of Christ.^ we are led to Interpret TtpoowTtov In a similar way 
as a Semitic plural in 46. It would then refer not to the face of Christ but rather 
to our faces, which are 'of Christ" or " chrlst-like" in appearance.'* 2Cor 2l0 however 
Is less dear; It Is understandable In this sense or In the sense of the LXX-usage 
spelled out above. 
3.1.2.2 ^£05 In L X X and In Paul's writings 
The one occurrence of deo? without the article (33) could be understood as a 
kind of genitivus materiae,^^ which is generally not arthrous. It might seem strange 
at first sight to use •&£6q as a 'material;' however, one must bear in mind the context: 
the letter of Christ has been written not with ink. but rather with the 'Spirit of the 
living God; the picture is that of the material used to write the letter instead of ink. 
There is however another explanation which t)ecomes more probable in tiie light of 
LXX-usage: 
Paul uses •&E6S both arthrously and anarthrously. This becomes evident in 2Cor. 
Arthrous: 2Cor 1ia.2.3b(?).12b.20a; 2l7b.C; 33; 5l.11.13.t9.21; 64.7.i6a.b; 7i.9.to.n; 
85; 112; 12l9; 134 
Anarthrous: 2Cor 1tb.3a.4.9.i2a.i8.i9.2ob.2i.23; 2i4.i5.i7a; 34.5; 42.6a.b; 47.15; 
55.18.20(2X); 61.18C; 76.12; 81.16; 97.8.11.12.13.14.15; 104.5.13; 
117.11.31; 122.3; 1221; 137.11.13 
E.Stauffer states that Oeog is usually equivalent to UTJ'^K,'^ which Is undoubtedly 
correct. He is however wrong in asserting that Hoq without the article 'seems to 
be almost always appellative.''® 
The degree to which ^ E O ? Is used anarthrously seems to depend on the degree to 
which the respective translator adhered to the Hebrew. In most of {he anarthrous 
cases S-Eoq is nomen rectum in the construct state. This direct translation often 
causes the nomen regens to remain anarthrous In the Greek.'' p n ' ? K / •"'il'7K n n 
is regularly translated as TtVEuiia dEou.^ 96^05 ^oO is also represented.^' The same 
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expressions are often expressed with the artlde and wlthout.^ ^ 
dEog less frequently occurs as the nomen regens in the construct state,^^ some-
times as *'n'7K + pronominal suffix.^* 
de6s is normally arthrous after prepositions as well, but here also the rule Is 
flexible. Frequently the phrase tT'n'7K*7 + personal suffix+'7 nTT is translated as 
elvai Tivi Etg deov.^* Other prepositional phrases translated very literally: 
Gen 236: PaotXeu? napdc ^eou ou tl EV i^ iiTv 
i i D r a nriK • -n ' ?K K - & I 
4925: napa •&EOU CA.:TOU TOU TiaTpog oou 
IKgs 20(21)25: liT] lAot Y^VOIT6 n«pd deoO iiou SoOvai xXripovotiCav TtaT^pwv liou oo[ 
Ps 23(24)5: xat EXET^OOUVTJV napa •&EOU ocaTTjpo? auTOU 
Jer 27(50)15: EXSCXTJOI^ Ttapa ^EOU [S.TOU EOTIV 
n n Tipin >rn nin"* nnpi -"D 
Prov 165: AxA^opTOQ notpa ^ § no? v4iT)Xoxdcp5wts 
167: SexTot SE nocpa ^ 5 naXXov ij &UEIV ^uoia? 
173: A : OUTUQ EXXEXTUI xocpSiai Ttotpa •&ES 
mn*' n n * ? inni 
17i5: axa^opTos xoti pSeXuxpTO? nap« dE$ 
1822: EXapEV SE napa ^EOU iXapoTTjra 
19l4: Ttapot SE S^EOO apiioCETat avSp£ 
213: TtoieTv SCxaux xai dXij^eueiv ApeoTci napct de$ iiaXXov 5) duoiOv alua 
nana nvn"*? i n a i DDIZJDI npnii ntoy 
Tiapa •&EOU can used to translate a number of things; the translation of the con-
struct state (Gen 236; Prov 165.7; 173.15; Jer 27(50)15) with Tiapdc Is clearly used to 
avoid misunderstandings. (eg'&Eou in the combination ^aotXEUQ •&EOU (Gen 236) could 
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be understood as a genitivus oblectlvus). Otherwise Ttetpa is the translation of p 
(Gen 4925 IKgs 20(21)3 Ps 23(24)5 Prov I822 19i4) and once of '7+dative case (Prov 
213). 
ETTl 
Prov 35: to&t TtETtot'&u^  EV OXIJ xapSux inl •^5 
1620; TtETtoi^S 5E d£<5 naxapiOTO? 
n C k mn'-a n b i a i 







XEXSTTIpailEVO; U710 '&EOU 
Oi in-ol XoYOi EiipTiVTai U7to •&eou 
OKOrtO? BippOCm liETOt *EOU • «ppO(pT|TT|5 
[corrupt text] 
OTtipiia EuXoyJlliivov vno •&EOG EOTIV 
non mn-' • •ana i n r 
IXVTt 
Gen 30(R): 
"a ik cfn'^K nnn 
• / 
OLIO 
Deut32l5: (XTIEOTTI onto 9to\i oorrripo? auxou 




VHjjU^ T) XEpag ItOU EV •&EC IU3U 
nin- 'a • •np nni 
d E $ naTEpwv auTWV 
D n n n K \n'7Ka 
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144: ^pwTr)oe AautS m iv 
2Chr153: EV OU aXTjaivu 
DDK -n'^K K*?"? 
2O2O: EllTtlOTEUOKTE EV XUptC •&Et3 UllSv 
Hos 127: xotl ou iv oou invoxpi^iq 
Ezra 821: EvuKtov •&EOU TJIIUV 
IKgs 861: xai foTwoav ai xopSCai i^ iiGv TEXEUX Trpo? xuptov deov T)tifiv 
Job 15: EVEV6T)0OV Ttpo^ 0E6V 
DM'?K iDnni*? 
Hos 124: xai EV XOTTOI? auToO EVIOXUOEV Ttpoq •&£6v CA.TOV •&.] 
There are a number of cases w+)ere anarthrous &t6z stands alone or with an 
adjecttve.2® 
Interesting for 2Cor 3-46 Is the occurrence of anarthrous ded? C^v In Deut 
433.34 (tpuvrfv ^o iJ CSvToq: CTTl Cfrt'^iC "jlp); Joshua 3io (^Sv as predicate: OTI 
B^oq CSv EV uiiTv: tD3*Tpa "-n "^K ''D) 2Kgs 194.l6/lsa 37l7 (OVEISICEIV ^ 6 V CSvra: 
-n D^n^JK nin*?) ; HOS 21 (^ xeT xXT)dfioovTai xai uloi deou Ij&vtoz'. "n-'PK "13 Dn*? 
naK") : Ps 83(84)4 (ETTI ^EOV CtSvTa: -H-^^K •?«). One glance at the concordance 
shows that normally in these cases ^ 6 5 does have an article affixed to It. Thus 
&$6g Is arthrous or anarthrous according to how literal the translator wanted to be. 
In conclusion it can be postulated with a fair amount of certainty that Paul and 
Josephus^^ are following the lead of LXX in their own mixed use of *E6I;. 
Specifically In the case of 33, Paul Is using a phrase which has lost Its articles 
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due to the literal LXX-translation. TtvExHia ^eotl Ij&vxcx; Is a combination of D''n'7K 
n n and ' •n - '7K / t rn ' 7R 
3.1.2.3 TlVEUlia in LXX and in Paul's writings 
TcveOtia is mainly used arthrously in 2Cor: 
Arthrous: I22; 2l3; 38.17.18; 4l3; 55; 7l3; 12l8; 13l3 
Anarthrous: 33.6; 66; 7i; II4 
66 and 7l refer to the spirit of man as opposed to the oap^ (cf ICor 2io, where 
Paul draws an analogy between the Spirit of God and the spirit of man); they are 
intended to be indefinite. In 1l4 Paul is referring to 'another spirit' besides the Spirit 
of God. In 3i7a TtvEiJiia is the predicate of the sentence and should be anarthrous. 
That it still has an article can only be explained as a deliberate emphasis of the 
word. Anarthrous Ttveuiia in 36 Is a genitivus materiae,-^ ® the new covenant Is not 'of 
letter' Ifp&i^zoq) but rather "of spirit" (TcvEuiuxToq). As demonstrated above (under 
•&E65), the anarthrous use of TtvEuiia in 33 is a 'septuagintism' (fe a translation of 
Crn'PK n n ) . it is probably also Influenced by Paul's parallel usage of n£Xavi without 
the article. Why Paul uses wvEOiia anarthrously in 3i8 is more difficult to decide. The 
sense is however clearer: Paul is building on 3l7a (the Lord is the Spirit) whilst at the 
same time contrasting his role vvith that of Moses (cf 3i2). His Intention is to say 




That the risen Jesus is ttipvoQ is stated throughout the hJT.'^ ° Paul is here no 
exception.''' It is well-known that in LXX xupiog, usually anarthrous, is mainly used 
to translate TiW and "Hl^. For Paul, the boundaries between NT- and LXX-usage 
overlap. 'In the absolute xupiog could thus express the comprehensive lordship of 
Jesus. It would convey that God has given Him "all E^ouota in heaven and in earth" 
(Matt 28:18). If «upio? expressed all this, then LXX passages which spoke of the 
KXipvoq could be referred to Jesus. In him God acts as is said of the xuptog of the 
OT.-32 
Paul reserves (6) wupio? for Jesus, except for in 2Cor 616-I8, vvliere he quotes 
LXX Eind expressly equates Kupiog with 6 ^65.^^ Paul uses Hupio^ arthrously and 
anarthrously without implying any distinction of meaning. It seems rather to be a 
matter of stylistic differences.^^^ 
Anarthrous: 12; 2l2; 3l6; 3l7b; 3l8; 6l7.i8; 11l7; 12l. 
Arthrous: 13.14; 3l7a; 4l4; 56.8.11; 128; 13l0. 
45 is anarthrous because it stands as the predicate of XTjpuooEo^oa Clooug 
XpiOTO? forming the outer object of the same).^"* Kupiog appears anarthrous 
especially after prepositkjns, thus after otto (I2; 3l8; but arthrous: 56), sp6q 
(3l6; but arthrous: 58),^ ^ Iv (2l2, analogous to Iv xpto^^ in 2l7; 3l4; 122.19; 
517.19) and «aT& (11i7). The scope of the present study does not allow for any 
detailed analysis for reasons for PauKs (mis?-)use of the article with wupioq. 
The only use of arthrous Mupiog in the passage under discussion is found in 
3i7a and furthermore is brought Into prominence by the particle U. This will be 
discussed in detail in the exegesis below.^^ 
3.1.2.5 XptOTOg In LXX and In Paurs writings 
Paul"5 use of this word is also mixed: 
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Anarthrous: 1l.2.3.19.21; 2l0.12.15.17; 33.14; 44.5.6; 5l6.17.18.19.20; 6l5; 89.23 ; 9l3; 
107.14; 11lO.13.23; 122.10.19; 135.13 
Arthrous: 15; 2l4; 34; 5l0.14; 10l.5; 112.3; 129; 133 
XptoTO? is very much still a fluid term, sometimes tending more towards a proper 
name, sometimes more towards the word in its actual meaning of messiah. One can 
speculate that the use with *IJ)OOUS without the article was the starting point, from 
whence XpioToq gradually came to be used without ITIOOUQ. It is already risky to 
postulate that Paul tends to use the artide with XptOTO^ when he is emphasizing the 
functional aspect of the word (Cf 5i8). Probably In many Instances XptoTou In the 
genitive case was used without the article in an attempt to use the word as an ad-
jective, as there was no word in Greek for 'Christian.' To this could be counted: 
210/46; 215; 33; 6i5; 823; 107(2x); 11to.l3.23. It Is a sort of genltlvus materlae to ex-
press the adjective Christian. The English phrase "of x,' eg 'of stone," is comparable 
to this, (although 'of Christ' would normally be understood differently In English, as 
'Christ" Is always a proper noun; cf however 'of Spirit'). 
In summary, there is no clear-cut solution for the anarthrous use of X P ^ T O ? in 
our passage. Funk comes to a similar conduskxi.^^ 
3 .2 Moses and the veil (Exod 3 4 2 9 - 3 5 ) 
There is a wide consensus that Paul is alluding to Exod 3429-35 in 2Cor 3l-46. 
This passage needs to be examined before dealing with 2Cor 3l-46, as the exegesis 
of it has caused a great amount of confusion among New Testament scholars. 
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Paul's use of So^a (12x In 2Cor 2i4-4« In addltkxi to So^aCoiici 2x) reminds 
us in particular of a specific strand of Old-Testament theology, namely the priestly 
source, In which mn"' I Q D plays a dominant ro\e?^ Other terms used in 2Cor 
214-46 point especially to the SInal-account (Suxd^xi). ^v YP«W^aoiv evTETUTtwiivT) 
XiS-otQ, ( E X E u ^ p t a / n n n ? ) , efc) and in particular to Exod 3429-35 (xdtXmiiiot/moa, 
e(c) in 2Cor 3i2ff. The point of departure will therefore be Exod 3429-35 in the con-
text of the SInal perlcope and particularly In the light of P's theology. 
The present discusston as to the sources underlying the Sinai-pericope has not 
yet managed to estatJish a wider consensus regarding most of the text. As E. Zen-
ger notes, "An der Slnalperlkope schelnen mehr HSnde als In der melsten Texten des 
iibrigen Pentateuch betelligt gewesen zu sein.'^^ On the part of some, this has led 
to an increasingly differentiating drvisfon into sources and allocatkxi of the 'hands' 
Involvedf^ while It has caused others to discard the whole documentary hypothesis 
altogether.*' The latter option has rxst really commended itself however, as it has not 
till rxjw presented any better alternative. A positive step forward would seem to be 
a general tendency In Old Testament research, exemplified In E. Zenger's newer pub-
lications,*^ to take seriously the final text as it now stands. A wider consensus has 
been reached respecting P, as here the 'Sitz im Leben' and thedogy are much more 
clear-cut.*^ Thus Exod 24i5b-i8a Is for example unanimously allocated to P.*^  Exod 
3429-35 Is held to be P by most scholars,** with however a few notable scholars 
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recently disagreeing. Thus M.Noth assigns the entire section to a "Sondergut" (except-
ing v.29a, which he holds to be JS and v.32b, which he holds to be J).*^ H.Seebass 
finds the entire passage to be J excepting v. 29a,31a (JP) and 32a (P).^' Their 
criticism has mainly stemmed from the observation that the actual content of the 
passage does not seem to be priestly and that the priestly terms which would seem-
ingly indicate its origin from P (such as "two tablets of testimony" (v. 28) and 
"congregation" (v. 31)) could have been Inserted at a later date.^ ® The contention that 
the passage does not seem to be "priestly' can easily be rebutted, as the following 
exegesis shows. 
G.v.Rad has unravelled two different strands of P out of the passage in considera-
tion of observatran that v. 34f shifts the attention from Moses descending from the 
mountain to the iterative process of Moses going into the (as yet not built) tent of 
the tabernacle. Furthermore there Is a "dublette" In v. 31-32."*' 
We have already noted above the tensions within 3429-35. The observations made 
by G.v. Rad and in a more differentiated form by E. Zenger are undoubtedly true. 
The problem In v.Rad's observation lies in the fact that the fragments which are 
culled out of the text (/e V.31.34f) are not in themselves coherent, as G.v.Rad him-
self admits^ E.Zenger"s "Elohistic Fragments (29a.30a*.b.31a*.b) are coherent but 
are in content so close to the rest of ttie passage that it makes one wonder why 
he doesn't assign them to another Priestly source. In short, although there are 
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tensions precisely In those areas pointed out by Zenger and v. Rad. they do not 
diverge in content enough to allow the conclusion that another troditton or ihsoUtgy 
is at work. It is perfectly legitimate to be content with assigning the whole passage 
in question to one source, albeit acknowledging the fact that fragments stemming 
out of the same tradition have been added. For our exegetical purposes the text can 
be treated as a whole. 
The passage divides into two sections, v. 29-33 and v. 34-35. Verses 29-33 cor-
relate to Moses' iterative going into the tent of the tat)ernade, thus presupposing 
the existence of the same. The intention is dearly to equate Moses" meeting with 
God on Sinai with his later meetings in the tent of the tabernacle. This Is without 
doubt an element of P, one of whose aims is to portray the tent as the "Sinai auf 
der Wanderur^,' and who wants to show that Yahweh was not bound to one area, 
namely the SInal, but that he "went" with Israel into Palestine In the form of the tent 
of meeting. As Israel had met God at Sinai through Moses, so it could now meet 
God in the tent of meeting (I^IQ 'int^ through Moses and later through the priests:^' 
'Als tnnerster Kern des 'Begegnungszeltes' {im^ "^ nja Ist die FD^D 
der Ort der Prasenz Gottes in Israel: der Ort, an dem der transzendente 
Gott als der Im SUhnegeschehen begegnende Gott ist, kondeszendlert. Mo-
dus der Gegenwart Gottes ist das auf eine 'Begegnung' (IW" nif., ly iQ 
'Begegnungszelt') mit Mose bzw Israel zielende "Verweilen* ( p 0 ) sei-
nes liaa 'inmitten der Israeliten' ebenso wie sein Mose, dem Reprasen-
tanten Israels, geltendes "Begegnen" ( l y nlf.) auf der D I^DD. MIt dem Blut-
ritus an der mDS wird dem in tiefste Schuld verstrickten exilisch-nachexi-
lischen Israel am grofien Versohnungstag die mit dem Sinaigeschehen (Ex 
24,15bff.) Inaugurlerte WIrkllchkelt der Selbstoffenbarung Gottes an den 
Menschen und damit die trostliche Nahe der gottlichen Gegenwart wieder 
gewahrt ."^ ^ 
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The discussion relating to p p In the meaning of "to be horned" need not be pur-
sued. The meaning of 'to glow/shine' is assumed here.*^ 
The pardlel structure of 3434-35 and the P account of Moses ascending/descend-
ing Is apparent even after a cursory glance: 
A = Moses in the Sinai account 
B = Moses In the tent of tabernacle 
**c-)nn-*7K "^yii i iyn i i n a neJo K D - I 34i8 A 
. . . m -ID!*? mn-' ••ID'? neJo K D D I 3434a B 
T O iHQ nOD m " a -n-i 3429a A 
vni^y 3434b B 
r i D p p nini rutin-m 'PKito- "13-"^DI P H K K T - I 3430a A 
nWn •'ID -nv H P nOo ^ID-HK * ? K n » " - ^ n I K H 3435 B 
r '?K DB^ AD 1K-I--1 3430b A 
B 
m y 3 crK»in-*?Di p n K r '7K D C - I neJn • n ' ? K K i p - i 3431a A* 
' jKHtD- ^ o - ^ J D itoJi p - ^ - i n K i 3432a A» 
B 
T O THD TDK mn"' HDT I K J K '7D HK tnii'»l...Dn'?K nWO - O T * ! 3431b A 
D I J T D K "PKlto" " I D - ' ^ K 111) 3435bp B 
mon n D - ' ? y p - i D H K -nDio ntfn '7D-'I 3433 A 
c m i D i " ? 11a l y i r iD - '7y m o a n o *?y m o a n - n K n c o •"cJni 3435b B 
In B it is not explicitly stated that the Israelites are frightened and run away. This 
Is understandable In the light of the fact that A Is a unique event, whereas B Is an 
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Iterative process which they have grown used to. Besides this, the account of the 
people seeing Moses' shining skin has slipped from its logical sequence after Moses" 
emergence from the tent to after his proclamation of God"s commandments (possibly 
a sign of a certain disorder In the text). The implied logical sequence Is however doubt-
less the same as in A. 
The account is best seen in the light of the theology of P. The phrase V\D l i y 
p p has an affinity to lUD in P. For It is the effect of the n iH" lUD that causes 
the skin of Moses" face to glow. The reason why 1133 itself is not used in the pas-
sage lies particularly in the fact that P does not want to associate 1133 with Moses 
himself, as this Is a term reserved alone for Yahweh.^* The nature of Moses" shin-
ing face can be determined through the response of the Israelites: they are afraid 
to come near, and they flee. Their fear lies in their exposure to the holiness of God, 
which has 'rubbed off" on Moses through his own exposure to God. It Is thus In keep-
ing with the theology of P, which illustrates this hdiness through passages such as 
Lev 10 (Nadab and Ablhu), Num 1-3 (the two concentric rings with the Levites and 
priests living In the Immediate vicinity of the tent and the rest of the Israelites living 
In the outer ring) and through Its many minute regulations.^^ Thus Moses does not 
put on a veil later out of a sense of modesty or humility, but rather in order to pro-
tect the Israelites from too great an exposure of that 1 Q 3 which he has experienced 
and which shines through him. The passage is grappling with the difficulty of how 
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God's w o r d came to the Israeli tes wi thout their being destroyed (n'7D pi.) through 
the sheer exposure to God's glory. 'Der Mensch als solcher, in seiner Gott ferne, ist 
angeslchts der Offenbarung der gtitt l lchen Doxa dem Tod verfallen.'*^ Even through 
Moses as a medium the drast ic e f fec ts of God s holiness are underlined (as 'der 
ganz Andere", to use K. Garth's terminology). 
Moses' act of f i r s t laying the veil on after ut ter ing God's commandments is per -
haps more of a pract ical nature than commentators would have us believe: Of 
necessity Moses has to have his face uncovered in order t o be able speak to the 
Israel i tes clearly. 
Basically the veil of Moses funct ions In an analogous manner to the veil In f ront of 
the holy of holies (cf Exod 2631-33; 3635-37 ; 393*; 403). In the same way that the 
veil in f ron t of the holy o f holies pro tects the Israelites f r o m the glory of God, the 
veil on the face of Moses pro tec ts the Israeli tes f r om the glory of God shining through 
him. In this funct ion the veil is the equivalent of the doud which pro tects the Israelites 
f r o m exposure t o God (Exod 24i5-ie).^® Hereby it is not so much Moses himself wtio 
Is being leglmltlzed In his o f f i c e * ' as that which he Is bringing, namely God's revela-
t ion t o the Israel i tes. It is because of what Moses has to mediate that his face shines, 
not because of any inherent qualit ies. The accent lies not on his special of f ice 
but rather on the amazing revelation he has to bring to the Israelites f rom God. 
The above-mentioned use of the veil must be carefully distinguished f r om another 
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usage also found in Exodus, namely Exod 36 and Exod 33 i8 f f (cf 1Kgs19). Here the 
veil also has the funct ion of protect ing nnan f r o m the holiness of God, but 'the other 
way around ' : a vei l /cover ing is not placed in f ront of the divine presence, but rather 
in f ron t o f sinful man. Thus Moses covers his face In Exod 36 out of fear of the 
presence of God as does Elijah (1Kgs 19)?"^ 
Exod 33l8f f i l lustrates the same mot i f : as God passes by Moses, he puts him in 
a crevice and covers him w i th the palm of his hand, as 'no man can see me [ s d . 
Yahweh] and live' (Exod 3320 ). When God has passed by he will remove his palm 
so that Moses can see God's 'back' C i n K ~ HK rT 'KI ) . The parallel usage of d''lD 
and •"•"HIK assists us in determining the nature of v. 2 3 : Just as God's •"'ID Indi-
cates his personal presence^ ' and not a hypostasis, so also the sense of D ' ' i n K can 
only be the point between God's personeJ presence and his absence. It is the 'per i -
pheral ' personal presence of God that Moses Is able t o wi tness, not the direct per -
sonal presence of God itself . It is just erx)ugh to be able to say that he has witnessed 
God, but not enough t o say he has wi tnessed God ' face to face."' '^ 
3.3 Exegesis of 2 C o r 3l-46 
3.3.1 2Cor 3i-3 
Paul has been stung by charges that he has been acting out of se l f - in terest . Thus 
the rhetor ica l quest ion: 'Apxo[itba. ^otXiv iocmoxx; ouvtoTotvetv; He proceeds to say 
that he does not need a ouoTaTtXT) ETHOTOXI^ , as some do. A f te r all, isn't the Cor in-
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thian church proof enough of his ministry? They are Chr ist 's letter ministered through 
Paul, w r i t t en not w i th ink or on stone tablets but rather w i th the Spir i t of the living 
God (trn CJ*'n'7K nn) on their hear ts of f lesh. 
3.3.2 2Cor 34-6 
Paul has t rus t in God through Chr is t . It is not as if he has the ability to proclaim 
all of this as of himself , but he has received his ability f r o m God,^^ who has enabled 
him to be a servant of the new covenant. This covenant has been wr i t ten onto their 
hear ts through the Spir i t of the living God (cf 33). For the letter kills but the Spirit 
makes you come alive. Paul very skillfully combines Jer 3133 wi th Ezek 11l9, ie the 
Image of a new covenant w r i t t en on the hearts of the people w i th the picture of 
God giving the people a new heart of f lesh in place of the heart of stone, and a new 
spi r i t . The hearts of the people are of stone because of the old covenant, which is 
w r i t t en on stone. The question ar ises: where does Christ f i t Into the picture. Although 
he is mentioned in 33, it sti l l remains unclear how he relates to TtVEUiia and Stog. 
3.3.3 2Cor 37-46 
The tenses in this sect ion are quite ambiguous. Strangely enough, this does not 
seem to c ross the minds of most commentators . One sees this in the translat ion of 
2Cor 3 i i : xttTapYOU^ivov Is usually t ranslated In the past tense whereas iievov Is 
t rans la ted in the present ; cf NEB: "For if that which was soon to fade had its mo -
ment of splendour, how much greater is the splendour of that which endures." xaTap~ 
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Youi i ivoQ/Ti /ov Is used in 37. i i.i3 and In each case could be translated Into any tense. 
The present part iciple could be interpreted as a durative (linear or progressive) or 
an i terat ive act ion. In addition to this, xaTapYeTtcu in 3i4 could also be durative 
( l inear/progressive) or I terat ive.^ xtxp<xf>-(BO\jJxi, can mean f i rst ly 'to make Ineffective, 
power less, idle,' of which only the f igurative sense 'to nullify' is possible in this con-
tex t . Secondly it can mean 'to abolish, wipe out. '^^ 
The interpretat ion of this wtiole passage r e s t s on 3i3 to a large extent , speci f i -
cally on the interpretat ion of Etq T O T E X O ^ T O U xaTapyou i iEvou . A majority of scholars 
have in terpreted this t o mean that Moses laid a veil on his face so that the Israelites 
could not see the end of the fading glory on Moses" face , le so that they wouldn't be 
able t o see that the glory was only t ransi tory. I would like to suggest a di f ferent in ter -
pre ta t ion. 
As has been demonstrated abovef* 3i3 runs parallel to 37 and 44. The sense of 
37 is quite d e a r : Paul continues the comparison of ministry of letter and Spir i t which 
he has begun in 3 l - 6 . Thus he cont rasts the ministry of death w i th that of Spir i t 
(37.8), the ministry of judgment w i th the ministry of r ighteousness, that which Is 
xttTotpYoutiEvov w i th that which is i i l vov . In each case, the second element of the pair 
is infinitely superior to the f i r s t because i ts to^a overf lows ( T I E P I O O E U U ) and sur -
passes (uTiEppdXXw) the ho^ct of the second element. This is the reason why the 
glory of the old covenant counts for nothing ( x a l yocp ou SESo^aonEvov E V T O U T U T 5 
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I t lpe i ; 3io). In this context , T O xaTocpyo^ievov means 'that which Is abolished' (linear?): 
if that which is now abolished has glory, how much more glory does that have which 
endures, which is permanent. 
W e can new turn t o 37: It Is the Paul of Romans speaking here: the old covenant 
was administered through Moses, who radiated such a glory f rom his face that the 
Israel i tes could not look at i t . This is fully in line w i th Exod 3429-35, the awe and 
feeling of fear and Insignificance of the Israelite when he came Into contact wi th 
niTT' T D D . This makes it all the more significant when Paul calls this one 
which has been abol ished/ nullif ied. This is the meaning which f i ts in most naturally 
In 37, as the old 56^a Is linked to the old covenant engraved on stone; when this Is 
abol ished, the So^a naturally is similarly abolished.. There is no need to go as far as 
t o in terpre t xaxopYEOnoi as meaning "to be transitory" or anything similar?^ 
44 has a slightly d i f ferent perspect ive. Paul has gone Into great detail In 37-18 In 
order to demonstrate that his message is one of great f reedom and openness (3i2). 
In 43 w e catch a glimpse of the reason behind his elaboratfon: he is trying to fend 
o f f accusatfons that his eOayy^^wv Is xexaXumi^vov (veiled) to some. Paul says: I 
have preached the EuayYEXiov w i th an open face and great outspokenness, not wi th 
a veil on my facie like Moses, who put it on so that the Israelites would not dis inte-
gra te upon coming In contact w i th this lUD. If however my message still does not 
reach the hearts of some, it is because of the god of this wor ld , who has blinded their 
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minds so that they cannot see the light o f the S O ^ E of Chr is t , who Is the tittCtv of 
God. Of signif icance is the fact that Paul here identifies S6^a/113D wi th tpUTtotio^. 
As w e have noted ear l ier , Exod 3429-35 does not actually use the te rm T B 3 in r e -
fe r r ing to Moses' i l luminated face, although it Is implied that the radiance on his face 
is an e f fec t of the T I S D of God. Paul here explicitly identifies the radiance wi th So^a. 
3.3.3.1 2Cor 3t3 
W e can now tu rn t o 3l3 and f r om there to 3 l2- i8 . Paul is still seeking to highlight 
the cont ras t between himself and Moses. Thus Paul's ministry is one of outspoken-
ness, not like Moses; he laid a veil on his face so that the Israelites would not look 
eiz t o xiXoq T O U «aTotpYouiiEvou. Now a T E v i ^ u means 'to look intently, E15 T I at some-
thing or someone. It is there fore generally automatically assumed that Et^ T O T E X O ^ 
means that the Israel i tes gazed 'at the end." It then follows that one has to t ry to 
accommodate T O U waTapYOUiiEvou in the translat ion. Generally it is done by under-
standing the w o r d as re fe r r i ng t o 'the fading glory.' This solution however leaves a 
l ingering uneasiness In the recesses of the mind: how does one "look" at a t fXog? 
Why does T O U xaTotpyouiiEvou suddenly mean 'fading,' when we have seen that it 
means ' to nullify' or "to abolish, wipe out?' And how does this sense f i t in v^th the 
fol lowing (fcXXa ^?rwpw^)l tot vo f jua ta a v t u v ? Frankly speaking, It doesn't, if we cling 
onto the tradit ional in terpretat ion. W e are thus just i f ied in looking for other a l terna-
t ives. 
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The question then ar ises: Is th is phrase Greek at al l , or is it perhaps a Semltism? 
There are good reasons for believing it to be Semit ic. W e of ten f ind being used 
temporal ly in Hebrew 'expressing concurrence {at) rather than duration {inX^^ Fur-
t he rmore , the expression Xp'^/^W^ + a t ime expression Is found In late Hebrew and 
Qumran.^^ W e have one example for the translat ion of VP*? as ELQ TO TEXOQ, namely 
Dan 11t3(a): 
o n © D ^ n y n XP"^ 
E I ^ T O xiXoq tutv HotipiSv 
Another t ranslat ion of VP*^ is very likely found in Luke 185: tva EIQ riXoq 
EpXOiiEVT) wuTiidCip lie ( Y p V ^ l I D ' ? + part iciple of m)P 
Finally, one should not forget that the Greek language also know^ the use of tiq, 
In the temporal sense .^ ^ 
The mater ial mentioned above Is decisive enough to allow us to Interpret tiq T O 
xiXoQ ToO KOCTOtpYouii^vou as a Semit ism deriving f r o m the construct ion VP*? 
here perhaps H ^ J p V P ' ^ / T ' D ^ - The sense of 3l3 would then be: Moses laid a veil 
on his face so that the Israel i tes would not be able to see his face "at the end of 
tha t w+iich is nul l i f ied/abol ished, ' fe vyhen he had f inished speafcir^ «h@ w o r d s of iha 
c o v e n a n t , v /hich DS now nulltfied. Ho ihe Is rae l i teB. In o ther words , Paul is following 
Exod 3429-35 closely: Moses spoke to the Israelites w i th an unveiled face; when he 
had f inished speaking t o them, he put a veil on his face in order to protect them 
f r o m too s t rong an exposure t o the m f T ' This interpretat ion assumes that 
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there Is an elision In the sentence, namely that the object of (Sitevti^w Is not EI? t d 
TEXO? but ra ther E 1 5 T O spoounov MuuoEug, which has been elided. 
The beauty of this interpretat ion is the fact that (a) it corresponds nicely to the 
sense of 37, (b) the face Is the object o f the gaze of the people throughout the pas-
sage, (c) it stays within the account of Exod 3429-35, and (d) it makes the fd lowing 
line coherent: Moses put the veil on his face af ter he had finished speaking in order 
to pro tec t the Israel i tes; however, even the slightest exposure to the 1133 of the 
old covenant of stone was enough to cause their minds to become hardened. 
3 .3 .3 .2 2Cor 3m 
Thus enlightened we can now proceed to understand 3ubff. Till this day the same 
veil which protected the Israeli tes f r o m too great an exposure of the a" i33 of God 
as mani fested In the d d covenant remains on the reading of the old covenant, as 
(oTi)^^ in Chr is t it is nul l i f ied/abolished. The subject of KaTOcpYEiTOU, can only be So^a 
(c f 37) or TI naXaia. SIK^JJKTJ, KoXv^iym is out of quest ion. It is not really so impor-
tant If the subject Is 86^a or S«XO«JX SioaijjtTj, as both are Inextricably l inked. 
3 .3 .3.3 2Cor 3I5-IB 
For till this day, the veil set t les on their hearts every tlnr>e Moses, le the d d 
covenant, is read. Every t ime someone tu rns to the Lord, however, the veil is taken 
away. 316 Is not remotely connected to Moses' going Into the tent ; E7tioTpd<pw (•'ffi)) 
Is found chiefly In the language of Jeremiah and the Deuteronomic circles and Is used 
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for denoting the act of turning back to God .^ There Is not much to commend v lev^ 
ing 3i6 as a pesher-midrash relating to Exod 3429-357* kni + to T ^ otvaYvtJOEi TTjg 
TraXaiS? Sta-&rixi)5 (3l4) and ETtt + Tiiv xapStav auxuv (3l5) stand parallel to ETtt TO 
7tp6o(«)7iov auTou (3t3): The veil that lay on Moses' face now lies on the reading of 
the old covenant and on the hear ts of the non-Christ ian Jews. The imagery has 
sh i f ted to accomodate the fac t that Moses himself is not present any more, but the 
funct ion of the veil Is the same: it is there of necessity because the letter kills (36); 
the veil l i terally p ro tec ts the Jew f r om dying. The So^a of stone is too great for him 
to survive any amount of exposure t o i t . When however the Jew turns to the Lord, 
the veil Is removed. 
M. McNamara,^* following the lead of R. le Deaut,^^ has made it plausible that Paul 
is drawing on a t radi t ion which is found in Ps. -Jon. t o Exod 335.7,8. One can see 
the parallels to Paul very clearly In Ps. -Jon. t o Exod 337: 'And everyone that used 
to r e t u r n in repentance in a per fect heart used to go out to the tent of the house 
of consultat ion that was outside the camp, confessing his guilt and praying on account 
of his gui l t , and praying he was forgiven. ' Ps.-Jon. has Interpreted the biblical text 
here (LXX TISC; 6 C»]T3V xuptov) to por t ray the function of the tent not so much as 
the place of revelation than as the place of repentance for the Israeli tes. Thus it 
makes it probable that Paul's attention has shif ted In 2Cor 3i6 f rom Exod 3429-35 to 
Exod 335f f . 
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3.3.3.4 2Cor 3l7-l8 
The question then ar ises: why is the veil removed? The answer which Paul gives 
is: Because the Lord is the Spir i t , and where the Spir i t of the Lord is, there is 
f reedom. J.D.G. Dunn is undoubtedly cor rec t In stat ing that hi causes xupio? In 3i7 
to re fe r back to Tipog xupiov in 3l6 (as a sor t of hi expl icativum).^ The art icle before 
TTVEUna emphasizes the word.'® W e all can however ref lect the glory of the Lord 
w i th uncovered faces, at the same t ime being t rans formed into the same Image, 
not o f Moses, but of the Lord , who is the Spir i t . W i th TjiiEiq SE navTEQ Paul is ap-
parently re fer r ing t o all who pass on the good news in i ts unpdiuted f o rm . The 
reason why Paul can have such f reedom In proclaiming the gospel lies In the fact 
that the Lord is the Spir i t and not le t te rs engraved on stone, thus being able to make 
alive (36 ) . Why can he make alive? Because he is the Spir i t of God v/ho is ^ E O ? 
i^OvToq (33) and he v/ r l tes not on tablets of stone but on hearts of f lesh (33). 
E t x u v is found not only in 3l8 but also in 44: Chr is t is the Etxt iv of God. There 
is only one place Paul can be alluding to , namely to Gen 126, where man is made in 
the image of God. This leads us once again to Paul's Adam- typdogy: The old Adam 
is the fal len image of God, Christ as the new Adam is the per fect image of God. In 
3l8 we are t rans fo rmed into the same image of the Lord. Now this is only understand-
able If xuptoi ; r e fe rs to Chr is t : It makes no sense for us to be t ransformed Into 'the 
same image' if it r e fe r s to Yahweh; Yahweh is not the image, Christ is. As p ro -
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clalmers of the good news w© are thus In a dynamic process of Illumination (fWTioiids; 
44) through the So^a of Chr is t , of re f lect ion/ rad iat ion of this So^a and parallel to 
that of continual t ransformat ion into the image of Christ through the So^a of Christ. 
3.3.3.5 2Cor 45-6 
45 again plainly identif ies Jesus Christ w i th xupto?. This and the observations 
concerning 3i8 mentioned above are decisive enough to conclude that the xupio? Paul 
is thinking about is Chr is t . Even though the oblique nature of the f i r s t part of 3i6 
seems to indicate a c i tat ion, Paul in terprets it as meaning Christ . For Paul turning 
to God can only mean turning to Chr is t , especially In the present set t ing, where he 
is obviously thinking of the Jews in the preceding verses . In 46 Paul indicates the 
or igin o f the «pWTton6? in the Christ ian's hear t : God is the origin of l ight, and it is he 
who has Illuminated our hear ts as he has Illuminated the wor ld In the beginning, so 
that w e radiate th is light w i th faces of Christ .^ ' 
3.4 2 C o r 3-46 and 1 C o r 11 
The problem of the veil is t o be found not only in 2Cor 3 i - 4 6 but eJso in ICor 11, 
whe re Paul Is regulating the use of the veil In the Corinthian church. One Is In a be t -
ter posit ion to understand ICor 11 in the light o f 2Cor 3 i - 4 6 . In ICor 11 it is the w o -
man's role which is highlighted. Paul clearly already has an argumentation of the kind 
which he exhibits in 2Cor 3 i - 4 6 In mind here. This is evident when he says that man 
is the E t x u v and So^a of God. We can infer f r om 2Cor 3 l - 4 6 that he means that men 
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who live In the light of the new covenant ref lect Chr is t 's glory and change Into his 
image, which is the image of God; man is t rans formed into that which he was meant 
to be in the beginning. UrxJoubtedly Paul does not mean that women are not t rans -
f o rmed ; rather that they are t rans fo rmed not into the new Adam but Into the new 
Eve. Thus the order of creat ion is still maintained in this wor ld , namely that woman 
is the So^a of man and is E ^ i vSpoq, created because of man (Sux TOV avSpa), even 
though man exists 5ia xr\q -fvvoa.x6q. A woman's 86^a Is reserved for her husband. 
Presumably the question at stake did not concern the putting on but rather the leav-
ing on of the veil; the veil was not res t r i c ted to the services. The issue was most 
I lkdy raised In connectton w i th the services because In Corinth the women were un -
veiling their faces when prophesying and praying. 
3.5 The conceptaal w o r l d of 2 C o r 3-46 
3.5.1 The origin o f h6^<x in Paul 
h6l<x plays a considerable role In Paul's thinking, as the analysis of 3-46 has 
shown. One is just i f ied in asking the question of how he came to think in te rms of 
So^a and light. Basically there are 2 approaches to this problem: (a) to understand 
So^a as the result of his experience of God and (b) to understand It as the result 
of Paul's reception of Jev/ish sources. It wil l become dear that both play a role in 
Paul's mind. 
(a) Two tex ts enable us to t race the experiential or igins, namely Acts 9 , 22 and 
26 - t he passages dealing w i th his so-cal led Damascus experience. The inconsisten-
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cies are w e l l - k n o w n ^ and need not concern us. Certain elements are common to 
all three accounts, part icularly the element of light: 
Ac t s 93 E ^ a i ^ v i j q T E auTov 7CEpii'ioTpa()<EV «p5q E V oupavou. 
Ac ts 226 E^cuyvT)? EX Tou oupocvoij 7tEpiaoTp(X()raci i jcavov Tiept E I I E . 
Ac ts 26i3 o u p a v 6 ^ v UTtep TJIV Xa^npoxrixtx TOO fiXtou TtepiXdniJ'av [it ipS?. 
Paul s tates that he was blinded because of the So^a T O U tpuToq (Acts 22ii): the 
resul t of his exposure to the So^a of Christ is that he is blinded. Significantly, Ana-
nias tel ls Paul In 9i7 that he has been sent by Jesus OTtw? avapXet})^; x a i 7tXT)o^^S 
TtvEuiittToq (XYtou: Paul receives his sight when he receives the Holy Spir i t . It could 
be argued that this is Luke's own pneumatology shining through and not historical. 
However, the aff inity t o 2Cor 3 -46 Is s t r ik ing. Paul Is blinded because of his expo-
sure to the So^a of the light (22ii); the Holy Spirit is instrumental in restor ing his 
sight to h im. In 2Cor 3 -46 it is because Christ is the Spir i t that the Christian can 
stand the exposure t o his 86^a and radiate It. Paul could not stand the exposure to 
Chr is t ' s So^a as long as he was t ied to the old covenant of stone; when he received 
the Holy Spi r i t , however, he had the new covenant wr i t t en not onto stone but onto 
his hear t . Thus his sight w ^ s res to red . Paul has himself also experienced how the 
old Adam is t rans formed into Chr is t 's , the new Adam's own image (3i8); it is only 
thus that he is able t o . go soon a f te rwards into the synagogues and proclaim 
Jesus as Lord: 
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Ac t s 920 EX^pUOOeV T O V 'ITJOOUV, OTI oCriOt E O T I V 6 Uio^ T O U * E 0 U 
2Cor 45 O u Y a p E K U T O U ? XT)puoootiEv a X X a IOOUM XpujTOv xupiov 
It Is clearly Paul's experience which has shaped his thinking on this point.®' 
(b) Concerning Paul's sources, Exod 3429-35 is a tex t which has flowed into his 
exper ience, as 2Cor 3 i - 4 6 demonstrates. It is also w o r t h v4iile to examine the Inter-
testamenta l period for other possible sources. 
3.5.2 I n t e r t e s t a m e n t a l sources and 2 C o r 3-46 
3.5.2.1 Josephas : J e w i s h A n t l q a l t l e s 111.53-294 
Josephus Is Intent on portraying Moses as the general (oTpaTJiYO?: Ant. 111.65) and 
superman of the ordered army of Israel . He has streamlined the Sinai account and 
al tered many details in a rather f ree manner. Moses ascends Mount Sinai twice, the 
f i r s t t ime remaining there for three days (111.75-82) and the second time for 40 
days (111.95-101). It is not by chance that the account of the gdden calf and Moses' 
subsequent pleas before God on behalf of the people found in Exod 3 2 - 3 4 are passed 
over in silence (perhaps out of embarassment) . Instead, Moses addresses the people 
his f i r s t descent and they themselves hear a 'voice f r om on high' teaching them the 
Ten Commandments (TtdvTEg T E ^ X O U O V <pti)VT)s UC}J68^EV TiopaYEVOiiEVT)? E I ? aTtavTE^; 
Ant.111.90; cf Exod 24 ) . 
The durat ion of the second ascent is marked by the noble grief of the Israelites, 
in s tark cont rast to Exod 3 2 , in spite of allusion to the same. Moses then comes 
down bearing the two stone tablets and Instruct ions f rom God concerning T O V T E 
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Tp67tov xaO' 8v eCiSaiixov^oouoi noXtTeu6iievoi and oxrivi iv S T I PouXeTai ytMio^ 
a u T u [ s c l T S &tZl - An t . 111.99). The rest of the account is devoted to the tent of 
the tabernacle, the inst i tut ion of the pr ies ts , sacr i f ices and general commandments, 
which he draws up (ouveTocTTETo) in the tent of the tabernacle x a t d TJIV vnayoptwiv 
T O U ^ E O U (111.213). 
111.83-88 (the f i r s t descent of Moses) seems to allude to Exod 3429-33: 
[OvTw? S'auTWv StaxEtiiEvwv] §7tiipaiVETai Mwuo)^? ycfopoq tt xcd }^iya. ippovwv. 
6 9 ^ 1 ? TE ouv auTO? (icTtaXXdooEi T O U S^OUQ « U T O O ? xa t Ttept T O V lieXXovTwv 
x p E i T T o v o ? UTtETidETO Ttt? ^X7tt5«s, aE^poQ TE x a i xttOapo? 6 ai lp T O V 7tp6 oXiyou 
n a ^ v f{v MwuoloQ napayeYovdTO? (111.83). 
The s t ruc tu re of Exod 3429-33 has been fundamentally altered by Josephus. The 
react ion o f the Israel i tes is not one of fear and trembl ing but rather their fears are 
allayed through Moses ' r e tu rn . Therefore the veil also has been deliberately omitted 
by JosephuB, as it doesn' t f i t into his interpretat ion o f Moses' re tu rn to the Israeli tes. 
This fac t is underl ined by Ant. I I I .212; Moses is described there as naoav TIHTJV rtap~ 
aiTi jodtievog... iSiwreuwv x a U ^ 0T0X5 x a i nSot TOT? aXXoi? OCYWV eauTov 5r)noTixw~ 
TEpov x a i HT)SEV PouXoiiEvo^ T 3 V T IOXXSV St.a<pEpEiv SOXETV r\ i iovu T C TtpovoouiiEvog 
auTUJv pXETtEO&at. 
3.S.2.2 Phl lo: Moses and veil 
3 .5.2.2 .1 Exod 3429-35 (De Vita Mosis il) 
Philo deals w i th the Sinai account in his discourse on the superior qualities of 
Moses as the g'lver of the Torah , high pr iest and prophet {cf Moses 11.1-7), more 
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specifically in the section of Moses as priest (Moses 11.66-186). 
Philo seems to be thinking of several ascents of Moses onto Sinai, but he is very 
vague about the order of events; thus Exod 34 (mainly v.28-35) appears in the be-
ginning (Moses 11.70-71), the story of the golden calf being mentioned much later In 
order to explain the function of the Levites in the tent of the tabernade (Moses 
11.159-73). Attached to the account from Exod 34 (Moses 11.70-71) is an account of 
how Moses carries out instructions on how to construct the tabernacle (Moses 
11.72-140) according to godly TtapaSeiYl iaTa (11.127; cf 11.71) and how to perform the 
sacr i f ices. 
The text which interests us particularly Is Moses 11.70-71. Phllo Is Interested 
part icular ly in two aspects of the Exodus a c c o u n t , namely Moses' ascetic, abstemious 
life (his interpretation of the 40 days which Moses spent on the mount without water 
and bread) and the dazzling appearance (5})t?) of Moses at his descent. Moses 
cleanses himsel f (xad^otpEuu) in soul (ijnix^) and body (oCi ia ) before ascending. Philo 
urKlerl ines the fact that Moses was m u c h more beautiful when he came down than 
when he ascended: 
Cxal] ijiiEpatQ uoTEpov, WQ EXEX'&T), TEOoapaxovTa xaTEPoavE TtoXu xaXXtQV TT]V 
O(}H.V f) OTE dcvijEt, T0U5 6p55vTaq TE^ijTtEvat x a l xaTotTrETtXiJX'&ai x a l \iT\h' inl 
TtXiov avTEXEiv TOTQ 6(p-&<xXiioTq S u v a o d a i x a T a TTIV Ttpoo^XTjv TIXIOEISOUQ tpEY~ 
YOUQ dcTiaoTpdcTCTOVTEQ (Moses 11.70). 
The dazzling appearance of Moses explicitly correlates to his xaS^apoi? and is 
deliberately connected with the former: It is the picture of the godly man who frees 
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himself o f worldly things which weigh him down and thus purif ied wings Into the 
ethereal divine rea lms. His "descent" is marked by a change of countenance (ocjii?). 
This is all w r i t t en in a distinctly Platonic vein. It would seem that Philo is thinking 
more of Moses" soul ascending, which In returning changes his body; thus Moses is 
descr ibed as: 
Tpotpdg Exwv dnEivoug Tag Sid ©•ewpiag, a l g dvufl-EV an' oupavoO waTaTrvEOiiEvog 
xfiv liEV Sidvoiav TO TtpcaTov, ETteiTa SE xai TO oCtia 5id TT)? i jnjy^g EPEXTIOUTO, 
xad" EKaTEpov Ttpoq TE toxuv Kod EUE^ tav ETtiSiSoug, t i g Toug tSovTag uoTEpov 
dTttxjTEiv (Moses 11.69). 
The last peirt of the sentence Indicates that Phllo Is thinking of Moses' ascent of 
the mount . That he means the ascent of the soul is also evident f rom his description 
of the mountain as being the highest ({((JJIIXOTOCTOV) and holiest (bpwTaTOv), a mountain 
Inaccessible (dTtpooiTOs) and impassable (Spato?; Moses 11.70). Finally, It Is only thus 
that w e can understand Moses' const ruct ion o f the tent of the tabernacle according 
to divine na.poLhEif[iata. which he has received on the mount: 
•r£5v lieXXovTwv d n o X e X e t o ^ i owi id twv dowi idtoug iSeag 4*^x5 ^ewpSv, np6? 
aq E S E I Ka^ittp an' dpxETureou ypaipr\q Kotl VOTITSV sotpaSEiYliaTuv aE&&TiTd 
\^i^r\^ta d7tatKovio-9-^vai (11.74). 
That what Moses sees In his soul t r ans fo rms his body and makes him unbearable 
to look at . Although Philo thus in many ways d i f fers f r o m Exod 34 , he has in his 
manner conserved the element of Moses appearing in a light v ^ i c h is so overwhelm-
ing that the Israel i tes cannot bear to look at him. 
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3.5.2 .2 .2 Moses in the conte»t of Phllo's theology 
Concerning the question of how the f igure of IVloses relates t o the rest of the 
Philonic corpus, U. Frl ichtel has contr ibuted valuable insights.®^ In summary, she finds 
a link between the creat ion accounts of man and Ivloses.®^ Philo has taken the verses 
Gen 126,27 and 27 to mean that God created a prototype of Adam and a protoplast, 
both of which are not identical to each other . The prototype was engraved as the 
Image of God (XOCT" tlxova leTUTiGo^ai ^eou), whereas the protoplast was formed 
(7tE7tXaoiiai).°* The Logos is sometimes identified w i th the prototype. "Der Logos als 
Prototype besitzt die Ebenbildlichkeit in ihrer Total i tat , der empirische Mensch oder 
Protoplast nur part lkular durch selnen Verstand." ®^ The prototype (etxwv) belongs 
to the Kooiio^ voTjTOC, the (arotoplast (eiKtiv EIKOVOQ) t o the jtooiio^ aioOijTog.®^ The 
protoplast Adam was a per fec t man in body and soul.^^ The fall of Adam is viewed 
as a gradual decrease In the qualities of man,^® which has been caused by the 
disease of sensuality, desire and unreasonableness (which are identified wi th Eve).®^ 
Now Philo th inks o f the relat ionship of God, Logos and cosmos as a series of 
Stages descending f r o m God to the cosmos. U. Frl ichtel I l lustrates this descent In 
the fol lowing manner: 
God 
1 
Logos I . uiog/eiKCdv •9EOU = 
2 . vLoq/tixdv Xoyou cosmos 
(macrocosm)^^ 
Philo also shows how a man can ascend to become f i r s t a son of the Logos and 
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then higher become a son of God: 
2 . ulog ^Eou = stage of seeing (of the k>gos, or son of God) 




In the f i r s t stage of ascent , the soul ascends to the ethereal realm, which Is still 
in the realm of the senses. In the second stage, the soul becomes t ransformed in 
the process of the oyioiwaiq S - E S into the Etxciv vvtiich the f i rs t protoplast, Adam, 
was.®' How does one ascend? By becoming of the cosmos and Imitating the hierophant 
Moses , who was also once clothed in the garment of the cosmos, but then clothed 
himself in the garment of the Logos.®^ The real man ascends to the f i r s t stage 
through hearing, t o the second by seeing, through which he Is t ransformed into the 
Logos l ike Moses at Sinai . '^ He becomes a son of God. For Philo, Moses as lEpoipdvTiig 
opYtwv x a i SiSdoxaXog ^ E U J V , as the priest ly and prophetic Logos, becomes a 
mediator between God and man.®* 'Der Hierophant ist es , der herbelgerufen w i rd , 
wenn uns die Kra f t zur Schau fehl t . Er mu6 in den verborgenen Klang der heillgen 
W o r t e einfuhren (iiuoTaycoYuv), uns das Verschlussel te zeigen if a xotTaxXEWTa) und 
den Unelngewelhten auf die unslchtbaren Schiinhelten hinwelsen."®^ 
Through Moses, the high priest can ref lect the same light as the former after his 
descent f r o m Sinai, symbolized in the whi te garment which he wears when entering 
the holy of holies.®^ This can then for Phllo be generalized to Include the wise man. 
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•Phllo UbertrSgt die Erelgnlsse um Mose auf den Hohenpriester Uberhaupt und von da 
aus veral lgemeinernd auf die Vorgange in der Seele des Weisen."^^ 
Now for Philo, the beginnings of this society of myst ics lie not w i th Moses but 
ra ther w i th Abraham. Philo pro jects the SInal-event backwards to the patr iarchs 
wi thout denying, the uniqueness of Sinai. The patr iarchs are the f i rs t wise men, who 
take part in the ^iaaoq T G V ootpGv ijnJxSv^® and can experience a wonderful 
mys tery?^ 
The Spir i t of God is also connected w i th the illumination of the wise man at his 
ascent : Philo connects it w i th Gen 27: Gods breathing into man is linked wi th his 
giving man of his S p i r i t . ' ^ Finally, It should be noted In passing that Phllo clearly links 
the path of wisdom and the ascent of the wise man w i th the Torah.^°' 
3 . S . 2 . 3 Pseudo-Philo: Liber Ant lqq l t a tum Bibllcarum 
The probable date o f Pseudo-Philo (= Ps . -PhJ lies around the t ime of Jesus, ie 
before 70 AD. '"^ C. Dietzfelbinger rightly finds the law and covenant at Sinai to be 
at the heart of Ps.-Ph."s thedogy.^^^ 
The SInal account has to be observed wi th in the f ramework of Ps.-Ph. 's theology 
and the role which Moses plays in Liber Ant iqui tatum Bilicarum (= LAB). Ps.-Ph. 
basically fo l lows the biblical narrat ive. The interpretat ion of Exod 3429-35 given in 12l 
has been placed before the incident of the golden calf, but the beginning of 122 (et 
dum esse ! in mor te . . . ) could be seen as an indication of the author that 12l is ac tu -
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ally a parenthetical remark belonging to another s e t t i n g ! ^ Central in the book Is the 
account of Moses and the Exodus/Sinai narrat ive (9-19) . 
Moses stands at a pivotal point in the book: through Moses God's commandments 
are revealed to mankind. Because of his role as mediator of God's revelation, he as -
sumes a cosmological signif icance. This becomes clearest in 9 : 
97 ...et ideo ecce nunc quod genitum fuer i t ex eo mihi serviet in eternum et 
per eum faclam mirabllia In dome lacob, et faclam per eum signa et preodi-
gia populo meo que non feci ulli; et faciam in eis gloriam meam et annunciabo 
eis vias meas. 
98 Ego Deus incendam pro eo lucernam meum que habitet in eo, et ostendam 
el testamentum meum quod non vidit ullus; et patefaciam el superexcellen-
t iam meam et iusticlas et ludicia, et lumen sempiternum luceam el , quontam 
pro eo cogitavi in antiquis diebus dicens: Non er i t mediator meus in homini-
bus his in sempi ternum, eo quod sunt caro , et erunt dies eorum anni CXX. 
Moses achieves such a great significance by Ps.-Ph. not so much because of any 
inherent qualit ies on his pa r t , but rather because of that which God has predestined 
him to be, namely mediator o f God's commandments. The parallel phrases in 98 c lear-
ly show that God's lucernam ( lamp)/ lumen and his testamentum (covenant) / lus t lc la / 
iudicia are one and the same. Particularly the typological t reatment of Genesis 63 in 
9e (cf 32) is cur ious: because man is f lesh, God's spir i t won' t be mediator in eternity; 
ra the r , he has predest ined a man to act as mediator in the f lesh. The e x t r a -
ordinary nature of Moses is underlined by the fac t that he wil l per form mirabil ia, 
signa and preodlgta> Fur thermore, he was born in testamento Dei et in testeimento 
carnis e lus , le he was born circumcised (9i2) (as opposed to Exodus). In every way, 
gloriosus fac tus est super omnes homines (9l6). 
I l l 
At the t ime of Moses" descent , God says: 
111 Dabo lumen mundo, et illuminabo inhabitabilia, e i disponam testamentum 
meum cum fil i is hominum, et glorif icabo populum meum super omnes gen-
t e s , in quern eiciam excelsa sempi terna, que eis erunt In lumine, impiis 
vero in punitk>nem... 
112 dabo verba mea in ore tuo , et illuminabis populum meum in eo quod dedi 
in manus tuas legem sempi ternam, et in hac omnem orbem iudicabo. Erit 
enim hec in test imonium. Si enim dixerint homines: Non scivimus te , et kJeo 
non servivimus t ib i , propterea hoc vindicabo in e is , quoniam non cognaverunt 
legem meam. 
Moses appears not only as mediator to Israel (cf 302), but to man as such. The 
aim of the covenant Is focussed upon In this passage: it Is to illuminate Israel f i rs t 
of all (cf 127: splendetiBt vliui elus; 384: nunc vero vlvlc«tl lunt Igne vivo et llberall lunt), 
but then also the whole wor ld . Nobody is excluded, and there fore everyone fails under 
the jur isdict ion and Judgment of God. Man has received God's lex through Moses. 
Recognizing (recogrnoscere) it is identical to knowing {scire) God (concerning the idea 
of G o d s lex i l luminating the people (cf 156; 194.6; 223; 239). '"^ 
Knowing (scire) and recognizing irecognoscere) play an important role by Ps.-Ph. 
Recognizing is o f ten linked w i th belief in God, non-recognit ion w i th unbelief (cf 277; 
619; 629).^^^ Thus it is signif icant that the builders of the tower of Babel cannot r e -
cognize each other (non cognovit unusqulsque f r a t r um suum; 75; 73), and that Joseph 
recognizes (cognoscere; in 12i: recognoscere) his brothers but they don't recognize 
(agnoscere; in 12l: non recognoscere) him (810). The Israelites similarly do not recog-
nize Moses , although he recognizes them)^^ 
The actual narrat ion of Exod 3429-35 is found in 12l: 
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Et descendtt Moyses. Et cum perfusus esset lumine invisiUli, descendit in 
bcum ubi lumen soils et lune est ; vicit lumen faciei sue splendorem soils et 
lune, et hoc nesciebat ipse. Et factum est cum descenderet ad filias Israel, 
vkJentes non cognoscebant eum. Cum autem k>cutus fulsset, tunc cognova-
runt eum. Et erat simile factum hoc sicut in Egipto, quando cognovit Joseph 
fratres suos, ipsi autem non cognoverunt eum. Et factum est postea cum 
sciret Moyses quonlam glork>sisslma facta fuerat facles elus, fecH sibl 
velamen unde cooperiret faciem suam. 
Ps. -Ph. evidently thought Mount Sinai to jut into the heavens above the sun and 
moon; Moses' ascent Is here similar In character to the apocalyptic ascension-nar-
rat ives. The light of the commandments which Moses has 'imbibed' has left an indelible 
mark on h im, so much so that the sun and moon can't compete wi th his (invisible?!) 
l ight. 
The Israel i tes do not recognize Moses at f i r s t . This is only understandable on the 
background of Ps.-Philo's theology that recognizing God's /ex is identical to knowing 
God (see above). The Israeli tes are f i r s t able to recognize Moses, the mediator of 
God, af ter he has communicated the lex dei to them, through which they in tu rn be -
come i l luminated, which enables them to recognize Moses and know God. 
Ps . -Ph . seems to have understood the act ion of Moses' putt ing a vell on his face 
in a sense d o s e to the original meaning: Moses did not want the Israelites to be 
exposed to too much of the light (by "invisible' does Ps.-Ph. mean that men can't 
bear t o look at it?).'''^ It is however Interesting to observe that any element of fear 
amongst the Israelites is not alluded to in this passage. 
This passage appears t o be the biblical root of Ps.-Ph.'s pre-occupat ion w i th light 
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and glory; It is here that the other passages f ind their origin regarding light. The basic 
supposit ion running through the ent i re work is that God is l ight: Tu es enim qui omne 
lumen es (129).One other narrat ive f rom Exodus is associated wi th this one in LAB, 
namely the f laming thorn bush: Et cum Mc^sen illumlnabat Veritas, per sentlcem 
iliuminabat eum (373). God has already illuminated Moses before the Sinai pericope 
through the f laming thorn bush. Ps. -Ph. regards Exod 3 as the star t ing point of 
God's il lumination of mankind, which Is conf i rmed by LAB 538, which mentions that 
God illuminated his people in Egypt. It is also not by chance that none of the charac-
te rs before the Exodus including Abraham are described as 'il luminated.' 
W e also f ind one case of a negative recognit ion: In LAB 2 6 , the fact that the 
Amor i tes recognize Cenas leads to their own destruct ion. Here the opposite of that , 
what the Israel i tes experienced at Sinai (in 12l), has happened: the Israelites 
received Illumination through the lex del and were themselves t ransformed In their 
recogni t ion, whereas the Amor i tes did not receive illumination but rather the sword 
(of Cenas) and w e r e blinded through an angel, so that they contr ibuted to their own 
dest ruc t ion . 
The last passage of Importance Is 9 i6: 
CCod tells Motes about past and future times In a cryptic metsagei] 
Et audiens Moyses, repletus est sensu, et mutata est eff igies eius in gloria, 
et mortuuB es t in gloria secundum os Domini, et sepelivit eum iuxta quod 
promlserat el. 
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Moses Is t ransf igured on account of having heard God's plan for the aeons of the 
ea r th . It is the last resounding chord in the f inale. The uniqueness of Moses is made 
manifest through the fact that the angels aren't allowed to sing on the day of Moses" 
death, a prohibit ion which has never happened before and will never happen again 
a f ter Moses according to the author. 
This process of illumination is clearly rrat l imited to Moses , as we have seen. This 
Is shown by Ps. -Ph. In the following history, particularly In the case of the char is-
mat ic leaders. Thus Joshua receives the vestments of Moses' v^sdom and the belt 
of his knowledge and is changed into another man (et immutaberis et eris In virum 
allum; 202) ; Incensa meus elus et splrltus elus commotus est (203; 362). Thus also 
Cenas: in f ight ing the Amor i tes induit eum spritus Domini (279; cf also Gideon in 
362) . This becomes manifest in splendor eius sicut coruscus acutus (279), in the 
fac t that he Indutus est spiritu vlrtutls et transmutatus in vIrum allum (27io). In other 
w o r d s , receiving the Spir i t of God is an integral part of receiving illumination and in 
being t r ans fo rmed (similarly Bileam receives the Holy Spir i t and is il luminated; 183.4.11). 
I l lumination Is a dynamic process. Thus one can conclude that the elements of llluml-
natio/lumen - lex/testamentum - spiritus domini are all components of Ps.-Ph.'s 
pneumatology of transformation. 
The supreme Illumination through the law Is to be distinguished f rom the il lumina-
t ion through which select f jersons prophesy through the Holy Spirit (cf 9i0: Maria 
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alia M i r iam; I83.4.11: Blleam [Il lumination and Holy Spir i t are mentioned synonymously 13; 
286: Cenas; 319.14: Deborah; 622: Saul). Certain leaders also have a special role in 
il luminating the people through God's law: so Deborah (331.3), Samuel (513.6.7), the 
pr iests (specifically PInchas; 283). 
Ps . -Ph. alludes darkly t o the reason for God's sending his light into the wor ld in 
Cenas' vision (287-9): Inter medium autem fundamentum superioris et infertoris, de 
iumine Invisibills loci advenerunt quasi imagines homlnum et perambulabant (289). 
Cenas sees creat ion in his vision; one can feel how the author is struggling to de -
scr ibe the incomprehensible; perhaps he is also trying to avoid depicting it too 
material ist ical ly; ' the f lames don't burn , e tc (the f lames that don't burn are also an 
allusion to Exod 3, where the thorn bush doesn't burn) . Man's origin is exit of an 
invisible light (one need not be reminded that in 121 Moses" light is Invisible). Ultimately 
th is light Is linked to God the c reator ; man has originated out of the f lame that 
doesn't bu rn , out of the indescribable. God has brought illumination to man because 
it is the original s tate of man. In this he is made in God's image according to 
Ps.-Ph) '^^" There fore il lumination t rans fo rms man back into the complete image of 
God, et sic mutabantur (289). 
Iniquos autem concludet (id. deus) in tenebris, nam iustis conservat lumen 
suum. Et cum mortal fuerlnt InlquI tunc perlbunt et cum dormlerint lusti 
tunc liberabuntur (51s). 
A t death the r ighteous are l iberated and experience the complete and Irreversible 
t rans fo rmat ion into the full image of God in the ult imate illumination. This is thus 
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the u l t imate ful f i l lment of the SInal-event, symbolized by the 12 precious stones 
(26l3.l5). Conversely the unjust are t rans formed in a negative sense (cf Saul, 644; 
the builders of Babel, 73.5), which ultimately leads to their complete destruct ion. 
All the above-mentioned observations lead one to deduce that Ps.-Phllo has a real 
old Adam - new Adam typology. It is f r om this perspective that the rest of his 
theology becomes cohesive. The t ree-parable of LAB 37 sums it up nicely in 373: 
Nascente spina, Veritas in specie spine prelucebat. Et quando ludlcatus est 
protoplastus mor t i s , spinas et t r ibulos adiucata est p ro fe r re t e r ra . Et cum 
Moysen iliuminabat Veritas, per senticem illuminabat eum. Et nunc er i t , ut de 
me vobis Veritas audiatur. Et s i In vero dixistis rubo ut In veri tate regnaret 
super vos , sedete in umbra eius. Sin autem in hypocrisi , e«eat ignis et 
devoret et comedat tigna campi, quia malum fac tum est in cast igatores, et 
f icus fac ta est In populum, et vlnea fac ta est In precessores. 
In the beginning the thorn-bush was destined to shine f o r t h t r u th . When Adam 
the protoplastus w a s cursed t o die at his fa l l , the ear th was cursed to bring fo r th 
thorns and th is t les, the vehicles of God's il lumination. The thorns are here a beacon 
of God's fa i th fu lness. There fo re it was through a tho rn -bush that Moses received 
his i l lumination, the lex del, through which, as we have seen, he is t rans formed into 
the original Image of God. He Is thus the 'new Adam." Through him, the Israelites 
can also be t rans fo rmed . As the thorn bush says, they can sit in the shade of the 
tho rn bush and acknowledge it as their king. If they don"t, they will experience God s 
judgement on them, like the Amor i tes . If Moses is the new Adam, then Israel Is the 
new Eve. Thus Deborah can talk of Israel as the rib of the f i r s t - bo rn (de costa eius 
nasceretur Israel ; 325; cf 2Cor 1l2f; Eph 522-33). 
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It Is interest ing that Adam himself Is a r ib taken f r om the ear th (terra; 32i5), 
which again has also brought f o r t h the thorn-bush of light. LAB 16 o f fe rs an in teres t -
ing insight into the problems which Ps.-Philo has to face. It is not by chance that he 
develops God's answer to Korah's question quid sl ponitur nobis lex Insufferlbllls?' 
Ps.-Phi lo uses the whole history of Israel to show how the law is not unbearable, 
but ra ther that it is linked w i th a process of illumination through the Holy Spirit 
which t r ans fo rms the believer, the 'gnostic, ' and enables him to observe the law. In 
16, Ps . -Ph. uses the story of Korah to illuminate a certain aspect of his Adam-typo-
logy: God says: "ego precepi terre, et dedif mihi hominenl (162). The ear th gave God 
man out of Itself. But the ear th disobeyed God at the death of Abel, as It took back 
the la t ter person's blood: et festinans terra deglutivit sanguinem eius (I62). There-
fo re God cursed the ear th and said that it would not devour Wood anymore (I62). 
Because of man's rebellion however he will order the ear th t o swallow the unbelievers 
completely, 'corpus et animam.' They will live in darkness in the state of non-c rea-
t ion , and at the renewal of the ear th (ero Innovans terram) they will cease to exist. 
This Is exact ly what then happens to Korah and his fo l lowers. How di f ferent Is the 
s ta te o f the fo l lowers , who live in l ight, not darkness, and are t ransformed to that 
what they w e r e intended to be. 
In the same way as the people who have become unclean are swallowed up by 
the ea r th , so also the book and precious stones which Cenas finds to be unclean 
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(26 ) : they are to be destroyed and swallowed up by the ear th because they have 
been cor rup ted (eo quod contaminate sunt ab kjolis Amorreorum; 264). Similarly to 
man , who was of light but was cor rupted, so also the precious stones and books 
had cer ta in powers and radiated light (cf 25i2) but were contaminated through the 
idols of the Amor i tes and had to be destroyed. Cenas praises God when he sees that 
the books are indestructible by human hands. If we fol low AP, Cenas says: 
Benedictus Deus qui fecit tantas virtutes In flltos hominum, et fecit proto-
plastum Adam, et ostendit ei omnia ut, cum pecasset in ipsis, Adam tunc 
hec universe abnegaret ne ostendens hec generi hominum dominarentur eis. 
God showed Adam everything in order that he might fulfi l l his role in the wor ld ; at 
his fall however God denied him access to all these things, lest he show them to 
fu tu re generat ions and they have mastery over them. Apparently the books and 
stones belong to these things which were shown to Adam. This is the only way in 
which Cenas' praise f i t s w i th the preceding tex t . Thus w e see f r om another angle 
once more what a large ro le , according to Ps. -Ph. , God's revelation and knowing/ 
recognizing play. It hangs together w i th the role of man as he should have been, so 
that becoming t rans formed back into the proper Image of God Is linked to recogni -
t ion , v/hich wil l become complete at the renewal of the ear th . This adds to the 
signif icance of Moses being told the crypt ic message of 9 l5, which somehow figures 
as the u l t imate revelation of God by Ps.-Phi lo (It Is because of this factor that 
Moses is fi l led w i th understanding and t rans formed into glory through the message). 
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3.S.2.4 Psendo-Jonathan and Ex 34z9-35 
3.5.2.4.1 Etxtdv in Pseudo-Jonathan 
Pseudo-Jonathan (= Ps.-J.) has modif ied the story of Moses and the veil in a way 
suitable t o ( K ^ own tas tes . Moses is described as descending f r o m Sinai not knowing 
that the splendour of the p i l p - K (= E I X U V ) of his face shone brightly CTDIK"! r i P ' ' K 
r t nnDDttJK), which he had received f r om the glory of the splendour of Yahweh's 
Sheklnah ( ' H I Kn rDC? Hp'^K TT) at the t ime he was speaking to him (Exod 3429). 
Ps.-J. 's formulat ions at th is point become very cumbersome through its insertion of 
p i " lp ' 'K . It is nevertheless steadfast ly used w i th respect to Moses, namely in Exod 
3429.30.33.34.35. The question Inevitably ar ises: why does the translator st ick to this 
incredibly obtuse reformulat ion of the Hebrew text? The answer lies in P E . - J . " S 
Eixuv- theology. 
p n p ^ K / p l p r K appears especially In the targum to Genesis. A key passage is 
Gen 126.27: God makes man in his Ch'H/ plIp^K (cf Gen 96; Deut 2123). Adam is 
unique (''''T'n'') in this wo r l d (Gen 322); Adam and Eve are wise (Q"'Dn) and 
have glory ("np''K)(Gen 225). A t their fa l l , however, they lose their glory (Gen 222). 
It becomes dea r that the fact that man now has knov^Hedge of good and evil is 
in terpreted by Ps . -J . as meaning that the righteous will know to distinguish txtween 
good and evil (Gen 322). These are character ized through observation of the 
Law and through their walking in the paths of the way of life (Gen 324). Gen 324 
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Implicitly Identifies the Law and the t ree of l i fe; thus the Garden of Eden was created 
for the r ighteous to Ttve in and the t ree of l ife for the r ighteous to eat. The righteous 
already par take of this f ru i t in the present life by walking in the paths of the way of 
l i fe. The Glory o f the Sheklnah Is significantly found at the gates of the Garden of 
Eden (Gen 324). As God's ttxuv, man has also received God's Holy Spir i t , in order 
that he may do good w o r k s (Gen 63). In conclusion, for Ps . - J . man was made in the 
e ix t i v of God, which has however been spoiled through Adam's fa l l , so that now only 
the r ighteous are res to red into that image through their observance of the Law, the 
source of l i fe. Their full res torat ion is of course reserved for the judgment day, 
when the r ighteous will par take of the t ree of l i fe, the wicked however of the coals 
of Gehenna (Gen 324). Nevertheless, even the fallen image of God has a dignity about 
i t . This is evident in Deut 2123, where it is prohibited t o leave ihe body of an exe -
cuted criminal unburled overnight, as he was created In the Image of God. 
The fact that it is hencefor th only the righteous man who is the Etxtiv of God 
becomes readily apparent throughout Genesis. Thus Ps . - J . goes into great detail to 
show that Cain was not the EXXWV of Adam (Gen 53); Indeed, the latter was con -
ceived f r o m Sammael , the angel o f death (Gen 4l) . A bit illogically, perhaps, but in 
the sense of dramat ic overki l l , it is s tated that the etxciv of Cain's face fel l , or sank 
( 0 D D ithpe.) at God's disapproval of his of fer ing and before his murder of Abel, In 
order to leave the reader in no doubt about th is . Gen 53 then goes on to say that 
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Seth was the EIXWV of Adam)*^ Similarly, It Is emphasized that Isaac, not Ishmael Is 
the ELXWV of Abraham (Gen 25i9) and Joseph is the EEXUV of Jacob (Gen 373). 
The line of reasoning in all of the cases pointed out above is clearly th is : Adam 
was Ihe l ikeness of God, there fore Seth, who was the likeness of Adam, was h im-
self the Eixuv of God as wveW. Similarly, the descendants who are the Etxuv of their 
r ighteous fa thers are the Eixoiv of God, ie they are righteous and walkers in the 
paths of the way of life (Gen 324). The same thought Is seen f rom a di f ferent angle 
in Gen 28l2: Jacob's image is engraved on the throne of glory. 
In light of the use of EIXWV oatlined above, the use of Etxciv in Exod 3429-35 be-
comes clear. Moses" face Is In accordance w i th the eixwv of God In Its restored 
f o r m ; as the one who brings the Law to the Israeli tes, he is bringing them of the 
t ree of l i fe i tself. Whereas Adam and Eve lost their glory ( I p ^ K ) at their fall (Gen 
225), Moses radiates such a powerfu l glory that the Israeli tes are afraid t o draw 
near. As w a s pointed out above, God's glory res ts between the two Cherubim at the 
gates of Eden (Gen 324). This all polnis to the fact that for Ps . -J . , Moses is rad ia t -
ing the res to red glory which Adam and Eve lost at their fa l l . 
3.5.2.4.2 Etxwv In t h e c o n t e x t o f Pseudo-Jona than 
3.5.2.4.2.1 The s t r u c t u r e o f Ps . - J . 
How does Ps.-J 's etxwv-theology relate to the s t ruc ture of the targum? R. Hayward 
has o f f e red valuable insights concerning the s t ruc tu re of Ps . -J . in his lucid essay 
ent i t led 'The Present S ta te of Research into the Targumic Account of the Sacri f ice 
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of Isaac".'"' R. Hayward has demonstrated the centrallty of the Isaac-Account In the 
targuminn. This is certainly the case for Ps.-J. As he points out, it is no coincidence 
that Abraham and Isaac are called unique ('' ' 'T'n'') in the same way that Adam was 
before leaving Eden (cf Gen 222.12.16 to Gen 322); 
'Ps-Jon and other Targums which describe Abraham and Isaac as Unique ones 
tell us that what Adam was before he left Eden. Abraham and Isaac are as a 
result of the Aqedah. The relevance of Ps-Jon's dispute between Isaac and Ish-
mael tie Gen 2 2 - author's note] is thus throvsTi into relief. Isaac's sons alone, 
the people of Israel, Inherit from Abraham because they share his uniqueness, 
the very quality which Adam had had before he left Eden. Adam's original status 
before God is restored in Abraham and Isaac by their obedience to God's will, 
and their descendants aire to share In that restoration, since Israel, son of 
Isaac, is a Unique people. It is the Aqedah which bestows this uniqueness, 
through sacrifice offered on the altar in Jerusalem. Future sacrifices "recall" the 
Aqedah and take their meaning from It; they, too, are designed to restore brol<en 
relationships between God and the offerers. ...Isaac is the lamb of sacrifice, and 
all future lamb offerings were held to be a "memorial" of his Aqedah.'^^^ 
R. Hayward further demonstrates how the centrality of Gen 22 is linked with the 
centrallty of the Passover and Isaac, the lamb of the burnt offering, with the Pass-
over lamb (Ps.-J. to Lev 92-3).''^ Israel's history starts with Aqedah, not with the 
Exodus, which is more or less a restatement of the Aqedah. Thus we have a Heils-
plan culminating in the Aqedah. This proceeds In a series of stages for Ps.-J. linked 
by ihe (re-)building of an altar located on the site of the future temple in Jerusalem. 
Thus Adam builds an altar which is demolished by the generation of the Division, to 
be rebuilt by Abraham (Gen 229; cf Gen 820).'^ ^ Every act of treason on the part of 
man is follov^d by a greater act of God's nnercy; it is a crescendo of mercy on the 
part of God standing parallel to and outbidding the evil of man, starting with Adam, 
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moving to Noah and culminating in the Aqedah. 
Abraham's covenant is not accompanied by the rebuilding of the altar, as Ps . -J . has 
subordinated this episode and related it to the Aqedah. This is corroborated by the ac-
count of Exod 1240-41, where Abraham's covenant as well as Isaac's birth are said 
to have taken place at the time of the Passover, on the fifteenth of Nisan, which as 
we have seen, relates to the Aqedah. Similarly, the covenant of Israel at Sinai (Exod 
24) plays a subordinated role. 
It is in keeping with this pattern that Ps . -J . mentions the 'Poem of the Four Nights,' 
which structures the history of the world into four nights in which God revealed 
himself: the first was at creation, the second to Abraham, the third at the Passover 
and the fourth on the future day of Israel's deliverance from among the nations. Of 
significance is the fact that only the first revelation is of a general nature. The other 
three relate only to Israel; the turning-point Is the revelation to Abraham, which 
really includes the following two. 
3.5.2.4.2.2 Torah and the restoration of the image 
Thus we see that everything moves towards a full restoration of man as the Image 
of God, culminating in Abraham. Symbolized by the rebuilding of the sanctuary altar, 
this follows in the aspect of the Torah as well. The Law was created before creation 
(Gen 324). It also Is restored bit by bit at each rebuilding of the altar: at the offer-
ing of Cain and Abel the offerings are measured on the grounds of whether Cain 
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and Abel have done their work well or not (Gen 47). Noah's rebuilding of the altar 
occasions the noachian precepts (Gen 9l-7).^'^ Finally, it is said of Abraham that he 
kept the law (Gen 265)."^ 
It should be emphasized that the Law has been restored Xo its pristine form through 
Abraham. Abraham and his descendants practise the restored law before it is actu-
ally revealed to them at Sinai. It then only follows that the patriarchs received their 
knowledge of the law from another source. For Ps.-J. this source is the DS. 
the "school K E J T I Q ) of Shem' (see Gen 927; 2218-19; 2522.27; 33l7 et al)."^ 
3.5.2.4.2.3 The 'holy langnage' and the restoration of the image 
Furthermore, Abraham and his descendants are the speakers of the 'holy language 
(IfteJlIp*? jd'' '?) by v^ ich the world was created at the beginning' (Gen 11i))'^ and 
which had been confounded at the building of the tower of Babel (Gen 11). In line with 
this. Jacob Is said to speak the language of the sanctuary (iJ^Slp 0 3 ; Gen 3147; 
323); the same applies to Joseph and his brothers (Gen 4223 ; 45i2)?^° It would have 
been natural for Ps.-J. to make this assumption, the idea being that it would be ne-
cessary for the patriarchs and Moses to speak the same language as God In order 
to communicate with him. And was not the law committed verbally at Sinai? 
3.5.2.4.2.4 The Tradition of the well and the restoration of the image 
In passing, another tradition may be mentioned wtiich has found a niche in Ps.-J., 
namely the tradition of the well, according to which a well follows the Israelites 
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through (parts of) the desert (Num 21). It Is interesting to see how it is again a 
phenomenon which begins with Abraham and the patriarchs and is 'rediscovered' by 
Moses and Aaron (Num 21l8). The reason for this is indirectly given: in Num 2120 it 
Is stated that the well was hidden at times when the Law was not kept. Thus it had 
its beginning with Abraham, just as the Law also had its beginning (in the sense of 
a full restoration of the Urform) with Abraham. 
3.S.2.4.2.S Glory/light and the restoration of the image 
The restoration of the Law is also coupled with a restoration of the glory and 
light of the original state of man, which is linked to the revelation of God's glory of 
the Shekinah to Abraham. Yahweh's throne of glory Is first revealed at the Aqedah 
of Isaac (Gen 27l), then to Jacob (Gen 28l2.i7); both times it occurs on the site of 
the temple, which is consistently referred to as the place of the revelation of the 
throne of glory (Exod 15i7), parallel to Mount Sinai (Exod 24-10; 34i8). The latter is 
however deliberately diminished in innportance when it is written that it is only the 
amplification C m ) of an hour, and its holiness (ClT'p) the holiness of three days, 
whereas the amfjiification of the tabernacle/sanctuary is eternal (Lev 1l).''^ 
This revelation of God manifests Itself In the glory of his servants. It has already 
been noted above that Moses is said to radiate this glory.'^° But it is not limited to 
him. Joshua receives some of Moses' glory (K " l p ' ' ITD; Num 2720). The fact that 
Jacob has his image engraved on the throne of glory (Gen 28i2) also Implies that 
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he has some of this glory. Joseph receives the splendour of glory and honour 
(Kmnn^eJl K I P K ) when he is blessed by his father (Deut 33i7) and will guard the 
glory of his brothers C i n K K"lp*'D "TTTri; Gen 4926). The just are said to illuminate 
the world through their merit (Exod 404). The brightness of the woman innocent of 
adultery will shine forth CiniQ n n i ; Num 528). Finally, Bileam says that the light of 
the Israelite faces shines like the brightness of the firmament ( p y p " ! T'^^ "''"'1'' 
lin^DK r r ; Num 246). 
Besides Exod 3329-33, the glory/light-motif is directly linked with the Sinai event in 
Deut 331-6, which states that the splendour of the glory of God's Shekinah (n"*nrDE) 
")p"'K rr ) shone forth In majesty and glory on Mount Sinai and was received by the 
Israelites. For Ps.-J., this does not conflict with the fact that illumination/radiation 
of glory is extended from Moses to the patriarchs, thus including the complete 'house 
of Israel." 
3.5.2.4.3 Philo, P s . - J . and Ps.-Ph. 
In respect to its eixuv-theology, Ps.-J. has a strong affinity to Ps.-Ph. As it has 
been shown, above, the illumination of the Israelites through the Law Is also manifest, 
if not as strongly as in Ps.-Ph. Its use of E L X U V is similar, and it is similarly tied to 
the concepts of Law and illumination. A principal difference from Ps.-Ph. lies in 
Ps.-J.'s theme of restoration of the Law and of the image of man culminating in 
Abraham. The picture by Ps.-J. is thus that of a gradual restoration of man in the 
whole complex called 'House of Israel', v^ereas by Ps.-Ph. it is a sudden restoration 
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of man in the new Adam, Moses. 
The study above has conclusively shown a common realm of thought behind Philo, 
Ps.-Ph. and Ps.-J. It has further shown that all three must be drawing on older 
sources. For all of Phllo's Platonlsm/middle-PlatonIsm, he has a surprising number 
of contacts with Ps.-Ph. and Ps.-J. All three have the structure of the old Adann 
and the new Adam, Moses; Moses' transformation is linked to his mediation and 
obedience to the law, which is transferred to anyone who turns to God and obeys 
the law. Common to ail three is also the linking of illumination and light with trans-
formation of the person involved into the image of the first Adam as happened to 
Moses. Here of course Phllo deviates from the other two with his distinction of the 
prototype of Adam and the protoplast. All three explicitly attribute this transforma-
tion to the activity of God's Spirit. 
In one Important respect Philo and Ps.-J. have something In common In their 
structure which Ps.-Ph. does not manifest. This lies in their projection of the Sinai 
event to the time of the patriarchs, so that from Abraham onwards the forefathers 
of the Israelites can be illuminated/transformed. For Ps.-Ph., this Is strictly limited 
to the time following Moses, thus also placing this writing closer to Paul. 
These points of cxantact demonstrate that the common traditions underlying Philo, 
Ps.-Ph. and Ps.-J. concerning the Adam typology must have been present at least 
at the time of Paul and probably much earlier, as Phiio's use proves. Ps.-Ph. and 
Ps-J. both point to the origin of these traditions in Palestine. 
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3.S.2.S Paul's affinity to Philo, Pseado-Philo and Psendo-Jonathan 
Due to Phiio's reworking of the Adam traditions mentioned above with the help of 
his peculiarly Platonist/middle-Platonist hermeneutics, Paul's thinking lies closer to 
the thought-world of Ps.-Ph. and Ps.-J., but especially of Ps.-Ph. It becomes 
increasingly evident, the longer one ponders, to what a large extent Paul's thinking 
lies in the proximity of Ps.-Phiio's theology. 
For both thinkers the starting-point is the Sinai event. Both connect the light-motif 
of Sinai with God s light at creation (cf 2Cor 45; LAB 297-9). Both have an Adam 
typology; in Ps.-Philo the new Adam is Moses, in Paul it is Christ. Both have the 
picture of light which originates from God and illuminates mankind again through the 
new Adam, who is the E L K U V of Qod. In both the 'elect' who receive illumination are 
transformed into the same image and can together be compared with the new Eve 
(2Cor 1l2f). Both have the concept of cognoscere/agnoscere: the 'elect' recognize 
God and his messenger/message, the unbelievers don't recognize and in some cases 
are blinded (as the Amorites by Cenas and 2Cor 46). In the thinking of both, the 
Holy Spirit Is connected with the Illumination and transformation of man. 
Paul's use of lex dei in 2Cor 3i-46 is even similar to that of Ps.-Ph.: for both 
wri ters, the law transforms man because it is of the Spirit, thus illuminating and 
transforming man. Here of course the similarities end, as for Paul Christians are 
living under the new covenant and not under the Mosaic covenant; according to the 
promptings of the Spirit, not according to the Mosaic law. 
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As has been noted above, for Paul, man Is ex deoO (cf 2Cor 2i7); more precisely, 
woman is E X TOO dcvSpoq, but both man and woman are E X TOIJ dEoO (ICor II12). Now 
E X is never used with -Seoq or xvpioq in the LXX. We do however find it in Ps.-Ph.: 
man originates de lumlne Invlslbllls loci (289) , The idea of coming out o f a source 
is part of the light-nnetaphor. It is possible that this is also a root of Paul's use of 
EX •&EOU. 
Insofar as Ps.-J. has an affinity to Ps.-Ph,, it also has an affinity to Paul, namely 
in its use of E ix t iv as pointed out above (see 2.5.2,4.3). Of interest is especially the 
connection between the restoration of the Law, the restored image of man and his 
restored glory. As noted above, the difference lies In the different structure of Ps.-J., 
with its restoration in stages culminating in Abraham and the 'House of Israel." As 
noted in 3.5.2.4.3, this structure is also found in Philo and represents a different 
tradition from that of Ps.-Ph. at this point. 
4 Paul and the Book o f the Similitudes 
As has been demonstrated above, Paul identifies Christ with the Spirit in 2Cor 
31-46. Now Paul also Identifies Jesus with oo<pia In ICor 1 and 2. The question arises: 
is there any connection between these two? Does Paul have a concept in mind from 
which he can draw these two seemingly disparate affirmations? We have seen that 
the Book of the Similitudes does link the Spirit with Wisdom, with the Messiah and 
with God. Does Paul have a similar concept? The following reconstruction will try to 
answer this question. 
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In the typological Interpretation of the Exodus found In ICor 104. Paul states that 
the Israelites drank of the spiritual Rock that followed them, which was the Christ 
( E T I I V O V Yap nvEui iaTixf )? dcxoXou^ouoTiQ TiETpa^, Ttltpa 8E T)V 6 xptoto?)- Here 
again v/e find Christ and Spirit somehow linked. ICor 12 sheds some light on this: 
the Christians are said to be members {\ii\T\) of the body of Christ (owixa xp^oto^') 
(1212.27). This is explained in ICor 12l3: 
K a i y a p E V EVL u v E u i i a T i i][i£lq, T t d v x E g tiq E V aw[itt. Epd7rTio-&T)tiEV... 
X a l TtdvTEQ EV TtVEU^ia E7tOTlO^T]llEV. 
As Christians we are ail baptized into one body, which is Christ, and ail are given 
one Spirit to drink. This Spirit Is Inextricably linked to Christ, so that Paul can say 
that the Lord SB the Spirit (2Cor 3i7) and that we drink of a spiritual rock, which is 
Christ. The Spirit is Christ amongst us; when we drink of the Spirit, we drink of 
Christ. 
Paul identifies Christ with wisdom in ICor 1 and 2 (cf 124.30; 27). It is a Wisdom 
which has been ordained by God before the world (27) and was hidden before the 
eyes of the rulers of this world; It has however now been revealed through the Spirit 
of God (2io). For the a v & p u T t o g tJjuxtMO?, that which the Spirit of God reveals is 
[iwpia (214); this implies that that w+iich the Spirit of God reveals is ooipta, ie Jesus 
Christ, for the av^punioq TrvEutiocTiKog.^^' 
Jesus the Messiah is the Wisdom of God, who has been revealed through the 
Spirit of God. Thus when we drink o f the Spirit, we drink of Christ = Wisdom = 
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spiritual rock = Lord. It is because of the spiritual quality of Christ that the new 
covenant is one written onto hearts of flesh, giving the Christian the freedom to 
radiate the light and glory of Christ, at the same time transforming him into ttie 
image of Christ (2Cor 3-46), It is also because of the spiritual quality of Christ that 
the Christian is baptized into the body of Christ in receiving the one Spirit. Linked 
to this idea is that of the Christian being a vaoc; S -EOU corporately (ICor 3l6; 2Cor 
6i6) and individually (ICor 613.19), 
It is only if one sees Paul's argumentation from the pneumatological perspective 
that many of the references to the Spirit become clear (as in 2Cor 3-46). Hence 
also Paul's emphasis that the Spirit has been given as an dcppocpSv In our hearts 
(2Cor I21-22); it is through the Spirit that we experience Christ. Therefore also the 
person speaking in the Spirit of God cannot curse Jesus Christ (ICor 123). The person 
who clings to Christ Is one Spirit (with him) (ICor 617), as he clings to Christ through 
the agency of the Spirit. Paul speaks with the power (Suvaiu^) of the Lord Jesus 
Christ (ICor 54), which is demonstrated (uTtoSEi^t?) through the Holy Spirit (1Cor 24). 
One can also observe the closeness of Christ and the Spirit in ICor 611. 
Where are the similarities to the Book of the Similitudes and where the dissimilari-
ties? The answer to the dissimilarities lies in the unexpected turn of events by Jesus. 
The circles who penned the Book of the Similitudes expected a Messiah who was 
ordained before creation but has been concealed before the eyes of the rulers of 
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this world till he will be revealed and will execute justice on the wicked but show 
mercy, glory and light to the righteous through the Spirit of Wisdom which is in him. 
In the case of Christianity, the Messiah was also pre-ordained, etc., but he was 
concealed before the eyes of the rulers unto death. He was only revealed after his 
resurrection from the dead, and then only to a select few (as Paul is at pains to 
demonstrate in ICor 151-5). For the other Christians, it is the risen Christ who is 
revealed through the Holy Spirit to the elect as the oof'vx of God, Thus the concept 
of the Messiah who had the Spirit poured on him by Yahweh, and of the righteous 
who received tfie Spirit of Wisdom through the Messiah is still there in a modified 
form. For Paul also the light Imagery (but developed much more strongly, on the lines 
of Ps.-Ph.) and water imagery is used for the Spirit; for both Paul and Sim, the 
righteous are transformed and radiate the Messiah's light, for both the righteous 
drink of the Spirit of Wisdom. But because of the concealed coming of the Messiah 
and his leaving without revealing himself, the concept takes on a new dimension for 
Paul: the revealing of the Messiah to all will still occur, but on the judgment day, 
when the Lord returns. Till that time, the Messiah Is being revealed solely through 
the Holy Spirit, which acts as dtppapSiv. 
The Book of the Similitudes identifies the Spirit with Wisdom but does not explicitly 
Identify Wisdom with the Messiah; the Messiah is revealed through the Spirit of 
Wisdom in the Similitudes - we recall that Wisdom could not find a dwelling-place on 
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earth, Implying that only the Messiah can bring Wisdom Into this world through his 
person, w+iich is anointed with the Spirit of Wisdom. For Paul, the Messiah is identi-
fied with Wisdom as well as with the Spirit. The two are just two sides of the same 
coin: the Messiah Is Identified with the Spirit, because he is experienced by the 
believer as the Spirit. He is also identified with Wisdom, because the Spirit is the 
Spirit of Wisdom. Thus for Paul the question of a figure of Wisdom finally becomes 
meaningless, as Wisdom is linked with Jesus the Christ, and in the same manner that 
Wisdom is linked with the Son of Man in the Book of the Similitudes, namely as the 
Spirit of Wisdom which is poured onto the Son of Man and through him onto the 
elect. It should be stressed here that no attempt has been made to prove a direct 
dependence of Paul on Sim. The thrust of this endeavour has been to discover the 
frame of reference within which Paul is working, and how Paul has related the con-
cepts of Wisdom, Spirit and Christ. With this Intention In mind, It seems more pro-
bable that Paul is drawing on and developing messianic traditions as exemplified in 
the Book of the Similitudes than that he is directly dependent on Prov 1-9, Ben Sira 
or Wis.'22 
As a second step it has been discovered that Paul has enriched his ov/n theology 
through concepts borrowed from Palestininan traditions which have also found their 
way into Ps.-Ph., Philo and Ps.-J. Paul's thinking lies especially close to the thought-
world of Ps.-Ph. This is apparent in his Etxcjv theology, in his use of the Adam 
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typology, and In his pneumatology of transformation and illumination (see 3.5.2.3 for 
details). The conclusion has become probable that Paul reacted to and drew upon a 
theology which was in the proximity of the above-mentioned circles. 
Admittedly, any further speculations are based on too many unknown variables to 
ultimately be of much use. However, the thought should at least be voiced that an 
Adam typology could very naturally be harmonized with a Son of Man concept, as 
one could very naturally Identify the new Adam with the Son of Man.'^^ 
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r iKT ' ; Isa 1l3 = Prov 1533: nvsv^a «popou ^ E O U : niH'' n t t T - ^ i n \ m . 
2 2 . Cf "DK'^D/ "IK'^a: oiyytXoq/oi dtov (Gen 21i7 etc) with b/oi ayytXoz/oi 
T o u ^ E o u (Gen 322). 
2 3 . Cf Gen 4925; Exod 36.15.16; 4 5 ; 1622; IChr 5 2 5 ; 2Chr 15l2; 306. 
24. Cf 1Kgs86l; 2Kgs 5 l l ; 2Chr 2020; 305; Ezra 821; lOs; Neh 59; 127. 
25. Gen 178(R); 2821; IChr 1722; Ezek 1120; 14l1; Jer 723; 1l4; 247; 38(31)33; 39(32)38; 
Zech 88; Etg ^ E o g = in Ps 70(71)3. 
2 5 a . Cf Neh 14 (A,B.). 
26 . Gen 3231; Lev 24l5; Num 1622; 2322; 248; Deut 324(2x).17.18(2x); Joshua 3l0; 1014; 
Judges 1322; ISam 37; 107; 29(21)13; 2Kgs 194.16; 2Chr 618; 49(50)6(6); Isa 37i7; 
Jer 321; Prov 19i7; Joel 1i3; Nah I2 Zech 823 (AB); Mai 38; Mal 3i4.i5.i8; Ps 
83(84)3; Ps 105(106)2l(AS)). 
27. E. Stauffer, &t6q. 90. esp. n. 117. 
28 . E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik. II.B.I.4.e.lV.1, pp. 128-9. 
29 . Cf t h e exegesis of this verse in 3.3. 
30. W. Foerster, xupio? CTWNT ; 110. 1089. 
31. Cf W. Foerster, xupiog [TWNT ; 110, 1089-1094. 
3 2 . W. Foerster, xupto? CTWNT ; III], 1094. 
3 3 . According to R.W. Funk, The Syntax of the Greek Article, the arthrous use of 
xuptog in 2Cor 3l7 c a n be dismissed as being 'phraseology borrowed from t h e 
LXX' (p.186). But can it be dismissed quite so easily? Funk's attack onB.Welss. 
'Der Gebrauch des Artikels bel den Gottesnamen," Theolog.Studien und Kriti-
ken 84 (1911), 319-392; 503-538, whom he regards as having failed to distin-
guish LXX-usages from the actual usage of Paul (R.W. Funk, The Syntax of the 
Greek Article, 150) doubtlessly has a point; he however fails to see t h a t t h e 
LXX-quotatlons have often been altered, and In many cases are not necessarily 
from the LXX or quotations at all. 
33a. J.D.G. Dunn, •2Cor 3.17-the Lord is t h e Spirit," (basing h i s observations on N. 
Turner, Grammatical Insights into the NT, Edinburgh 1965, 127), argues t h a t 
rrarmally '6 xupiog (with article) is Christ, while xupiog (without article) is Yah-
weh, then proceeds to contradict this statement in a footnote (317, n.3). As 
demonstrated above, there are n o clear-cut rules in Paul's use of t h e article 
with x u p i O Q . N. Turner incidentally already identified xupiog with Yahweh o n t h e 
basis o f t h e above argument in A Grammar of NT Greek. Vd III: Syntax, 174. 
34 . Cf E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, II.B.I.4.d.ll.3. pp.78-83. 
35. 3i6 Is not a citation, see 3.3 for details. 
36 . See 3.3. 
37 . R.W. Funk, The Syntax of the Greek Article, comes to a similar conclusion, 
192-8. 
38. C.Westermann, 'Die Herrlichkeit Gottes in der Priesterschrift,' in: Forschung am 
Alten Testament. Ges. Studien II, hrsg. v. R.AIberz/ E.Ruprecht, Munchen 1974: 
'In der Priesterschrift erhalt der Begriff [ I D D ] seine differenzierteste Auspra-
gung und hat eine das ganze Werk bestlmmende Bedeutung, so daB die Frage 
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nach der Bedeutung von ^aboo'ln ihr zugleich die Frage nach Ihrer Theologie ist.' 
39. E. Zenger, Die Sinaitheophanie. Untersuchungen zum Jahwistischen und elohisti-
schen Geschichtswerk, Wurzburg 1971, 46. 
40 . Cf E. Zenger's own analysis in Die Sinaitheophanie. Zenger's chart of the lead-
ing positions since Wellhausen, 206-232, illustrates this point very clearly. 
41. Eg R. Rendtorff, U. Cassuto; critical of all: R.W.L. Moberly, At the Mountain of 
God. Story and Theology in Exodus 32-34, Sheffield 1983. 
4 2 . E. Zenger. Israel am Sinai. Analysen und Interpretationen zu Exodus 17-34, Alten-
berge ^1985; the same. Das Bucfi Exodus CGeistliche Schrlftlesung], Dusseldorf 
1978. 
4 3 . Cf W. Beyerlin, Herkunft und Geschichte der altesten Sinaitradition, TUbingen 
1961, 4 -8 . 
44 . E. Zenger, Die Sinaithophanie. Untersuchungen zum Jahwistischen und elohisti-
schen Geschlditswerk, WUrzburg 1971, 217-218. 
45. J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs, Berlin ^1899; R. Kraetzschmar, 
Die Bundesvorstellung im Alten Testament, Marburg 1896; B. Baentsch, Exodus 
CHK], Gottingen 1900; R. Smend (sen.). Die Erzahlung des Hexateuch auf ihre 
Quellen untersucht, Berlin 1912; H. GreBmann, Mose und seine Zeit. Ein Kommen-
tarzu den MoseSagen CFRLANT ; 18], Gottingen 1913; O. EiBfeldt, Hexateuch— 
Synapse. Die Erzahlung der fUnf Bucher Mose und das Buch Josua mit dem An-
fang des Richterbuches, Leipzig 1922 (unaltered opinion In: Die Komposltlon der 
Sinaierzahlung Exodus 19-34 [Sitzungsberichte der sachsischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Phil .-Hist. Klasse 113,1], Berlin 1966); W. Rudolph, 
Der Elohlsf von Exodus bis Josua CBZAW ; 66 ] , TUbingen 1939; C.A. Simpson. 
The Early Traditions of Israel. A Critical Analysis of the Pre-Deuteronomic Nar-
ration of the Hexateuch, Oxford 1948 (excepting V.29b, which he regards as a 
later addition); G. Holscher, Geschichtsschreibung in Israel. Untersuchungen zum 
Jafiwlsten und Elohlsten, Lund 1952; W. Beyerlln. Herkunft und Geschichte der 
altesten Sinaitraditionen, Tubingen 1961; S. Mowinkel, Erwagungen zur Penta-
teuch-Quellenfrage, Tronheim 1964; E. Zenger, Die Sinaitheophanie (excepting 
V.29a, which he regards as a EP and 30a*.b.31^.b. which he regards as E., 
94-100.108.109-118.230-31), 
46. M. Noth, Das zweite Buch Mose. Exodus CATD], Gottingen ^1965. 
47. H. Seebass, A^ ^^ ose und Aaron. Sinai und Gottesberg CAeTh ; 2 ] , Bonn 1962. 
48. M. Noth, Das zweite Buch Mose, 220. 
49. G.v. Rad, Die Priesterschrifi im Hexateuch literarkritisch untersucht und theolo-
gisch gewertet, Stuttgart/Berlin 1934. 
50. G.V. Rad, Die Priesterschrlft Im Hexateuch. 80. 
51. B. Janowski, SUhne als Heilsgeschehen. Studien zur SUhnetheologie der Priester-
schrift und zur Wurzel KPR im Alten Orient und im Alten Testament. Neukirchen-
Vluyn 1982, deals with this in great length, 279-362, esp.336-346 (summary 
on 355-352); cf more generally E. Zenger, Israel am Sinai, 114-129. 
52. B. Janowski. SLihne Als Heilsgeschehen, 361. 
53. Cf B.S. Childs' rebuttal. Exodus. A Commentary [OTU, London 1974, 609; simi-
larly M. Noth, Das zweite Buch Mose, p. 220; J.I. Durham, Exodus [Word Bib-
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lical Commentary ; 33, Waco CTexasD 1987, 4 6 6 - 7 against GreBmann and his 
descendants; the suggestion that p p 'is a dear echo of the ca l f (R.W.L.Motjerly, 
The Mountain of God, 109) is unsound, as it would be against the intention of 
any of the sources to portray Moses as a subst i tute for the golden calf. 
54. Cf E. Zenger , Die Sinaitheophanie, 79 n. 85 . 
5 5 . Cf C. Wes te rmann. lUD CThAT 794-812, esp. 808-810 ; C. Wes te r -
mann, 'Die Herr l ichkeit Gottes ' , 115-137. 
5 6 . R. Smend, Die Entstehung des Alien Testaments, 5 4 - 5 6 . 
57. H. Gese, Die SUhne, in: Zur bihiischen Theologi&. Altte&tamentlichB Vortrage 
CBEvTh ; 78 ] , Munchen 1977, 67f. 
5 8 . C. Wes te rmann , Die Herrlichkeit Gottes, 118-123; B. Janowski , SUhne als Heils-
geschehen, 3 0 3 - 3 0 8 . 
5 9 . Thus B.S. Chllds. Exodus. 609-10.617. 
6 0 . A discussion of IKgs 19 is found in J . Jeremias, Theophanie. Die Geschichte einer 
alttestamontlichen Gattung, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1965, 112-115. 
61. A.S.van der Woude, WIV [THAT 113, 4 4 6 - 4 4 9 . 
6 2 . A.S.van der Woude, WlD [THAT I I ] , rightly concludes: 'An all diesen Stellen 
handelt as sich also nicht nur um einen Begri f f , durch den Gottes Gegenwart 
mi t te ls eines als panun bezeichneten Mit telwesens (etwa ahnlich dem Bolen 
Jahwes) angedeutet w a r e , sondern um eine dem profanen Gebrauch von pSnrm 
entsprechende, die personliche Anwesenheit zum Ausdruck bringende Redeweise' 
(p. 4 4 8 ) . 
6 3 . Paul's use of e« w i th aeo? Is not t o found In the LXX: see 3.S.2.S for a possible 
source . 
6 4 . Cf F.BIass/A.Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the NT and Other Christian 
Literature. [ A Tran l . and Rev. of the Ninth- tenth German Ed. Incorporating 
Supplementary notes o f A . Debrunner by R.W.Funk3C= B iass /Debrunner /Funk ] , 
Chicago/London 1961, §318, pp. 166-7 . 
6 5 . Baue r /A rnd t /G ing r i ch , A Greek-English Lexicon, 417, col . 1+2. 
6 6 . p. 7 3 - 4 . 
67 . as Baue r /A rnd t /G ing r l ch . A Greek-English Lexicon, does, p. 417, col 2 . 
6 8 . W . Gesenius, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the OT With an Appendix Contain-
ing the Biblical Aramaic LEn2\.irans\ J, Ox fo rd 1907, 516, co l .2(6) ; c f Gesenius' 
Hebrew Grammar [ as ed. and enlarged by E.Kautzsch and revised by A.E.Cowley3, 
Ox fo rd 21910, §119,6(c). 
6 9 . Cf 2Chr 182; Neh 136; Dan 115.13; (of the Aramaic f ragments:) IQapGen 20i8 
(PW (Hebrew :) 1QH 9 2 4 ; f lOs; H 27.2.2 (?); IQMyst 22; CD 
6 1 4 ; 4QpPs 37.1.6. 
7 0 . B lass /Debrunner /Funk , A Greek Grammar, §107,3 p re fe rs the sense 'completely, 
ful ly, absolutely,' but this is by no means convincing, especially if we translate 
Ei(^  T E X O Q as 
71. B lass /Debrunner /Funk . A Greek Grammar, §206 ; Bauer /A rnd t /G lng r i ch , A 
Greek-English Lexicon, el? 2y: dq can also be an 'Indication of the t ime at 
which something takes place" (pg.228, col. 2 ) ; cf tlq xpiTTiv T\[ii(iav/ CIQ TpiTi)v 
Plato, Hippias Major 286b ; Xenophon, Institutio Cyri 5.3.27; iq T O T E at this t ime 
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V.I. In Odyssey 7.317; iq uo iepov/To uotepov Od.12.126. Thucydides 2 .20; iq 
auptov llias 8 .538 , Pl.Lg. 858b ; eg eoTtepav in the evening Appian, Mi thr id. 74 
§321 ; aupiov 7) elq TTIV xpirT\v Epict. 4,10,31; (closer t o Paul:) O I T I V E ? EoovTai 
elq j}tiEpocv avayx i ie ) Eig T O V xa ipov a u T u v in their t ime 1 Enoch 1,1; E L ^ TO 
[liXXov In the fu ture Lk 120; tiq tiXoq in the sense of In the end, finally is 
found by Hdt. 3 ,40 ; Gen 464 (LXX), Ps-Clem. , Horn. 182. 
7 2 . oTi is here understood to be causal, as C.K. Bar re t t , A Commentary on the 
Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 120-1 , does. 
7 3 . The only two re ferences of turning back to the Lord in the NT are found in Acts 
9 3 5 ; 11?1, where the phrase denotes conversion; sinnilarly, M. McNannara, The 
New Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch, Rome 1966, 
178-9. 
74. Thus J.D.G. Dunn, '2 Corinthians 111.17 - "The Lord is the Spir i t , " JTS 21 (1970), 
309 -19 . Dunn's argument res ts on the exegesis concerning Moses and the veil 
discussed above He the assumption that Moses puts on the veil to hide the fact 
that his glory is fading). If his assumption that "verses 7-18 are a Christian 
midrash on Exod xxxiv, and...that 16 is a pesher text ' (315) is incorrect , then 
his identif ication o f xvpioq w i th Yahweh stands on a weak foundation. And Dunn 
himself readily concedes w i th I. Hermann, Kyrios und Pneuma, that 2Cor 3i6 is 
not a quotation f r om Exod 3434 (p. 314). 
Already before Dunn, L. Cer faux, Le Chretien dans la theologie paulinienne 
[Lect io Divina], Paris 1962, 244f . , o f fe red the solution of a loose identif ication 
of xuptog and nvEUiia in 2Cor 3i7 in the manner of a pesher, which M. McNamara, 
7776 NT and the Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch, took up and developed 
(182-8 ) . Whi ls t McNamara 's wo rk is thorough, it fai ls to convince at this point 
on the grounds given below. Here it is important to emphasize Paul's di f fer ing 
v iews as shaped through his Christology. 
75. M. McNamara, The NT and the Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch, 179-181. 
76. R. le Deaut, "Traditions targumiques dans le Corpus Paulinien?," BIB 42 (1961), 
2 8 - 4 8 . 
77. See 3.1.2.4 for a discussion of ar throus and anarthrous xupiog; specifically to 
2Cor 3i7 see n. 33a . As pointed out In 3.1.2.4, ar throus xvpiaq +8E stands out 
in the passage. 
7 8 . See 3,1.2.3. 
7 9 . see discussion on TtpoowTiov for details on the phrase E V TipoouTtu xpi^OTOu-
8 0 . In Ac t s 9 , the companions see nothing but hear a voice, in Acts 22 they see a 
light but hear no voice. 
81. F.F. Bruce, 'Christ and Spir i t in Paul,' BJRL 59 (1976-77), 2 5 9 - 6 1 , already 
recognized the link between Paul's conversion at Damascus and 2Cor 3 i -46. 
82. U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologiscfien Vorstellungen bei Phi/o von Alexandrien. Bin 
Beltrag zur Geschichte der Genesisexegese [ALGHJ] , Leiden 1968. 
8 3 . U. FrLichtel. Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 75-77 . 
84. Leg. all. 1.31; U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologlsclien Vorstellungen, 31. 
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85. U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 31 . 
86. Quis re r . div. heres 231 ; Leg.all. I.31ff; de conf. l ing. 6 2 ; U. FrUchtel. Die kos-
mologischen Vorstellungen, 31. 
87. De opif .mund. 136ff ; U. Fruchtel , Die kosmologisclten Vorstellungen, 37. 
8 8 . Cf de opif .mund. 141; U. Fruchtel , Die kosmologisclmi Vorstellungen, 37. 
8 9 . Quis rer .div.heres 5 3 ; U. Fruchtel, D/"e/<osmo/f:^/sc/)en Vorstellungen, 39 . 
9 0 . U. Fruchtel , Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen. 111. 
91 . U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 3 5 - 6 . 
9 2 . Vi ta Mosis 11.135; U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen,m-^^. 
93. U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 111. 
9 4 . U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 112. 
9 5 . U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 112. Cf De somn. 1.14. 
9 6 . De somn. 1.217,218,220. 
9 7 . U. FrUchtel, Die kosmdogischen Vorstellungen, 80 ; cf Quis rer .div.heres 303 
(the high priest = the wise man). To the illumination of the wise man cf also 
F.-N. Klein, Die LIchtterminologie bel Philo von Alexandrien und in den hermetl-
schen Schrlften, Leiden 1962, 1-79. 
9 8 . De plant. 5 8 . 
9 9 . See U. FrUchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen, 9 2 - 3 . 
100. Leg all. 1.36-38; c f Plant 2 3 - 2 4 . Cf J.A.Davl^s, V^lsdom and Spirit, 5 4 - 6 0 . 
101. J.A. Davis, Wisdom and Spirit, 5 0 - 4 . 
102. D J . Harr ington, 'Pseudo-Philo,' in: J .H. Char leswor th Ced], The OT Pseud-
epigrapha. Vol . 2 , Garden City CNY] 1985, 299 ; C. P e r r o t / P . - M . Bogart, 
Pseudo-Philo. Les Antlquitates BINIques. Vol 2 [Sources Chret lennes] , Paris 
1976, 2 8 - 7 4 . C. Dietzfelbinger, Pseudo-Philo. Antiquitates Biblicae, GUtersloh 
1975. 91 ,95 -96 . places it between 70 and 132 AD. 
103. C. Dietzfelbinger, Pseudo-Philo, 9 1 . 
104. C. Dietzfelbinger. Pseudo-Philo, 133. n. X l l2a . 
105. Cf the illumination of the people through the 12 stones at the end of days, 
2613.15. 
106. Cf however a d i f ferent usage in 277.15; 533. 
107. 12i : a typological Interpretat ion o f Genesis 6 3 / L A B 32 ; see below for an In terpre-
tat ion of this passage. 
108. C. Dietzfelbinger. Antiquitates BiUicae, 133, n. X l l ia . 
108a. Cf 3 i i ; of course, it would be fundamentally wrong to Interpret this passage as 
being gnost ic. 
109. The OT already emphasizes that Seth was made in the likeness of Adam (G.v. 
Pad, e i xuv [TWNT ; I I ] , 391-2 . 
110. R. Hayward, "The Present State of Research into the Targumic Account of the 
Sacr i f ice of Isaac.' JJS 32.2 (19811 
111. R. Hayward, 'The Present State of Research into the Targumic Account of the 
Sacr i f ice of Isaac.' JJS 32.2 (1981). 139. 
112. R. Hayward, 'The Present State of Research into the Targumic Account of the 
Sacr i f ice of Isaac,' JJS 32.2 (1981), 139-140. 
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113. R. Hayward, 'The Present State of Research Into the TargumIc Account of the 
Sacr i f ice of Isaac,' JJS 32.2 (1981), 133-4. 
114. A l tered a bit to con fo rm to later legal pract ices; see J . Bowker, The Targums 
and Rabbinic Literature, Cambridge 1969, 173. 
l is. J . Bowker, r/;e Targums, 2 3 5 - 6 . 
116. J . Bowker, The Targums, 178. Significantly, Moses later places the broken stone 
tablets (which don't have anything wr i t ten on them any more (T.Exod 32l9)) in 
the ark of the covenant, but the second set into the Bet haMidrash (T.Exod 
4020). 
117. R. Le Deaut, Targum du Pentateuque. Tome I; Genese, Paris 1978, 142-3 , n. 1. 
118. Cf Neofi t i I: Gen 2 2 i ; 35i8; etc. ; Ps . -J . Deut 257 ; 277. 
119. Ps . - J . has here developed the Deuteronomistic tradit ion concerning the identi f ica-
t ion of the tabernacle and the temple. 
120. See 3.5.2.4.1. 
121. Unfortunately, t ime and space have not allowed for a detailed exegesis of 
Wisdom and Spir i t in ICor 1-3. For fur ther reference see esp. C.K.Barrett 's 
excellent commentary, A Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians, 
London 1968, who f inds at four di f ferent uses of the word ootpta (17-20); also 
A Schlat ter 's st imulat ing commentary, Paulus der Bote Jesu. Eine Deutung 
seiner Briefe an die Korinther, S tu t tgar t ^1969, to ICor 1-3. 
122. I am thinking of a t tempts such as that by F.F. Bruce, Christ and the Spir i t in 
Paul," 2 7 9 - 8 1 , who d raws parallels between Paul's use of E I X U V and Wis 726. 
Cf J . Jervel l , Imago Dei. Gen 1,26 im Spatjudentum, in der Gnosis u. i. den paulin. 
Briefen, Gottingen 1960, 5 0 : Wisdom is the E L X U V T O U dEoC, "Die E I X U V TOU 
•&EOU ist aber kein Humanitatspradikat," man is not re fe r red to as the image of 
God in W is . 
123. A par t of modern scholarship relates the two concepts of Son of Man and 
Adam typology; cf J . Jeremias, 'ASdcii [TWhfT ; 13, 142-3 ; C. Cdpe, 6 uLog to\3 
aV'&puTtou [TWNT ; VIII3, 3 9 5 - 6 ; H. Hegermann, Die Vorstellung vom Schdpfungs-
mittler im hellenistischen Judentum und Urchrlstentum, Berlin 1961, 47f f . Follow-
ing Philo, it postulates that Paul is similarly distinguishing Gen 127 as ""the 
creat ion of ideal man in God"E image (= Logos)"' f r om Gen 27 as " the creation 
of Adam" (J. Jeremias, *ASaii, 143). This is however unduly speculative, even 
for Philo, and becomes unnecessary in the light of Pseudo-Philo, who is u n -
doubtedly closer to Paul and does not have any t races of this so-cal led 'Eastern 
redeemer myth."" (J. Jeremias, 'ASa^i, 142). The same is t rue of Ps . -J . 
A classical formulat ion of the above view is found in E. Kasemann, Das 
wandernde Gottesvolk. Eine Untersuchung zum Hebraerbrief [FRLAKJT ; 373, 
Gott ingen ^1959. esp. 6 5 f f and 133f. to which cf U. Fruchtel, Die kosmologischen 
Vorstel lungen bei Philo, 35 n. 1, who rightly refutes the view of an 'Ur-
mensch-Er loser ' myth. An earlier rebuttal is found in J . Jervell, Imago Dei, who 
however is still too caught up in the prevailing ideas concerning gnost ic ism being 
expounded in the academic circles of that t ime. 
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lBIIt]>llfl(i>graptoy 
The bibliography and abbreviattons fol low the guidelines found in JtMjrneJ of Biblical 
LMaratyr®, 9S.2 W76}, p. 331 -346 , supplemented by Perkxlical Title Abbreviations: 
By Abbreviathn. Vol. 1, L.G. Alkire [jun.D, Detroit 1986. 
In 2.3, S = Syriac, G = Greek tex t . 
1. Reference W o r k s 
A rna ldez / J . Poul l loux/C. Mondesert , Les Oeuvres de Pfilon d'Alexandrle [Editions 
du C e r f ] , Par is . 
W . Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the NT and Other Early Christian Literature 
LA Transi . and Adaptat ion of the Fi f th Ed. of W . Bauer's gr iech.-deutsches 
W6r te rbuch zu den Schr i f ten des NT's u. d. Ubrlgen urchr is t l . LIteratur by 
W.F. A r n d t / F . W . Gingr ich] , London ^^95B. 
[ = Bauer /A rnd t /G lng r l ch ] 
Beyer, K., Die aramHlsdien Texte vom Toten Mesr samt den Inschrlften aus PalUstlna, 
dem Testament Levis aus der Kalroer Genlsa. der Fastenrolle urtd den alten 
talmudtschen ZItaten. Gdtl lngen 1984. 
Blass, F. /A. Debrunner, A (^eek Grammar of the KT and Other Christian Literature 
LA Transi . and Rev. of the Ninth- tenth German Ed. Incorporating Supplement-
ary notes of A . Debrunner by R.W. Funk] , Chicago/London 1961. 
C= B lass /Debrunner /Funk ] 
Char leswor th , J .H. Ced.]. Vie OT Pseudeplgrapha. 2 vols., Garden City CNY] 
1983/1985. 
Ell lger, K . /W . Rudolph. Biblla Hebraica, S tu t tgar t 1966. 
Field. F.. Orlgenis Hexaplorum. Tomes 1&2, Ox ford 1875. 
Gesenlus, W . . Gesenlus' Hebrev^ Grammar Cas ed. and enlarged by E. Kautzsch and 
revised by A.E. Cowley] , Ox ford ^1910. 
Gesenlus. W . , A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the OT With an Appendix Containing 
the Biblical Aramaic CEngl. t rans i . ] , Ox fo rd 1907. 
GInsburger, M., Pseudo-Jonathan (Thargum Jonathan ben Usiel zum Pentateuch). Nach 
der Londoner Handschrlft, Berlin 1903. 
Haberman, A .M. , Megllloth MIdbar Yehuda. The Scrc^ls From the Judaean Desert, 
Jerusalem [ 1 9 5 9 ] . 
Harr ington. D.J.. The Hebrew Fragments of Pseudo-Phllo's Liber Antkiultatum 
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Biblicarum Pres&-ved in the Chronicles of JerahmesI [Tex ts and Translat ions. 
Pseudepigraphic Series ; 33, Missoula [MA3 1974. 
Hatch , E. /H.A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint and the Other Greek 
Versions of the OT (Including the Apocryphal Books). 2 vols., Oxford 1897. 
Jas t row, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and YeruschaJmi, and the 
MkJrashic Literature. 2 vols, repr . , New "Vork 1950. 
Jenni, E., Theologisches Handwdrterbuch zum AT [ 2 vols.3, hrsg. v. E. Jenni unter 
Mitarbeit v. C. Wes te rmann , Munchen/Zur ich ^1975/1976. 
Kish, G., Pseudo-Philo's Liber AntKjuitatum Biblicarum ZUnw. of Notre Dame publica-
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